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Foreword
rIRE SAFETY in schools is of interest, and immediate concern to
U a, large segment of the Nation's population. Approximately one-
fifth of the people are either Sttehding, or are connected in some man-
ner with the operation of educational institutions. Fire poses a real
danger to them and is a persistent, annoying problem for their par-
ents, relatives, and friends. The threat of fire can never be completely
eliminated from school buildings, but its dangers can be minimized
sith sound planning. This may be accomplished by a three-prong
attack: prevention, control, and protection..

Responsibility and authority for school fire safety is shared by
many persons in this Nation. The relationship of responsibility and
authority to a knowledge of acceptable fire safety procedures is im-
portant in the process of eliminating or reducing fire danger in the
Nation's educational institutions.

Many magazine articles, pamphlets, and publications on specific
aspects of school fires are available, but few publications present an
overview for a complete program of school fire safety. This publica-
tion was accordingly compiled and written for the purpose of bring-
ing together in one document the latest available information, re
search, and proven practices so that administrators and others who
have authority and responsibility in this area may plan a compre-
hensive program of school fire safety.

It is hoped that the present, bulletin will aid them in understand-
ing thelotal scope of the problem, in reaffirming their responsibility
and authority for school fire safety, in detecting fire hazards in school
facilities, in improving housekeeping and maintenance for fire safety,
nd in developing understanding of the place and function of fire-

protective equipment.
Many helpful suggestions for this publication were received from

individuals and organizations. The Office wishes to express thanks
for., this assistance and for the privilege of using certain drawings,
tables, charts, and other quoted materials.

FRED R. BEACH,
Director, Administration Branch,

Division of Elementary and Secondary Education.

ERIC R. BABERI
Acting Assistant Commissioner,

Bureau of Educational Research, and Development.
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Chapter I

The Problem
EIRE SAFETY IN SCHOOLS, long recognized as a serious prob-

lem by both public officials and lay citizens, is concerned with
preienting personal injury or death and property damage or destruc-
tion. The responsibility for this prevention is lodged in many hands,
but school officials having jurisdiction in the matter are usually
charged with developing and implementing administrative policies
governing appropriate procedures and actions. Basic information,
however, is not always available to these officials. The purpose of the
present bulletin, therefore, is to incorporateildand consolidate in one
volume the most recent developments concernitig the nature and effects
of fires, responsibility for school fire safety, fire hazards prevalent on
sites and in buildings, acceptable housekeeping practices, and fire pro-
tective and extinguishment devices and equipment.

National Problem

The problem of school fire safety is national in scope, since no school
building, public or private, is entirely free from the hazards of fire,
and no official conducting a program of education, or having an obli-
gation for safety of persons in public places, can remove himself from
the moral, if not legal, responsibility, for fire safety. One national
organisation' estimates that an average of 11 school fires occur each
day. Each of these is a local fire affecting a particular community,
but over a period of time hundteds of communities across the entire
country experience the horror of school fires. The annual school
property low and occasional loss of life point to the need for greater
national knowledge and emphasis on procedures to insure school fire
safety. Hence, the problem is not just local in nature, but national,
deserving the attention of many persons. Concerning this problem
the Federal Fire Council =states

There is a need to reexamine some of the basic concepts in the fire safety
field and to increase our basic knowledge of the phenomena of fire and its

I National Commission on Safety Education (NEA). Adios for Safety (vol. 14, No. 9).
Washington 8: The Commission, 1201 Sixteenth Street NW. December 1961. p. 8.

a Federal Fire Council. Newsletter (vol: 2, No. 8) . Washington 25 : The Council.
_11,18th and F Streets NW. October 1961.
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suppression. The present day scientific tempo is,out-stripping the fire safety
fieldpartly due to all inadequate foundation which results in gaps in vital
knowledge. New developments in materials. products, and operation, as
well as human habits and mores, severely tivx efforts to adequately safeguard
against unwanted tire. Also, some problems can be traced to procedures
which by-pass tire safety pe'rsonnel or restrict the free flow of necessary in-
formation to them.

The statement quoted identifies several problems affecting school
fire safety, few of which could be solved solely at the local level, thus
indicating a need for the concept that. school fire safety is a local, State,
and National problem. Nelson and Boyer 3 suggest that. fire safety
is the respopsibility of everyone. They emphasize that if we are will-
ing to gamble with mass death, then.we should not be indignaa when
it arrives.

Nature of Fires

Understanding the processes and results of fire is important, for
those who are responsible for school fire safety. Knowledge of how
fire starts, how it grows, how it may affect building occupants, and
how mail may protect himself from it, should influence responsible
persons in their planning for fire safe schools.

Description

In defining the process of fire, Layman 4 says:
Fire is a chemical reaction in which oxygen combines with fuel at a rate

sufficient to produce both heat and light. The essentials of this process are :
Fuelany combustible gas, liquid or soil )xygensufficient 111 voitline
to support the process of combustion and t tally supplied from surround-
ing air ; heatsufficient in volume a)(1 intensity to raise the temperature
of fuel to.its ignition or kindling point.

Elements

I

The elements of fire are smoke, expanded air, unexploded gas,
uncontrolled beat, and flame. The growth of fire depends on many
variable factors, several of which are the amount of oxygen, the
amount of combustible material, and the concentration of beat. These
variables may be difficult to calculate, but it should. be remembered
that the rapidity with which fire can be expected to burn is especially
important to school officials.

3P. W. Nelson and Keith Royer. "Why Mass Fire Deaths." Iowa Custodian's News-
letter (vol. 29). MarchApril 1959.

4 Lloyd Layman. Attacking and Extinguishing Interior Fires. Boston 10 : National
Fire Protection Association. 60 Batterymarch Street. 1952. p. 7.



Oxygen, one of the elements which support fi4 is nearly always
available: Another element needed to support it fuel. In many
eases Ae fuel most plentiful and available in schspol buildings' is wood
and wood products. Laboratory lindinl.,rs show what happens to
wood when it burns. In one laboratory experiment when 11/2 pouuds
of dry wood were placed in a retort at 300° C the results were the
following:

The wood was reduced to charcoal:
Three-fourths of a tumbler of liquid was distilled.
Three cubic feet of gas w'a formed.b

Coe states that moire lives are lost from gases tha,n from tire itself.
When gases are formed there is a tremendous atmospheric expansion;
for example, -1 ton of wood heated to 400° C will produce 7,000 cubic
feet of as 40 percent of which is degilly carbon monoxide.

Some type of fuel is generally available in school buildings. For
example, an 8-foot. Christmas tree with decorations and packages
represents about MO pounds of combustible materials in one class-
room. If this amount of combustible material became ignited, with
sufficient oxygen to support combustion, the amount of heat generated
'would be equal to that produced by 15 gallons of gasoline, or approx-
imately 800,000 per hour.? The release of this amount of
heat in from 5 to 15 minutes in'one classroom would probably destroy
all life in the room and do other serious damage.,

Sinoke, a byproduccof fire, is produced pore by 'a smoldering than
by a free-burning fire. A report S of the Division of Surveys and
Field Services of George Peabody College states that a smoldering
fire without flame produces carbon monoxide (ii colorless, odorless,
lethal poison) in fatal quantities, without doing material damage to
the structum. This concept is supported by Layman, who indicates
that, even though flame production ceases when the oxygen content
of the surrounding ,atmosphere falls below 15 percent, smouldering
burning will continue. Concerning other characteristics of smoke
released from burning, he states : 9

Smoke released in the burning of ordinary combustibles consists of a
mixture of vapors and gases in which minute particles of carbon, tar and
ash are suspended. Smoke is a product of incomplete combustion. All
smoke is toxic to some degree and is an irritant to the respiratory system
and eyes. There is always some tarbon monoxide present in smoke and

5 Durham & Rates, Inc. Stop FiresRare Lires. Portland, Oreg. : The Corporation.
901 S.W. Washington Street. n.d. p. 12.

o Theodore I. Coe. FiruFriend and Foe of Man. Bulletin of the American Institute
of ArchiteCtk (AIA File No. 119). JanuaryFebruary 1954. p. 56.

I P. W. Nelson and Keith Royer. op. cit.
N George Peabody College for Teachers, Division of Surveys and Field Services. Disaster

keadinemm in Undergraduate Education. Nashville, Tenn. 'rue College. 1960. p. 56.
(Prepared for the Office of Civil Defense Mobilization).

o Lloyd Layman. op. cit. p. 7-8.
a
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the amount can vary from a small trace to a deadly percentage depending
upon conditions of combustion. . . .

Untenability and Evacuation

.

The 'rapidity with which smoke and heat travel through a build-
ing is not generally recognized by lay persons. Post mortems of
fires prove that Many fatalities result from smoke asphyxiation.

The summarized results of the Los Angeles Fire Department fire
tests reveals that smoke from both smoldering and free-burning fires
was theoprineipal hazard to life, and nearly always untenable smoke
conditions preceded untenable temperature conditions. In these tests,
fires were started at the bottom of stairways, in classrooms, and in
corridors. Untenable smoke conditions were reached in 2 to 7
minutes on at least one entire floor above the fire. At this point, it
is interesting to note, evacuation time from a three-story building is
estimated to be 2 to 3 minutes.°

The following graphs compiled from information of the Los Angeles
Fire Department fire tests show the untenable heat and the unbearable
smoke conditions as they existed during the tests.

The graphs show vividly what times were recorded to reach a level of
either untenable or unbearable heat on each floor that would preclude the
use of building corridors as a means of escape from the. building. One

'should keep in mind that occupants of upper floors must pass through the
first floor to reach the outside of the buildinghatever condition obtains
on the first floor is a limiting escape factor."

Test criteria were established on three items of significance:

1. Untenableheat was said to be present when thermocouples in hallways
read 150° F at headheight.

2. Untenable smoke was said to be present when it was Impossible to read
12-inch-high illuminated block letters on a white placard at a distance of
45 feet.

3. Evacuation drill time was established as 1 minute per floor, i.e., it
would take 3 minutes to evacuate everyone from a 3-story building ; 2
minutes from a 2-story building.

In stating the nature of fire and its effects, one study 12 lists the
following points:

1. The lethal products of fire are smoke and toxic 'gases, heat, and flame.
2. Hazards of life from developing fires are likeliest to be : first, smoke and

toxic gases ; then heat ; finally, flame.

10 Los Angeles Fire Department. Operation School Burning, by the National Fire Pro-
tection Association. 1959. p. 25-26.

"Federation of Mutual Fire Insurance Companies. Is Your Student Houeings,Fire Safe?
Cbicigo 6 : The Federation. 20 North Wacker Drive. 1960. p. 39-40.

is Building Research Advisory Board. Committee on Fire Research. School Fire.: An
Approach to Life Safety. Washington : National Academy of Sciences--National Research
Council. 1960. p. 2.

4
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3. These hazards can be controlled and the time available for safe escapecan be extended.
4. When proper measures to control these hazards are not taken, the timeavailable for escape may be reduced to zero.

4

Fire Classifications and Hazard Areas
One nationally recognized classification of tires groups them intofour classes." This is based on the type of combust iblefr material whichfeeds the fire slid the type of extinguishing aA,rent which is most effec-tive for controlling a fire fed by this material. The classes are:

rtaRR "A"4Fires, defined as fires in ordinary combustible materials such aswood, cloth, paper, etc.
Class "B" Fires, defined ns fires in flanunable petroleum products or otherflammable liquids. greases. etc.
rta.R8 "C" Fires, defined as fires involving energized electrical equipmentwhere the electrical non-cnductivity of the extinguishing media is ofimportance.
Other Fires involving certain combustible metals or reactive chemicals re-quire, in some cases, special extinguishing agents or techniques.

The fire hazard classification of an area is dependent upon the typeof construction, the materials 'wed, and the activities conducted in theparticultir area. It is desirable to know the fire hazard classificationof school buildings. ("Three types of school hazard areas are identifiedas follows:
1. Light hazard: classrooms, hallways, stairwells, gymnasiums, and audito-riums.
2. Ordinary hazard: stages, holler rooms, storage areas, shops. domestic sci-ence suites, manual training departments, and the like.3. Extra hazard: places where hazardous materials are present oe hazardousactivities occur, as in spray painting."

Important Factors
Persons responsible for. school fire safety need statistics concerningthe origin and causes of school fires so that they may know the recordand can plan accordingly.
In a study of 300 school fires, the National Fire Protection Asso-ciation has drawn some conclusion as to place of origin, causes, con-tributing factors, time of origin, and methods of detection. Somesignificant findings are shown in tables 1 through 525

is National Fire Protection Association. Portable Fire Extinguishers (NFPA No. 10).1961. p. 6.
1 National Safety Council. Findings of the Coroner's Jury. Chicago 11 : The Council.425 North Michigan Avenue. 1959. p. 2_ (Mimeograph) .is These tables are taken (with slight adaptations to Office of Education formipt fortables) from the National Fire Protection Association's Occupancy Fire Reetard: PublicSchools (Fire Record Bulletin FR-57-1). 1957. p. 23-24.
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Table 1.Places Where 300 School Fires Originated

Total

Classroom_ _

Unused area .

Furnace room__ _

Storage room_

Auditorium__ _

Stage_ _

Unknown usagv_
Janitor's room_ _

Floor or ceiling_ _

Cymnasium _ _ _ _

Nianual training rocrn
Hallway_ _

Kitchen_
Wall_ _ _ _

I.aborat ory _ _

.Under building or in yard_ _

Office
Cafeteria
Teacher's room ___ _

Library

Student locker room _

Utility room__
Lavatory__ _ _ _

Base-
ment

65

3
1

25
10

1

1

10
4

2
1

1

1

First.
story

137

32

5
10

16
14

5
5

S

9
6
4

4

4
i)

3
3
2

1

3

1

ivpper
story

O

49

13

1

Attic

43

40

9

1

Total

300

48
41

30
28

20
18
17
11

10
10
9
8

7
7
7
6

6
4
3
3

3
2
2

Table 2.Percentage Analysis of the Causes of 300 School Fires

FLECTRICAL
Cause

Wiring, overload or short circuit
Appliances, defective
Motors, defective

Percent
34. 5
29.1

3.9
1.5

Heating and cooking equipment, defeetire or poor ingtallation 18. 4
Central heating systems 9.7
Sinokepipes 3.4
Chimneys 2.9
Unit heaters and stoves 2. 4

Incendiary 12.6
Vandalism 7. 3
tither or unknown persons 5.3

Smoking and matches 11. 61..."1"

65-4284 0-62 2 7
lb



Table 2.Percentage Analysis of the Causes of 300 School FiresContinued
Cause PercentLightnin*

6.8Spontaneous ignition : rags and mops 4.9(as explosiong_
2. 90;.igInated outside, spread to building 1. 9Children and matches
1.0Light bulb in contact With stage curtain 1. 0Sparks on roof
1.0Miscellaneous known eabses 4. 4

Total
100. 0

Table 3.Factors Contributing to Extent of Damage in 300 School Fires

PUBLIC FIRE irROTECTION
Number
of firesNo water for fire !fighting

57Inadequate ;voter for fire fighting 44No public fire department available 38Inadequate manpower and equipment.: 6

PRIVATE FIRE PROTECTION
No sprinklers

277No automatic detection or watchman 259Employees fought fire, delayed alarm T 7Watchman protection substandard 5PairtIal sprinklers, origin in unsprinkled area 2

CONTE NTS
Records destroyed

32Oil and other flammable floor finisb_____ _ .... =Mb Ne ................. aND vaa ow. 30Combustible stage curtains
11Combustible decorations

Flammable liquids improperly stored 6Combustible material improperly stored 4Dirt in heating ducts
3

CONSTRUCTION
Undivided attics

67Open stairways
52Nonfirestopped walls
443Combustible interior finish
37Fibreboard
25Plywood
7Miscellaneous other
5Furnace not cut off

22Nonfirestopped joist channels
21No division wails where needed
17Ventilating ducts terminating in attic 15Unprotected openings in fire wall
11

8



Table 3.Factors Contributing,to Extent of Damage in 300 School FiresCon.

CONSTRUCTION' (don't.)
Nu Mber
of fire8

Spread; through heattng ducts 8
sOpen pipe shafts 6
No proscenium curtain 4
Cumbustible air ducts 4
Open paper chute ,

Table 4.- -Time of 300 School Fires and Operating Status of the School

Time
Midnight to 6 a.m 102
6:00 a.m. to noon 58
Noon to 6 :00 p.m 69
6:00 p.m. to midnight 71

Operating Status
School closed 206
School occupied, not in session 50
School in session 44

Early discovery is important in the control of fires. Thus, it is of
interest to note how the 300 tires studied by the Association were de-
tected, as revealed in table 5 below.

Table 5.Ways in Which 300 School Fires Were Discovered
Total 300

Teachers 9 Outsiders 205
Sprinkler alarms 5 Janitors 31
Explosions 4 Students 24
Watchmen 4 Unknown occupants 18

In another study of 21 large-loss school fires involving a total
damage of $9,033,500 in 1956, the National Fire Protection Asso-
ciation 16 reported that 18 were in elementary and secondary schools
and 3 were in colleges. Of these 21 fires, 6 were discovered while
school was in session, but none promptly. This leads to a conclusion
drawn by the Association that automatic protection-detection equip-
ment is necessary for prompt discovery and control of fires even
when a building is occupied. Other significant items reported in
this study are the follo*ing:

None of the schools had a central-station or fire department connected
automatic alarm system.
None of the buildings had a complete sprinkler system.

o

+ None of the 21 large-loss school fires involved buildings of fire-resistive
or noncombustible construction.

+ All but two of these fires spread beyond the floor of origin.

le Twenty-one Large Loss School Fires. In Large Lou Fires of 1956. 1957. p. 311-12.
(Reprint from the NFPA Quarterly, April 1957.)
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+ One of the two fires that did not spread beyond the story of origin
occurred in a one-story building without a basement ; the other fire
originated in the attic while the school was occupied, and burned off
the roof.
Open stairways (14 cases) and walls that were not firestopped (7 cases)
were the most common routes followed by the fires.

Effects of School Fires

The effects of school fires can never be completely calculated-, es-
pecially in terms of monetary values. For example, the value of
lives lost because of fire cannot be expressed in dollars and cents. In
fact, the loss cantbe reported only in terms of cold statistics, which
do not express the personal loss to families and relatives or the overall
loss to society. The loss of, or damage to, property can be calculated,
and where insured losses are high, insurance rates are also usually
high, creating a demand for school funds that might otherwise be
spent on the educational program itself. Moreover, if insurance
cp.verage obligates insurance companies to pay total property replace-
Merit costs, the indemnification would not cover such intangibles as
loss of time, inconvenience, and disruption to the educational pro-
gram. Thus, students in particular and society in general lose when
fires strike school buildings.

Fatalities and Factors

- Since the numerical loss of life and the dollar value of property
loss are the only factors which can be calculated, some statistics on
these two factors are of interest. Records 17 reveal that in the
United States and Canada, 821 lives were lost in 37 fatal school fires
during the years 1900-58. Of thre_ 821 lives lost, 358 were due to
explosions, 14 to entering or re-entering the building, and 449 because
of other factors. Many of this last group might have been saved
except for delays in evacuating the building after the fire started.

Loss of life from school fires may be further emphasized by show-.
ing that each year during the past 50. years an average of 18 people
(children, teachers, and firemen) died."

Internal explosions, combustible contents, and inadequate or im-
proper exits contributed to the loss of 40 lives in 35 fatal school fires.
More specifically, half of these persons died because they could not

17 Building Research Advisory Board, Committee on Fire Research. op. cit. p. 1.111 Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. Ring the Alarm. New York 22 : The Lab-oratories, 477 Madison Avenue. 1959. p. 5-43.
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get out. Insufficient exits caused the loss of six lives; open stairways,
six; stairway obstructions, six; and barred windows, two."

Explosions pose a special problem, but poor planning, improper
maintenance, and illogical actions in emergencies have been a sub-
stantial factor of life loss from school fires.2° Generally speaking,
the causes of life loss in school fires are the following:

Delays in detecting the presence of fire
Delays in sounding the alarm
Delays in leaving the building.

Property Losses

W

The number of fires and the amount of property loss in the case
of public schools and colleges from 1956 through 1960, as estimated
by the National Fire Protection Association, are shown in table 6.

Year

Table 6:Property Loss in School Fires : 195640 '

Type of occupancy

1956 2 Schools and colleges
1957 2 do
1958 2 do

1959 Elementary and
schools.

1960 do

Number
of fires

4, 100
4, 300
4, 000

secondary 2, 900

3, 000

Amount of
loss

$23, 824, 000
30, 199 000
23, 981 000

17,350,000

16,100,000
I From the Aseociation's "Fires and Fire Losses Classified," appearing each year in the October issue of its

Quarterly. (Table adapted slightly to conform with printing requirements of the present bulletin.)
2 retailed information was not available to separate the elementary and secondary school losses from

those of the colleges.

This is an annual average of 3,660 fires, with an average annual
property loss of $24,090,800. On the basis of school facility costs of
$40,000 per classroom, including necessary related space (and this is
a figure frequently quoted for classroom costs), more than 602 class-
rooms and related facilities, or the equivalent of more than 30 school
buildings containing 20 classrooms each, go up in smoke each year.
The country can ill afford a waste of this magnitude.

le National Fire Protection Association. Occupancy Fire Record: Public Schools.
P. 3.

2° Building Research Advisory Board. Committee on Fire Research. op. cit. p. 2.
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Chapter 11

Responsibility

THE
THREE LEVELS of responsibility for public education in

the United States are the National, State, and local. Authority at
each level is based on constitutional or statutory pfovisions, or both.
Certain unique functior are performed by designated agencies at
each level. These agencies are supported by public funds, are respon-
sive to public will, and have a common goal. One factor affecting the
achievement of this goal is safety, particularly safety from fire.

Children of school age are normally required to attend school.
Both the children and their parents have a right .to' expect safe living
conditions during the period of attendance. Responsible officials and
school employees have an obligation to provide these conditions. The
obligation (legal and obligatory in some instances; moral and volun-
tary in others) is imposed by society in varying degrees at all levels of
authority. Some specific areas of responsibility at each level are dis-
cussed here.

National Responsibility

Some obligation for promoting school fire safety is assumedand
acceptedat the national level by both Government agencies and non-
Government organizations. The activities of these agencies and or-
ganizations in behalf of fire safety are not to be confused with duties
and responsibilities of State and local agencies, often imposed by
statute, to protect school children from fire. Historically, agencies
and organizations at the national level perform their services volun-
tarily, aiming to improve and advance the knowledge about fire safety
for the entire Nation.

Among the national agencies affiliated in some way with the Fed-
eral Government and making significant contributions in the area of
fire safety are the Federal Fire Council, the National Academy of
SciencesNational Research Council, the National Bureau of Stand-
ards, the Office of Civil Defense, the Office of Education, and the Of-
fice of Erpergency Planning. Of these, the Office of Education and
the National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council are
more directly concerned with school fire safety. However, the Office
of Civil Defense and the Office of Emergency Planning are currently
devoting some attention to school facilities from the standpoint of

12



fall-out s elters, safety from fire, and damage assessment, in case of
enemy a k.

) . Office of Education

The Federal statute creating the U.S. Department of Education in
1867 authorized it to collect statistics and facts that would show the
condition and progress of education, to diffuse information that would
aid the people of-the United States in the establishment and mainte-
nance of efficient school systems, and otherwise to promote the cause of
education throughout the land.' Although the title of the Depart-
ment is now the U.S. Office of Education, and although congressional
enactments and Executive orders have broadened the scope of its
functions, those functions originally prescribed for it continue to serve
as the basic purpose of the Office. On this basis, the Office has a
responsibility for collecting and disseminating information on school
fife. safety, a responsibility discharged in many ways, this study being
one of those ways.

Academy-Research Council

The National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council
has a Division of Engineering and Industrial Research, of which the
Building Research Advisory Board (BRAB) and the Committee on
Fire Research (CFR) are units. The most recent contribution of this
organization on fire safety actually grew out of an Exploratory Con-
ference on School Fire Safety, called in 1959 by the American Institute
of Architectp, and attended by representatives of 14 national organiza-
tions. As an outgrowth of this conference, which supported the view
that an impartial study of school fire safety should be initiated, the
Educational Facilities Laboratories, Incorporated, made a grant to the
National Academy of Sciences to conduct the study. Administrative
responsibility was vested in BRAB, wtiose chairman, with the ap-
proval of the president of the Academy and the concurrence of the
Committee on Fire Research, appointed a special committee on Safety
to Life from Fire in Elementary and Secondary Schools. This special
committee developed plans, worked out details, held conferences,
heard panel reports, and filially prepared a report published under
the title School Fire8, An Approach to Life Safety. This report, ap-
proved by both BRAB and CFR, is a guide to assist responsible in-
dividuals and organizations in making value judgments that may be
necessary in the interest of fire safety.

United States Government Organization Mammal, 1859-1960. Washington : Office of
Federal Register, National Archives and Records Service, General Services Administration.
n.d. p. 8110.
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Offices of Emergency Planning and Civil Defense

The Office of Emergency Planning and the Office of Civil Defense,created from the former Office of Civilian and Defense Mobilizationby an Executive order, are attached to the Executive Branch and to theDepartment of Defense, respectively. The former is interested inassessing damages and in helping to plan the restoration of schools incase they are destroyed ; the latter, in evaluating all public buildings,including schools, from the standpoint of defense shelters in case ofenemy attack. In this connection, the Office of Civil Defense exercisesa role of leadership in planning and organizing school fire safety pro-cedures at both State and local levels. It seems pertinent to suggest,therefore, that school officials at all levels be aware of the availabilityof plans and suggestions which now emanate from that Office concern-ing school safety.

Nongoveriimental Organizations
Several national associations or organizations, not affiliated with theFederal Government, but composed of voluntary membership of scien-tists, engineers, and other technicians representing industry, have de-veloped various codes relating to safety in connection with the prod-ucts and services supplied by the industries they represent. Many ofthese codes are recognized nationally, but are enforceable only as theyhave been approved and adopted by State and local governing bodieshaving jurisdiction.
According to the American Institute of Steel Construction, TheSouthern Standard Building Code (of the Southern Building CodeCongress), The Uniform, Building Code (of the International Confer-ence of Building Officials), The Basic Building C ode (of the BuildingOfficials' Conference of America) , and The National Building Code (ofthe-National Board of Fire Underwriters) are nationally recognized.'Other codes having similar recognition are Fire Prevention Code of theNational Board of Fire Underwriters; and Building E xit8 Code,Flammable Liquids Code, and National Electrical Code of the Na-tional Fire Protection Association. The Exit8 Code has evolved overa period of approximately 45 years and represents the work of hun-dreds of technical experts representing more than 110 companies whichare members of the Association.

Other national associations or organizations which develop codesand standards relating to fire safety in the construction, occupancy,and utilization of school buildings are the American Society for Test-
s American Institute of Steel Construction. Fire-Resistant Construction in ModernSteel-Framed Buildings. New York : The Inptitute, 101 Park Avenue. n.d. p. 3.
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ing Materials, the American Standards Association and the Inter-
national Association of Fire Chiefs.

State Responsibility

State responsibility for maintaining and operating the public
schools is firmly established in this country. This concept is regarded
by most people as being the best way to retain local control. In most
States, much authority and responsibility for operating the schools
has been delegated by the States, through legislative action, to inter-
mediate, and local districts. Regardless of the amount of responsi-
bility that is retained by the States or is delegated to local districts,
the State legislatures have an obligation to provide for the safety
of their school children or to enact legislation obligating local dis-
tricts to do so. In some States, this obligation is jointly shared by the
State government and by the local schOol districts. In general, State
statutes concerning responsibility for fire safety in schools may be
classified under one of the following groups:

1. Those giving responsibility, authority, and direction to State personnel
2. Those regulating the construction of public buildings
3. Those giving responsibility, authority, and direction to local personnel.

Statutes: Responsibility for Fire Safety

Fire safety records can be improved when responsible persons are
authorized to enforce effective safety regulations. State statutes on
this subject vary, but in general they assign limited authority, give
permissive authority, or give specific authorization to certain officials
or agencies to enforce applicable regulation. Some entreat State prac-
tices regarding authority for school tire safety are described here.

Chief State School Officers or State Departments of Education

The executive school officers of the bodies which administer State
educational programs occupy the same relative position from State to
State, and applicable statutes refer to the executive officers, the ad-
ministrative bodies, or both. This is particularly true where the State
superintendent of public instruction, because of his position, is the
executive head of both the State board of education and the State
department of education. In some States, the constitution and /or
statutes themselves enumerate specific duties and obligations of the
Chief State Schbol Officer and of the State board of education; in
others, the constitution and statutes delegate authority to the State
board of education to develop rules and regulations concerning duties,
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obligations, andsresponsibilities of all public school officials. In thesecases, State board regulations generally have the effect of law, butmay be amended or repealed by the board at any time, subject tolegal provisions for such a change.
The responsibilities of the Chief State School Officers and Statedepartments of education regarding school fire safety may be groupedinto three categories : (1) those relating to existing school buildingsand new construction, (2) those relating to inspections, and (3) thoseshared with other State officials or agencies.
Existing school building8 and new conisetruction.---In Idaho, theSuperintendent of Public Instruction, as elective officer aqd execu-tive secretary of the State board of education, is charged with carry-ing out the educational laws of the State and the policies and directivesof the State board of education. In the field of school plant plan-ning and construction, the State board of education, through its dele-gated agencythe State department of educationadvises on, butdoes not assume responsibility for, school building structural design,strength, or durability ; and for gall new construction shares somemeasure of jurisdiction with the State electrical board and other Stateagencies.'

In Kentucky the Superintendent of Public Instruction, upon re-quest, must provide consultative services to local districts on schoolbuilding construction, but does not assume responsibility for struc-tural design. The State board of education is authorized to adoptand enforce regulations for pupil safety., Responsibility for financ-ing, planning, and erecting school buildings rests with local boardsof educations; but building specifications and construction standardsfor schools must comply with those established by the State board ofeducation, the State superintendent of public instruction, and theState fire marshal.
West Virginia State board regulations require that preliminarydrawings, as well as final plans and specifications for new buildingconstruction, be submitted to, and have the approval of, the Statedepartment of education.5
Inzpection.---Most State boards do not assume responsibility fordesign or structural safety in schools and hence seldom inspect newor existing construction. However, New York recognizes the impor-tance of school inspections, and requires the State commissioner ofeducation to furnish fire inspection forms to local school officials for

a Idaho State Department of Education: Manual of Regulations and Recommendationsfor School Building Planning and konstruction. Boise : The Department 1958. p. 1-$.(Mimeograph).
4 Kentucky State Department of Education. Education Builetin; Planning SchoolPlant Construction (vol. 26, No. 11). Frankfort : The Department. 1958. p. 10-34.West Virginia Council on Schoolhouse Construction. Standards for SchoolhouseConstruction. Charleston : Division of School Plant Planning, State Department ofEducation. 1961 (rev.). p. 7-8.
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their use in conducting and reporting the annual fire inspection of all
school buildings, as required, before December 1 each year.6

In North Carolina, the school principal is required to file a building-
inspection report and a fire-drill report once each month with an ap-
propriate local official, as prescribed jointly by the State board of
education, the State superintendent of public instruction, and the State
insurance commissioner.?

Cooperation with other State oflice8.North Carolina statutes re-
quire the Commissioner of Insurance, the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, and the State Board of Education to develop and pre-
scribe regulations for school fire safety. These regulations must be
posted on a bulletin board in each school building!' In addition, the
State officials are instructed to prepare a pamphlet containing printed
instructions on school fire drills. Copies of this pamphlet must be
sent to all principals of public and private schools. Each principal is
required to conduct at least one fire drill each school month.9

In Pennsylvania, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, in con-
sultation with the State police, is required to prepare a book of in-
structions ortschool fire safety."

In New York, the Commissioner of Education is directed to prescribe
and provide for kcal school use a course of instruction relating to fire
prevention and the protection of life and property."

State Firs Inspection Bureaus

In most States there are officials other than those concerned with
education who have some responsibilities for school fire safety in
existing and new buildings.

In Michigan, the State Fire Marshal's office reviews school building
plans upon referral from the Superintendent of Public Instruction,
as well as referrals by architects, engineers, or other school plant
planners. Also, a representative of this office is required to inspect
each building twice while it is under construction."

In South Dakota, no plans and specifications for proposed new
construction or alteration of existing school bu ldings can be adver-

f used for bids until these plans and specification have been reviewed
and approved by the State Fire Marshal. Also, the plans and specifica-

New York State Education Department, Bureau of Elementary Curriculum Develop-
ment, Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development. Fire Prevention Education. Al-
bany : The Department. 1967. p. 00-61.

North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction. Fire SafetyNorth Carolina
Public Schools (Publication No. 316). Raleigh : The Department. 1957. p. 8-10.

/bid.
/bid.

10 Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction. A Program of Fire Prevention
in the Schools (Bulletin No. 899). Harrisburg : The Department. 1951. p. XIV.

11 New York State Education Department. op. cit. p. 63.
12 Michigan State Department of Public Instruction. Fire Prevention Section ( School

Bulletin No. 412). Lapidus 2 : The Department. 1959. p. 2.
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Aims for new construction miist be prepared by a duly registeredarchitect and a duly regisfaed engineer."
In Tennessee, the Commissioner of Labor, as State Fire Marshal,has the prescribed duty of enforcing laws concerning prevention offires, explosions, installation and maintenance of fire extingpishingequipment, construction and maintenance of fire escapes, adequacy ofexits, and suppression of arson. Fire insurance companies are requiredto file annual reports on their fire loss and damage in the State to thisCommissioner," who compiles a composite report of these losses.The statutes of many States are not specific as to the right of theState Fire Marshal (or someone designated by him) to enter and in- Itrspect a school bailding without authorization by local school officials rk.or without being petitioned to do so by interested citizens. However,the National Board of Fire Underwriters recommends that the Chiefof a local fire department or the Chief of the Bureau of Fire Prevention(or any inspector thereof) should be permitted to enter schOol build-,ing premises at all reasonable hours for the purpose of making aninspection."

Boiler rnspection

Some States have enacted statutes requiring periodic inspectionof all boilers in public buildings and have created boiler inspectionbureaus whose personnel are required to check these boilers for safety.In most cases, school districts pay a nominal fee on each boiler forthis inspection service, but the early detection of defects which mightcause explosions and subsequent fires is a precaution worthy of publicsupport.

Electrical Inspection

North Carolina requires that an approved electrical inspector, orcounty fire marshal, shall make an inspection of conditions foundin schools in his territory. The Commissioner of Insurance suggeststhat these electrical inspections be made every four months and thatthey be made immediately before school opens, immediately afterschool begins following the Christmas holidays, and immediatelyafter the last day of the school year."
13 South Dakota State Fire Marshal. Rules and Regulations Corering Public, Priratr,and Parochial Schools of All Grades, Primary Through Adult Lerela. Pirrre: State ofSouth Dakota. 1959. p. 7.
H Department of Insurance and Ranking. Statutes of Tennessee Relating to Arson andFire Prevention. Nashville 3: TWA Mlehie Co., Charlottesville. Va. 1930. p. 5-7.(Reprinted from Williams' Tenneftsee Code Annotated and 1949 Cumulative Supplement).National Board of lire Underwriters. Fire Prevention Code. New York 38 : TheVederwriters, 85 John Street. 1960. p. 5."North Carolina State Department of" Public instruction, and Commissioner of Insur-ance. Fire SafetyNorth Carolina Public Schools (Publication No. 329). Raleigh : TheDepartment. 1959. p. 9-10.
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The electrical inspector is directed to check the entire electrical in-
stallation to determine whether wiring is safe or overloaded. When
any alterations or additions are to be made in the wiring system of a
school building, the electrical inspector must be notified before the
work begins and he must be told the approximate date when it will
be completed. When an electrical installation is completed, it must
be checked by the electrical inspector, who must furnish a detailed
leport to the principal. The latter then supplies a copy of the report
to the superintendent of schools.''

Statutes: Constructing and Equipping Fire-Safe Buildings

One phase of State responsibility for school fire safety and fire pre-
vention is that of regulating school building construction. Strevell
and Burke 18 emphasize this point, when they say :

Statutes should allocate responsibility for school, building between State
agencies find local units, provide authority for State or local units to
formulate and enforce school building codes to protect the health, safety,
and investment of public funds, and provide for the financing of school
buildings. Although school building codes, regulations, or standards promul-
gated by the State educational agency are easier to change than statutes, this
does not prevent them from imposing upon localities standards that have
not been conclusively demonstrated by research and experimentation, that
have become outdated, or that prevent desirable changes in educational
policies, programs, methods, and practices.

W

If a building code has statewide application, it would seem expe-
dient that provisions should be made for exceptions where necessary,
and that the code should be limited to the fewest provisions necessary

* to protect health, safety, and comfort, and the future usefulness of the
facility. Provisions which promote these points should be expressed
as performance standards rather than as specific construction details,
since some current, construction methods and types of building mate-
rials may soon be outmoded.

New Construction and Remodeling

Many fire and structural safety features can be designed into new
buildings or be included when buildings are remodeled. It is there-
fore of utmost importance that States establish some standards of
safety in new school construction and apply them when existing school
buildings are remodeled. If hazardous conditions exist in buildings
that are not scheduled for remodeling, but must continue to be used

17 Ibis.
" Wallace H. Strevell and Arvid J. Burke. Administering the School Building Program.New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company. 1959. p. 111.
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for school purposes, the necessary corrections to protect the lives of
the children should be made without delay. Procrastination in mak-
ing these corrections could prgve disastrous for the school district..

Clas8ification of ConAtruction.From the standpoint. of fire safety,
buildings are usually Classified according to the combustibility of the
materials from which constructed. New York State designates build-
ings as class A,- B, or C. From the standpoint of combustibility, these
classifications are typical of those established by other States.

1. Class A (fireproof and certain flre-resistant) buildings
Buildings, the walls of which are constructed of brick, stone, concrete,
metal or other Incombustible materials, and in which theft(' are no wooden
beams or lintels, and in which the floors, roofs, stairways .and other means
of vertical communication between floors and their enclosures are built
entirely of brick, stone, metal, or other incombustible materials, and in
which no woodwork or other flammable materials is used in any of the
rough partitions, floor or ceiling structures, or

Buildings, not more than one story above the ground, the outer walls of
which are constructed of brick, stone, concrete, metal, stucco or other
fire-resisting material and which are to be used as schoolhouses by scgool
districts wholly outside of a city.

2. Class B (fire-resistant) builidn0
Buildings, the outer walls of which are constructed of brick, stone, con-
crete, metal, stucco or other fire-resisting material.

8. Class C buildings
Buildings which are neither class A nor class B as defined in items (1)
and (2) above, including any such building which is rebuilt. er altered so
that it, together with any addition or vertical or other ,extension, is not
fireproof or fire-resisting, as thus defined."

Building Height.The height of a school building affects school
fire safety, since the evacuation time for a multi-story building is
much longer than for a single-story building. For example, it nor-
mally takes only about one-third the time to evacuate a single-story
building as a three-story building. Also, heat and smoke travel up-
ward, making the upper stories more hazardous. If more than one
story is necessary, careful attention should therefore be given to con-
struction details and especial attention to designing safe mutes Qf
escape.

New York permits class A, B, or C construction for one-story school
buildings. Two-story buildings should be of class A or B construc-
tion. Buildings of three or more stories should be of class A
construction."

Ordinarily, a story of a building consists of a group of rooms at or
above grade level along at leasfone entire side, with it least 6 feet, 6
inches of head room. Michigan laws indicate that all school buildings

0

1S New York State Education Department. Planning for Safety in School /loadings.
Albany : The Department, Division of Buildings and Grounds. 1958. p. 18.

se /Md. p. 5.
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more than one story in height must be of fire-resistant construction,

with materials that will afford at least 1 hour's resistance to fire."

Florida's State Department of Education indicates that insofar as

practical buildings shall be constructed so that basement rooms are not

necessary; and that only when special permission is granted by the

State Superintendent of Public Instruction shall basements be in-
cluded in school buildings.22

Corridors and passageways.The. design, const ruct ion, and width of

corridois are important factors in school fire safety. New Jersey
,rrecornmendhit the width of primary corridors be no less than 7 feet

in elementary schools and no less than 7 feet, 6 inches in secondary

schools, unless there are other special conditions. An additional foot.

of space should be allowed in corridors fQr each row of lockers.
Drinking fountain's should not project. more than. 9 inches into the,
corridors and other recessed equipment not Inii\re than 6 inches. - Each

corridor on the first floor must terminate a. direct exit to the

outside of the building. Minimum ceiting height for corridors is set

at 7 fe0,-6 inches. Secondary corridors or branch- corridors may be

somewhat reduced in 'width, but any passagTway should not be less

than 4 feet in width."
West Virginia recommends that corridors be constructed of fire-

resistive material; and that projection of equipment into them and

sudden reduction in their width shall be avoided. If there are plans
for future expansion of a building, its corridors may need to be 10 feet

in width. Steps should not be placed in corridors, variat ions in ele-

vations being accommodated by gently sloping ramps."
Exits and doors.One of the most important provisions for saving

lives from fire is to have adequate exits and doors. Michigan recom-

mends a minimum of two exits remote from eachsother on each floor;

and if the seating capacity of a balcony exceeds 500 persons, three
separate balcony exits must be provided. No required exit route of
travel can be through openings with. sliding, folding, or roll-down

doors. Separate exits must be provided from stage wings so that

those on stage can escape without entering the auditorium or gym-
nasium. The number and location of exits from any area are de-

termined on the basis of occupancy and the nature of useif that area.

Rooins having an occupancy in excess of 40 pupils must have two

means of egress. Where two exits are required in classrooms, one shall

lead to the corridor or to the exterior; thestlier may lead to an ad-

In Michigan State Department of Public Instruction. op. cit. p. 2.

a Florida State Department of Education. Laws and Regulations Relating to School

Building S Construction M Florida (pert II). Tallahassee : The Department. 1955.

p. 3.
a New Jersey State Department of Education. Schoolhouse Planning and Construction

Guide. Trenton : The Department 1958 (with 1960 revisions) . p. 82-34.
24 West Virginia Council on Schoolhouse Construction. op. cit. p. 36-3&
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joining room. Other places of public assembly, such as an auditorium,must have exits in accordance with regulations concerning publicassemblage."
Virginia requires a 22-inch unit of exit width of stairways anddoorways, and the aggregate nominal width of first-floor exteriorexit doorways must be the sum of

One unit of door width for Niel) unit of required stairs from the upperfloors
+ One additional unit of door width for each unit of required stairs fromthe basement

One additional unit of door width for each 4,000 square feet (one personper 40 square-feet gross floor area, times 100 persons per first-floor unit)or fraction thereof of gross area of the first floor, other than places ofassembly
6 One additional unit of door width for each 600 square feet (one personper six square feet net floor area, times 100 persons per first-floor exitunit) or fraction thereof of floor area of auditorium and gymnasium onthe first floor.26

In determining the required width of egress from upper floors,Virginia stipulates that the unit of stairway width used as a measureof exit capacity shall be 2 inches. Fractions of a unit are not in-cluded except that ti'n allowtince of one-half unit may be made when12 inches are added to two units of stair width. For floors above theftist, stairways or ramps must be provided in accordance with thefollowing formula: -

Number of units of exit width Grows area per floor (in aq. ft.)(one unit=22 inches) 2400NOTE : This formula .is derived by figuring one person per 40 squarer-feetgross floor area (including outside walls) and one unit of stairway width foreach 60 persons. The 1959 revision of 'Virginia's School Planning Manual omitsspecific details concerning methods of calculating widths of doors and exits,referring, instead, to the Virginia Fire Safety Regulations and to the BuildingExits Code of the National Fire Protection Association.'
In determining the number of exit units required for places ofassembly, New York uses these formulas :

Auditoriums: Floor area (in aquare feet)
600

Stage (including wings): Floor area
1200

Bleacher area remaining rectangular free areaGymnasium :
250 600

Floor area
600

Michigan State Department of Public Instruction. op. cit. p. 5-8.ss Virginia State Board of. Education. School Planning Manual (37 : 7 : 209). Rich-mond 16 : The Board. 1954.
11 Virginia State Board of Education. op. cit. p. 208.
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Exits are calculated on.the basis of 22 inches per exit unit, and any
exit units may be computed on the basis of one-half unit of exit
width for every 50persons of fraction thereof; but not exit can be less
than 36 inches wide."

Where exit requirements are not specifically stated or defined in
the New York regulations, they must be in accordailce with the
current edition of the Building Exits Code of the National Fire
Protection Association." It should be recognized at this point that
the Building Exits Code serves as a basis for many building exit
standards and is recognized both nationally and internationally.

Nfichigan's standards concerning exit doors include the following
regulations: All doors from classrooms and other student-occupied
rooms must enter the corridors between exists, or there must be direct
egress from the rooms to the outside. Required exit doors must be
side-hinged, swing doors. Classroom doors to corridors can not be
less than 36 inches wide, must open into the corridor, must swing in
the direction of egress, and may not project more than 8 inches into
the corridor at the termination of their swing. Required exterior
exit doors from all traffic corridors must be equipped with panic
hardware, and all required exit doors from places of public assembly
must be equipped with panic hardware or push-pull hardwa-re with no
locking devices. If there are double doors from places of public as-
sembly, either of which is equipped with hardware for locking or hold-
ing, the hardware that activates the top and bottom bolts on the stand-
ing leaf must be of the panic hardware type. Any single door that
serves as an exit from a corridor directly to the outside must not be less
than 40 inches wide. If exterior doors are glazed for visibility, the
glazing must be shatterproof, or of wired glass, unless the glazing is
located at least 6 inches above the opening hardware. All required
exit doors must swing outward with the flow of traffic and can not
be less than 6 feet, 8 inches in height. Double-action doors are not
permitted in any exit way. Exit hardware for early elementary grade
rooms to the outside must be installed low enough for easy operation
by small children. Locks of all interior doors shall lock only by key
and shall be operative frpril the inside at all times by a knob only,
whether locked or not."

Indiana requires all exit and entrance doors or gates to swing in
the direction of exit travel and if provided with latches, these must
be of the self-releasing type. All doors should be installed so as not
to decrease the required width of any opening, passageway, or cor-
ridor. No single-width door of more than 3 feet, 6 inches in width is
permitted and every exit door on the exterior of a building must have

New York State Education Department. op. cit. p. 10.
26 Ibid. p. 5.
13 Michigan State Department of Public Instruction. op. cit. p. 5-8.
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a tire-resistance rating of at least 1 hour. Doors opening from withina building into a stair or ramp enclosure may be of metal clad con-
struction. No obstructions are permitted in any aisles or exits. Nobars can be placed upon any wipdows or any other openings."

Stairs, fire towers, and ramps.Stairs and fire towers are important
means of safe egress. Michigan loecommends..that all required stair-
ways and stair shafts between floors be located on outside walls andbe continuous to the outside %grade. There must be at least two
stairways, remote frOlii each other, located so that there can be nodead ends in corridors, and so that they are always accessible from thecorridor of every room used by pupils. Required stairway units ofwidth are 22 inches, not including handrails and newels, but no re-quired stairway less than 40 inches wide ispermitted. No stairway may
have a Continuous run of more than 9 feet between landings. Rampsmay be substituted for runs of fewer than 4 risers. No stair risers can
be.more than 7% inches high and no tread can be less than 11 inches
wide, exclusive of nosing. Winders are not permitted. Landing
widths shall be not less than the width of the stairs they serve. Hand-rails varying in height between 2 feet, 6 inches and 2 feet, 9 inchesare required on every stair. The top of a balustrade must not be lessthan 42 inches in height. If a stairway is wide enough for four lanesof traffic, center handrails must be provided. All stairways serving
more than two stories must be enclosed in stair shafts Of 1-hour firerating, and must be equipped with "C" labeled fire door and frame
assemblies, with no other glass permitted. Stairs shall be adequatelylighted."

West Virginia stipulates that stairways are not to be located in
pockets or dead-end corridors, and that closets or storage spaces must
not be located beneath stairs or landings." Kentucky recommendsthat every schoolhouse of two stories or more shall be equipped with
two stairways remote from each other and constructed of concrete or
metal."

New York does not permit fire escapes on new construction. Au-
thorities in that State recommend that stairways of either two or four
lanes be provided and stipulate that one unit of stairway (22 inches)
is required for each 3,300 square feet, or fraction thereof, of gross floor
area of the top story, with the exception of a building three or more
stories high. Partial units of width are not counted. Width of stair-
ways serving places of assembly is computed on the basis of 60 personsper unit of width. Each stairway from story to story must be in two

. = Administrative Building Council of Indiana. School Construction Rules and Regu-lations. Indianapolis 7 : The Council, State Board of Health Building. 1955 . p. 23-24.32 Michigan State Department of PlIblic Instruction. op. cit. p. 10-12.a West Virginia Council on Schoolhouse Construction. op. cit. p. 88-42.
S4 Kentucky State Department of Education. op. cit. p. 1056.
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or more runs. Any stairway serving two or more floors above the first
or principal floor must be enclosed with fire-resistive material and
closed off by automatic doors of Class "C" or better rating at each
floor. No stairway for pupil use may be constructed with winders.
All stairs and stairwells must be constructed of incombustible ma-
terials. Where stair requirements are not specifically defined, they
must meet standards recommended by the current Building Exits Code
of the National Fire Protection Association.35

Special areacBoiler, storage, and fuel rooms and other special
areas are danger spots; they require special consideration. New York
recommends that these rooms be of fire-resistive construction with a fire
rating of 2 hours or more If there are basement storage rooms, their
walls and ceilings must be finished of fire-resistive material."

Existing Buildings and Rmodeling

.Laws and regulations usually are not retroactive, and those pertain-
ing to school fire safety often apply to existing buildings only when
they are tojae remodeled or expanded. Safety to life is of sufficient
importance in our society to warrant the enactment of legislation that
will give maximum assurance that existing school buildings will meet
acceptable standards for fire safety.

Some specific State regulations illustrate this -point. In Michigan
'an existing heating plant cannot be expanded in capacity if it is located
beneath a portion of a school building. If an% existing building is to
be used for a different type of occupancy, all fire-protection require-
ments of the State for the new occupancy must be met before the build-
ing is converted to the new use. If an addition to a new building is to
be constructed, the plans must include portions of the building being
added to, showing existing exits and room occupancies which may be
affected by the addition ; if alterations, remodeling, or additions are
being made to an existing building and the work in progress obstructs
required exits, emergency-exit facilities must be provided while the
building is occupied!? In Idaho, plans and specifications for altera-
tions to existing school buildings must be prepared by a licensed
architect in accordance with the Idaho Code." West Virginia requires
that metal fire escapes be provided for existing Imilti-story, school
buildings, in strict compliance with regulations of the State fire mar-
shal, but such escapes are not permitted in new buildings, since enclosed
fireproof stair towers are required."

a New York State Department of Education. op. cit. p. 7-8.
se /bid. p. 11.
" Michigan State Department of public Instruction. op. oft. p. 2-20.
a Idaho State Department of Education. op. cit. p. 74-76.
a West Virginia Council on Schoolhouse Construction. op. cit.lp. 74.
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Essential Equipment

Adequate fire detective and protective equipment is essential, to the
total school fire-safety and fire-prevention program. The installation,
operation, and maintenance of this equipment requires special technical
knowledge. - Some States recognize the significance of national stand-
ards of technical organizations and societies in this field and adhere
strictly to them.

Fire extinguisher8.In South Dakota, fire extinguishers must be in-
stalled in schools in accordance with applicable provisions for the
Instalktion, Maintenance, and Use of'Portable Fire Extingui8her8 as
described by the National Fire Protection Association."

Detective and protective equipmentVirginia's regulations indi-
cate that when detection and sprinkler equipment is required because
of hazardous conditions, this equipment must be of an approved type,
and that there must be an approved water supply with adequate pres-
sure. To secure approval, this equipment must comply with the
standards of the National Fire Protection Association in the following
publications

Inatallation of Sprinkler Systems (NFPA, Pamphlet No. 13)
Fire Department, Hose Connections for Sprinklers and Standpipe Systems

(NFPA, Pamphlet No. 23)
Standpipe and Hose Systems (NFPA, Pamphlet No. 14)
Installation, Maintenance and Use of Proprietary, Auxiliary, and Local.

Protective Signaling Systems (17., Pamphlet No. 72)e

Service Systems

The electrical heating and ventilating systems are important to the
comfort of occupants of a building, and may govern to a great extent
the activities which take place there. These systems may be par-
ticularly hazardous if not properly installed, adequately maintained,
and operated with care. A number of States, recognizing the dangers
of improper installation', operation, and maintenance of service sys-
tems, have adopted technical standards and codes to cover the installa-
tion and operation of these systems.

Electrical.Michigan requires electrical wiring and apparatus used
in schools to be installed according to the provisions of the State Elec-
trical Law and the current provisions of the National Electrical Code.
Also, all electrical plans and specifications must be approved by the
local electrical inspection authority or by the State Electrical Ad-
ministration Board. When the electrical installations are completed,
an inspection n'tust be made by an agency authorized to certify com-

k40 South Dakota State Fire Marshal. op. en. p. 81.
41 Virginia State Corporation Commission. Virginia Fire Safety Regulations. Richmond :The Commission. 1963. p. 96-97.
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pliances. Exit lights shall be installed as required by law. Electrical
wall outlets designated for sewing machines, electric irons, and other
special appliances must be provided with switch controls and pilot
lights.42

Heatim, ventilating, and air conditioning.The Florida State
Board of Education recently revised its recommendations concerning
the installation of ventilating and air-conditioning equipment. This
equipment must be installed in accordance with standard practices for
safe installation and use, as recommended by the National Building
Code, 1955 edition. Concerning the use of fuel-oil and gas burners,
the State board of education requires that they be installed in ac-
cordance with the standards of the National Board of Fire Under-
writers and the American Gas Association. No type of heating equip-
ment can be installed in such a manner as to allow the escape of
combustion fumes into the interior of a building.43

Ga.9.Indiana's regulations state that gas service must be installed
in such a manner as to protect health and safety. No gas service main
can be installed under a building, and gas service entering a building
must be provided with an approved outside shutoff valve conspicuously
marked. Where more than one gA outlet is provided in a room, there
must be a master gas shutoff valve with a locking device.'*

LOCAL RESPONSIBILITY

State Statutes

Most States have statutes or State board regulations which impose
definite obligations and responsibilities concerning school fire safety
on local officials. The scope and nature of these obligations and duties
vary from State to State, but in general they are concerned with occu-
pancy, mainthlance and housekeeping, inspection and reports, fire
drills, and safety education. The effectiveness of school fire prevention
and safety programs will be determined by local acceptance of the
responsibility.

Occupancy

Safety from fire for the occupants of wilding may be dependent
on the number of persons permitted in an area of assemblage at a
given time. If more people are assigned to, or are allowed to enter, a
given area than it was designed to hold, excessive time may be required

42 Michigan State Department of Public Instruction. op. cit. p. 20.
42 Florida State Department of Education. Regulations of the State Board of Education

of Florida. Sections 209.3-209.5. 1960. (Mimeograph) .
44 Administrative Building Council of Indiana. op. cit. 40-41.
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to evacuate the area in an emergency. The Oregon State Departmentof Education recommends that the principal determine the seatingcapacity of auditoriums, classrooms, and other building areas wherepupils, parents, and others congregate and that he admit no more than
can safely be seated in these rooms." South Dakota's regulations statethat in places of assembly where more than 200 occupants are seatedin rows, the seats must be fastened to the floor. Where seats are notprovided in rows nor attached to the floor, such as in some gymnasiumseating arrangements, adequate aisles must be provided. Every aislemust lead to a door opening, or to a cross-aisle running to a door open-ing. In general, 15 square feet of floor space should be Allowed foreach chair of loose seating. The capacity of seating, such as bleacherswithout dividing arms, is determined by allowing 18 inches of seatroom per occupant."

Maintenance

Adequate maintenance and good housekeeping are especially impor-tant factors in fire safety. South Dakota's regulations stress the im-portance of maintenance and good housekeepingarby requiring allpremises to be kept clean and free of all combustible waste materialsand rubbish. These must be kurned or carted away from the premiseswithin 24 hours after being collected. If stored on the premises for24 hours or less, waste materials from all areas except offices and class-
rooms must be placed in metal containers with metal tops. Storageareas underneath stairs and stair landings are prohibited. All elec-trical installations and all appliances must be kept in good and saferepair. All such installation and repair practices must reasonably
conform to national standards.*'

Inspection and Reports

Regular inspections of a school building by quali&d persons cancontribute significantly to fire prevention in that existing hazards orhazardous practices may be discovered, reported, and corrected oreliminated.
In North Carolina, the principal is required to make certain thatall stairways, corridors, halls, and exits are kept clear and free of

obstructions; that all doors are in good working condition; that all
combustible instructional materials necessary for the curriculumare stored in a safe and orderly manner; that all supplies, such as

a Oregon State Department of Education, and State Fire Marshal Department. FireRafety to Oregon Schools. Salem : The Departments. 1900. p. 1.14 Routh Dakota State Fire Marshal. op. cit. p. 13-15.
41 South Dakota State Fire Marshal. op. cit. p.
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oily rags, mops, sweeping mpounds, and other substances which
could ignite spontaneously or supply fuel for fire, are stored in an
orderly manner; that tra is removed daily from the building; and
that rubbish is not allowed to accumulate in attics, basements, or
other remote places on the premises. Also, the principal is 'required
to cooperate with outside technicians or officials who are required by
law to inspect the building.48 These statutes are rather specific
in that they require the principal to cooperate in every way with
the authorized building inspector, the electrical inspector, the fire
marshal, or any other designated person making an inspection. He
also reports to the superintendent of schools on all recommendations
growing out of the inspections in order that corrections can be made.
Furthermore, he must report to the superintendent concerning the
failure of any inspector to make the required inspections. The
principal must inspect each building in his charge at least twice
each month during the regular school session. In his inspection he
must determine whether
1. All corridors, halls, and tower stairways used for exits are clear ; and any-thing stored or kept in or on them could in any way interfere with the

orderly exit of occupants.
2. All doors used for exits are plainly marked and are in good working condi-

tion. This requires daily inspection to see that :
tot

4. All exit doors are unlocked at all times when the building is occupied bythe public or for school purposes.
Doors serving as safety paths of egress (e.g., those on stairway enclosures)
are closed and under no circumstances blocked open.

4+ Outside stairs and fire escape stairs are free from all obstruction (includ-ing snow and ice)particularly outside exit doors.
8. All storage rooms are kept locked when not in use.,
4. Supplies, such as oily rags, mope, etc., are stored in a safe and orderlymanner in a well-ventilated place or in an approved metal container with

pelf-closing lid.
5. Combustible liquids are stored in approved containers with vapor-tight coversin proper locations.
8. Combustible materials are stored in a safe and orderly manner.
7. All accumulations of trash and rubbish are removed daily from all the build-ings on the premises.
8. Fire extinguishers have been checked within the past year.

A written report by the principal to the district superintendent
must be filed at the end of each school month during the regular school
session. This report will:
1. State the date the last fire drill was held and the time consumed in evacuatingeach building.

m North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction and Commissioner of Insurance.op. cit. p. 44.
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2. Certify that the inspection described above has been made as prescribed by
law.

3. Give such other information as may be deemed necessary for fire safety asdetermined by the insurance commissioner, the superintendent of publicinstruction, and the State board of educution.1°
Kentucky requires local boards of education to cause every school

building to be carefully examined annually by a competent insurance
inspector who must make a written report to the board with recom-
mendations based on his inspection.5°

New. York requires that annual inspections be made for fire haz-ards and that the inspections be completed by one of the following
procedures:

Employing persons either regularly or specifically, who, in the judgmentof school authorities, are qualified to make such inspections
Contracting for inspections by qualified persons
Requesting inspection by the fire department of any city, town, village,or fire district in whiA the bui ng is located
Requesting inspection by a fir corporation
Requesting inspection by other competent county officials.

When an inspection has been made, a report based on it must be filedin the office of the Director of the Division of Safety and with the
Commissioner of Education."

Fir. Drills

Fire drills, properly planned and executed, are an important aspect,
of school fire safety. Guiding statements concerning the proper plan-ning and execution of these drills, as illustrated by North Carolina
and New York regulations, are given here.

In North Carolina, the school principal is required to conduct a
fire drill during the first week of the school year and one each month
thereafter during the school year.52 A statement of the purpose of
conducting a fire drill follows:

Purpose.The purpose of fire exit drills is to ensure the safe evacuationof the building by the orderly use of all available exit facilities in case ofan actual fire.*Order and control are the primary aspects of the drill.While speed is desirable, it is not in itself an object and should be sec-ondary to the maintenance of proper order and discipline. Proper drills,therefore, should establish habits of orderly exit and thereby prevent panic

Ibid. p. 9-10.
go Kentucky State Department of Education. Fire Prevention Manual: Course Study forKentucky Boys and Girls. Frankfort : The Department. 1959. p. 273.al The New York State Education Department, Bureau of Elementary curriculum Devel-opment, Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development. op. cit. p. 60-61.North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction and Commissioner of Insur-ance. op. cit. p. 7-8.
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and ensuing loss of life. Since fire is always unexpected, the fire drill like-
wise should be carefully planned to simulate actual fire conditions.

Conduct of drills.Evacuation of buildings shall take precedence over
fire-extinguishing operations, except when necessary to permit resoir of
trapped occupants. In case of actual fire, regardless of size, the following
procedure should be followed :

First, sound alarm to evacuate building.
Second, call fire department.
Third, use fire extinguisher, if feasible.

The principal, as executive officer of the school, is charged by law with
man responsibilities. It shall be his duty to prepare and post in each
bui under his jurisdiction written fire-drill procedures which shall
in qhe following rules and regulations:

1. shall be the duty of the principal to conduct a fire dr 11 during the
first week after the opening of school, and thereafter at st one fire
drill each school month, in each building in his charge wher yhildren
are assembled.

2. The principal shall devise a fire alarm or signal system audible
throughout the building and grounds, for evacuating the building and
for re-entering the building at the conclusion of a drill or actual fire.
If an electric system is used, a substitute system should be devised for
use in case the electric system fails.

3. Procedures by the principal shall define the fire alarm system for the
school and shall include a chart showing the exits for all buildings.
The principal and teachers shall instruct all personnel and pupils
concerning these procedures.

4. Fire drills shall include all pupils and school employees. To the extent
practicable, disabled pupils shall be seated near exit doors and as-
signed to rooms close to outside exits.

5. Fire drills shall make use of various ways of egress, particularly
emergency exits which are not used during normal occupancy of the
building. Actual fire shall be simulated by blocking different exits
when conducting fire drills.

6. Fire drills shall be executed at different hours of the di y or evening,
during the changing of classes, when the school is at assembly, durint
recess or physical education periods, and at other times.

7. Fire drill procedures shall designate persons to search all general
service areas (library, auditorium, toilets, etc.) immeiliately upon
the sound of alarm.

8. Monitors from the more mature, pupil (or from the School Patrol)
shall be appointed to assist in the proper execution of all drills.
Among other duties. they shall :

Help take care of any pupils incapable otholding their places in the line.
Hold ezit doors open for evacuation, or dose doors and windows when

necessary to prevent spread of fire or smoke.
Carry signs reading "Stop! school Fire Drill!" (or equivalent for

stopping traffic) when it is necessary for drill lines to cross roadways
or streets.

Do other necessary lid s assigned by the teacher.
( Two substitutes for e onitor shall be appointed so as to provide
proper performance in t e absence of the regular monitors.)
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9. Each class or group upon sound of the are alarm and as directed bythe teacher shall t

Form its ranks quietly and quickly, icithout obtaining clothing andpersonal items, and move in ordirly lines without running toward exits.Proceed to predetermined point on the grounds, sufficiently far awayfrom the building and out of the Way of other groups or /Ire departmentoperations, for attendance check by the teacher.
Remain at this point until (signal for dismissal or return to the buildingis given.

10. It shall be the duty of all teachers to instruct their classes in firesafety and fire prevention.

Fire-Safety Education

New York prescribes that the principal or person in charge of pub-lic or private schools of 100 or more pupils, or maintained in a buildingtwo or more stories high, must instruct pupils, by means of drills, inprocedures for evacuating the building without panicking during anemergency. The drills must be held 12 times per year, 8 of which mustcome between September 1 and December 1. At least one-thirdof all these drills must make use of fire escapes, where they are pro-vided. Signals for fire-escape drills are to be distinct from thosedirected through corridors. It is further required that the board ofeducation or governing body must cause this section of the law to beprinted in a handbook of manuals for the guidance of teachers."Fire safety education is generally concerned with developing anoverall knowledge of fire and its causes, how it can be prevented, andhow various precautions may prevent loss of life and property by fire.Fire safety education may include fire exit drills; but in a broadersense it may be integrated into the total school curriculum, or it maybe conducted as a special program.
New York laws, for example, prescribe that the board of educationand other persons in charge of public or private schools must arrangefor giving a course of instruction in fire prevention in every schoolunder their control or direction, and that the instruction shall be fornot less than 15 minutes in every week.

State Codes

State regulations prescribing safety standards for public buildingsare promulgated by officials or agencies having jurisdiction, or by legis-lative action ; are usually based upon, or patterned after, applicablenational or regional codes ; aide usually less restrictive than local or
el The New York Sttt.. Education Department, Bureau of Elementary Curriculum Devel-opment, Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development. op. cit. p. 60.04 Ibid. p. 13.
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municipal codes; and are often intended as minimum, not maximum
standards. These State codes, or other standards which exceed them,must be observed throughout the States adopting them. In munici-palities or other subdivisions of the State where local codes are moreexacting and enforceable by local jurisdictions, the more rigid stand-ards may be substituted fpr the State code. In general, State buildingcodes formulated by executive agencies on the basis of performance,rather than on detailed specifications, permit greater flexibility, aremore easily amended, and provide greater building. safety than those
promulgated by legislative bodies and written into the statutes. This
flexibility and ease of amendment facilitates the elimination of obsolete
codes, often permits the use of new and safer materials at less cost, and
stimulates architects to be more imaginative in designing safe school
buildings.

This is illustrated by a concept, supported by the American Instituteof Steel Construction,55 that "modern building codes should specify'minimum fire-resistance requirements based on scientific studies and
techniques of fire protection engineers" to determine fire hazardsinvolved for each type and size of construction and for each class of
occupancy. A scientific evaluation of the fire hazard determines thedegree of fire resistance required for the building and for any struc-tural component Degree of fire resistance is expressed in terms ofability to withstand fire exposure in accordance with the requirementof the "Standard Time-Temperature Test" 56 of the

Society for Testing Materials (ASTM).

The Concept of Local Responsibility

The concept that the overall program for school fire safety is a local
responsibility is generally accepted. The effective discharge of this
responsibility requires authority, leadership, interest, and a desirefor fire safe schoolselements which involve members of the boardof education and other local governing bodies, professional and other
school employees, local ,civic organizations and community groupsinterested in school safety, and the school children themselves. TheState may enact laws which authorize and require certain State and
local officials to perform specific duties regarding fire safety, and

American Institute of Steel Construction. op, oft. p. 2. 4,N The Awn( Standard Time-Temperatbre Fire Test (Specification E-111-58) of theAmerican Society for Testing Materials is the universally accepted standard for classifyingthe duration and intensity of fires, and for measuring the degree of fire resistance providedby building materials and construction , . . the fire resistance rating is expressed as thetime, in hours, that the assembly is able to withstand exposure to the standard fire beforethe critical point in its behavior is reached. These testa indicate the period of time duringwhich structural members such as columns and beams, are capable of maintaining theirstrength and rigidity when subjected to the standard fire. They also establish the periodof time during which !loom roofs, walls, or partitions will prevent fire spread by protectingagainst the passage of flame, hot game% and exceisive heat.
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which may empower State and local governments to levy and collecttaxes for the purpose of promoting and enforcing regulatory con-struction codes, developing sound maintenance and operation prac-tices, and implementing a plan designed to improve the human factorin relation to 'fire safety. Local and State responsibility for, andefforts to, improve school fire safety deserve recognition by, and helpfrom, the National level. Primarily, this help should be in the formof sound information which will aid in organizing and promotingschool fire safety programs.

New Construction

Public school buildings are generally regarded as belonging to theState, but the local board of education, as an agency of the State, isin control and should make final decisions about them within theirscope of power as delegated by the State. The essential function of theState in planning school construction is to provide advisory and con-sultative services to local districts through the State department ofeducation. This is a cooperative relationship in which certain dutiesare performed by the State and others by the local board of education,as illustrated by school plant planning procedures in several States.The local board of education should recognize its responsibilkty for firesafety by making sure that safety features are incorporated in all plansfor new construction.

Board of Education

The American Association of School Administritors affirms theposition that local boards have responsibility for safety, and cautionsagainst a conflict between authority and responsibility by, stating : 5.1

The board of education is charged with the responsibility for caring forchildren's physical safety and mental well-beIng, but authority sometimeshas been assumed by othersresulting in conflict between authority andresponsibility . .

In Kentucky the local board of education employs specialists, in-cluding administrators, teachers, custodians, architects, contractorsand consultants to carry on its school plant planning operation, toadvise it on technical and professional matters, and to perform otherassigned tasks.58 The local board of education may obtain advice fromschool building specialists, educational consultants; State department
In American Association of School Administrators (NEA). Safety, Sanity and theSchools. Washington 8: The Association, 1201 18th Street NW: 1959.ss Kentucky State Department of Education. Educational Bulletin: Planning SchoolPlant Construction. p. 1065 -66.
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of education personnel, architects, engineers, technical consultants,
and from the local district governing body. Each of these performs
a unique function and has a definite responsibility in school plant
planning. Even though many groups, agencies, and individuals may
help in planning new buildings for safety, the local board of education
must approve the plans and accept the completed building on behalf
of the school system.

In summarizing the function and role of the board of education it
may be indicated that the local unit or district is a legal subdivision
of the State, created for the purpose of operating and maintaining
public education. This unit has enabling powers, both specified and
implied, granted either by the Constitution or by the statutes of the
State. The school board, as an agency of the State, represents the in-
terests of both the local and total citizenry of the State. Some of the
duties of the board of education may be delegated, but its basic func-
tion is policy making. It must make the final determination of the
needs for school facilities except in those instances where its decisions
are subject to review by a State agency or some other government
agency.

Superintendent of Schools

The superintendent of schools recommends policies for board con-
siderktion, provides guidance for the school plant planning committee,
directs the school building program, and furnishes evaluation reports
to the board. He is expected to visualize the procedural steps in plan-
ning and constructing school buildings. As executive officer of the
Loard, he is responsible for school safety which includes fire preven-
tion ; thus it is his duty to advise the board and other planners of their
moral and legal responsibilities for fire safety construction.

Building Planning Committees

Local school building planning committees may be composed of
individuals from the professional staff, consultants, and lay citizens.
Many groups may have a role to play in planning, constructing, oper-
ating, and maintaining fire safe schoolsincluding architects, firemen,
principals, teachers, students, custodians, maids, maintenance person-
nel, and outside agencies. However, the board of education generally
initiates action by inviting members from all interests and cross-
sections of the community to function as a central planning organiza-
tion. It is important that this group be given specific responsibilities
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by the board of education. One of the committee's functions shouldbe to recommend specific fire safety features for the buildings that arebeing planned. It should advise the board of its findings and shouldbe disbanded upon completion of its purpose.

Planning Division

Many large school districts have an administrative organizationwith a division for school plant. planning. At the head of this divisionis an wistant superintendent in charge of buildings and grounds (orsomeone with a similar title). Recognizing that the planning of newconstruction and the management of existing properties are time-consuming and require technical competencies for which the executiveofficer may not be trained, boards have wisely delegated many respon-sibilities relating to school physical facilities to an assistant, superin-tendent whose background and training is in the field. In districtswhere this type of administrative organization prevails, duties andobligations relating to fire safety, previously discussed as obligatoryon the superintindent, become the responsibilities of the planningdivision and its staff.

Community Agonclos

Planning and constructing new school buildings,requires the cooper-ation of various governmental units and agencies. For example, ad-vice may be obtained from local building inspectors and local firechiefs. Also, local insurance agents could be consulted and the build-ing plans might be reviewed by the fire protection engineers of theState inspection and rating b reau. The ability of a school system toproceed with a capital program ften depends upon `agreement by otherunits of government. The admi istrator will therefore need to estab-lishing cooperative working arran ments with all governmental unitshaving responsibility in this area.

Existing Buildings

The way in which existing school buildings are used, operated, andmaintained will affect their safety from fire hazards. These 'dailybuilding operational procedures are determined to a great extent bywhat the community, the board of education, and the superintendentcf schools believe to be important with respect to life and fire safety.The initiative which these groups exert will influence the relativesafety of a specific building from fire.
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Board of Education

4The management of existing school buildings is a grave responsi-
bility since it is concerned with safety to life and the preservation of
public property. This responsibility is both moral and legal and
rests on all who have accepted Eg_t_hool stewardship, including parents.
Most of the responsibility, however, rests with the local board of edu-
cation and its superintendent of schools. The superintendent, for
example, should prepare (or cause to be prepared), with the approval
of the board of education, an emergency evacuation plan and establish
the responsibilities and duties of all personnel and employees of the
school district. In addition, he should plan, or require principals to
plan in detail, a program for each building, including such things
as the sounding alarm, fire prevention, plans for evacuating the build-
ing, first aid, and fire fighting procedures."

,Carroll " emphasizes that in planning for fire safety, the super-
intendent and school board should stress the importance of fire preven-
tion to principals, teachers, and others interested in the problem of
fire safety. He states that unsound planning will result in

1. Unnecessary prolongation of life of inadequate and relatively unsafe
buildings

2. Unbalanced programs in which too much emphasis is placed on one aspect
of safety with the consequent neglect of other equally important aspects

a Expenditure of funds for the same devices in all schools, though
of these devices would be of limited value in certain situations

4. Too much reliance on design, construction, and devices, with too little
regard for the imp2rtance of human elements in the planning for fire
safetyattitudes ofunderstanding, cooperation, and acceptance of respon-
sibility.

In summarizing the board's responsibility for school fire safety, the
American Association of School Administrators el indicates that the
board should direct the superintendent to comply with existing fire
safety regulations, make regular inspections of the school plant, and
review periodically the adequacy of the existing safety program.
Furthermore, the board's willingness to spend funds on correcting
authenticated inadequacies will speak much louder than any policy
made toward problems of overcrowding, or other procedures which
affect fire safety.

New Jersey State Department of Education. Smoke Signala. Trenton 25 : Tlie De-partment. n.d. p. 1.
M Charles F. Carroll. Fire Safety Through Sound Planning. The Bulletin of the Na-tional Association of SecondarySchool Principals, 4i3 : 101-08. February 1961.Si American Association or School Administrators. op. cit.
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Superintendent and Staff

The superintendent is specifically mandated by the board of educa-tion to carry out its fire safety policies, according to the American
Association of School Administrators : 62

The superintendent, as the executive officer of the school board, operatingwithin broad written board policies, must assume major r6ponsibility forinitiating and maintaining a well-coordinated, system-wide program of schoolsafety. To do this, he must enlist the support of many peopleteachers,principals, custodians, *maintenance men, children, and others. Too, thesuperintendent must not overlook an opportunity to enlist the support ofpublic and of fire protection and safety organizations existing in the com-munity and in the State.
In an address to the Fire. Marshal's Association of North America,Morrill 63 stated that one of the major causes for school fires is humanfailure, failure to do the right thing at the right time. He emphasizedthat it is the duty of the superintendent of schools to direct the formu-lation of a plan of action which can and will work when catastrophestrikes.
Administrative lines of authority should be clearly established foreach situation anticipated. This is of particuJar importance since the

administratbr and teachers are in positions of leadership during emer-gencies. The success of a plan will depend on a clear. understandingof the responsibilities of each, person in the execution of the plan.Also, every person in a position of authority in the chain of commandfrom the principal down should haire a substitute who can assume
.responsibility.

Principal.The school principal, the responsible officer designated toimplement policy within his building, should make frequent andthoughtful inspections in order to be aware of all hazards under hisjurisdiction. He should have periodic conferences with his staff tobe sure that all existing fire safety regulations and individual respon-°76)sibilities are understood. He is responsible to the superintendent'soffice for developing evacuation plans, conducting regular and surpriseexit drills throughout the year; checking fire fighting equipment andequipment and training adults in his building to use it; completinginspection report forms, and training staff members to function ade-quately in emergency situations.
The principal phould designate one or more assistants to dischargespecific duties during a fire emergency whenever he, the principal, isabsent. The teachers, janitors, and pupils should, belamiliar with

4" Ibid.
40 Radcliffe Morrill. The School Superintendent's Responsibility for Fire Safety. Bos-ton 10 : National Fire Protection Association, 60 natterymarcb Street. p. 1. (An addre sto the Fire)farsbali Association of Nortb America, presented June 1, 1959.)r40)
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this alternate line of authority. Also, the principal should prepare or
supefvise the preparation of exit plans for his building and rules relat-
ing to them, all of which should have board-of-education approval.
Custodians and teachers should be assigned, and held responsible for,
specific responsibilities, such as seeing that exits and exit lanes are
free of obstruction and that alarm systems are properly maintained.

Teachers. Teachers should instruct pupils in procedures and regu-
lations to be followed during evacuations. They should post instruc-
tions concerning exit drills and evacuation procedures in all rooms
used by them, should assign monitors and instruct them in their duties,
and should set airexample for their students.

The American Association of School Administrators " defined the
teachers' responsibility in broader terms and stressed the fact that
they must have predetermined responsibilities covering emergency
situations that may require immediate action. They must be able to
exercise sound judgment and obtain coordinated, collective action from
their pupils during an evacuation, particularly if they encounter un-
forseen obstacles, such as blocked stairways or untenable passageways.

Custodiam and maids. School officials should carefully and co-
operatively work out with custodians and maids their responsibilities
and duties under both emergency and daily conditions. Custodians
should work closely with the professional staff to investigate and re-
port unsafe practices and conditions existing in and around the school.
They should keep all exit passages clear of obstructions,4check rails on
stairways at frequent intervals, maintain good housekeeping practices,
and understand the operation of emergency lighting and sprinkler
systems if these are provided. The custodian force shqiild know how
to maintain and operate all alarms, detection devices, and other equip-
ment related to fire prevention, evacuation, and control. In general,
the assignment to custodians should be sufficiently flexible for them
to use some discretion when pre-determined plans may not be followed.
. Other duties and responsibilities of school plant.operating person-

nel might include reporting periodically to the principal in writing
concerning fire protective equipment, knowing the location of the gas
meter and the cutoff valve, and,having a key to it readily available if an
emergency requires that gas be shut off, stopping motors of ventilating
fans and other equipment to retard the spread of heat and smoke when
the emergency exit alarm sounds, assistipg in the evacuation of handi-
capped children if necessary, and performing first-aid fire fighting
duties.

Maintenance personnel.Since they are not usually stationed at a
particular building on a permanent btisis, maintenance personnel may

64 American Association of School Administrators. op. cit.
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not have specific assignments as to building evacuations or exit drills.
These people, however, should have definite responsibilities for main-taining buildings in a fire-safe condition. Physical hazards whichmay cause fifes (such as frayed insulation on electric wires, damaged
electrical outlets, switches, and motors, overloaded circuits, exposedwood surfaces in furnace rooms, and other conditions constituting firehazards) should be corrected by them when they work at a particularbuilding.

Community Groups

The community as a whole also has a responsibility for fire safety.The American Association of School Administrators " endorses theprinciple in the following statement
The concept of safety is not an absolute factorit is a relative concept.There will always be the threat of fire and, while the community cannot com-pletely banish the possibility of a destructive fire, it can make a possibilityeven more remote.

Although the safety of any building is dependent on school authori-ties, it will always be dependent on what the community holds im-portant. However, before a community can act intelligently it mustknow what exists and what can exist. It can have safety if it desiresto do so, but only if it provides the finances and puts forth the effortto correct professionally authenticated inadequacies.
The chief of the local fire department can render assistance in theschool fire safety program. For example, a qualified fireman mightmeet annually or semiannually with instructional and custodial per-sonnel, presenting information on, and giving instructions about, firesafety. These instructions could cover such topics as handling anduse of portable fire extinguishers, first aid fire fighting, fire-safe house-keeping, building inspection techniques, and the operation of internalbuilding fire alarm systems. Also, the fire department could inspectschool buildings, reporting if hazardous conditions were found, andcould advise school authorities concerning removal or correction ofthese conditions.
The students themselves constitute another group whose responsive-ness to safety measures helps determine the effectiveness of these meas-ures. They can be taught to identify fire hazards, and in many instances can assume some responsibility for eliminating the hazardsthey identify. In this way they recognize that safety education is acooperative enterprise which requires them to observe safety rulesand regulations at all times.

American Association of School Administrators. op. oit.
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Fire Safety Practices

Three activities to be performed at the local level are especially
important in a fire safety program : inspections, exit drills, and
instruction in fire safety.

Inspctions

The two main types of safety inspections for schools are the daily
and the periodic. Daily inspections should be conducted by the prin-.cipal and his custodians ; periodic, by eng. rs, by personnel of the
local fire department, or by insurance inspec . Regardless of who
conducts them, inspections are made for the purpose of detecting defi-
ciencies in such things as exit hardware, detection devices, alarm sys-
tems, emergency lighting, fire fighting equipment, heating systems,
electrical wiring, and appliance installations.

InspectorsFire inspectors for school buildings should be ap-
pointed only because they possess specialized knowledge which will
enable them to identify hazards with minimum disruption to the
education program. Their inspections can serve as the basis for rec-
ommendations to school officials concerning necessary improvements
to buildings where deficiencies are found. Such inspections are of
particular value in preventing disaster when school authorities coop-
erate by correcting or eliminating the hazards.

SurveysSome States have laws or regulations that require inspec-
tions to be made by specialists such as fire marshals, but the diverse
nature of the problem makes the team approach more effective."
Seldom is one person-qualified to evaluate all diverse elements, such as
structural safety, fire hazards, mechanical and electrical deficiencies,
evacuation problems, space requirements for pupil circulation and
types of occupancy, principles of protection, and established adminis-
trative policies and decisions. It is therefore suggested that an educa-
tor, an architect, and a fire protection engineer serve as the basic
members of a survey committee (who might be supplemented by
others) to inspect school buildings for fire safety. The type of survey
would attempt to find answers to the following questions:

+ Where could fires readily start, and by what means?
If a fire started, when and how could it be detected?
How would the alarm be sounded and from where?
How rapidly might the fire develop in size and severity?
How would the answers to these questions influence evacuation efforts?

es Building Research Advisory Board, Committee on Fire Research. School Fires: AsApproach to Life Safety. Washington : National Academy of SciencesNational ResearchCobneil. 1960. p. 87.
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What fire safety equipment and devices are provided, and what is their
current condition?
Does this site provide for evacuation space and easy, quick access by fire
fighters and emergency personnel?"

Accepted administrative procedure makes a principal responsible
for his building and the activities carried on in it. He may delegate
some of his responsibility to others, but he should develop an inspec-
tion check list for his school. (See appendix A for samples.)

Exit Drills

Exit drills (or "fire drills," as they are often called) are an integral
part of the principal's fire safety program. The principal should
establish in the minds of pupils an awareness of the need for rapid
and efficient exit drills, pointing out that a building or portion of a
building may become untenable within a few minutes after a fire
starts and that the untenability is often caused by smoke at first,
and then by heat. He should also point out that fires are not always
discovered immediately, thus leaving very little time for evacuation.
Normally, it takes one minute to evacuate each floor of a school
building. After the alarm has been sounded, it would take three
minutes to evacuate pupils from the third story of a building. In
some instances, it should be made clear that three minutes of time for
safe evacuation purposes may not be available.

Purpose and frequency.The exit drill should be a learning experi-
ence. It should be planned to meet all conceivable situations, so that
when an emergency arises, teachers and pupils will leave the building
without panic or disorder. Most exit drills should be conducted as
surprise drills, and an average of two drills per month would not be
too many for life safety purposes.

,wilding exit plaa.---The principal needs much information about
a building, its occupantsotnd the community, to develop an exit plan.
This information should include data on adequacy of the building
and its exits in relation to evacuation speed ; activities and age range
of occupants; where each group is located in the building; physical
infirmities and handicaps of students and staff ; types of community
services available in case of an emergency; and the time required for
personnel from the fire, police, and public health departments to
arrive on the scene.



With these types of information, the principal should work co-
operatively with his staff and perhaps the local fire chief to develop
a plan that :

Designates normal evacuation from all areas of the building and estab-
lishes alternate routes in case the ordinary routes cannot be used.
Insures rapid, orderly evacuation of all occupants.
Permits two teachers in adjacent rooms to combine their groups so that
one teacher can lead the children and the other maintain order along the
line for the two groups.
Trains pupils to leaie the building in an orderly fashion without teacher
supervision if necessary.
Insures adequate care of handicapped pupils and teachers.

+ Specifies definite outside assembly areas or stopping points at least 50
feet from fire hydrants for each group as well as rapid roll call after
evacuation.
Designates staff members to check toilets and other special areas for
pupils who may not be at their regular stations at the time of evacuation.
Instructs students in physical education classes as to desirable procedures
concerning street clothes.
Provides for window and door closure, and turning off motors, burners
aiid gas valves.
Cautions against retrieval of personal belongingq.

+ Gives explicit instructions as to line of authority.
Instructs the children concerning future school activities in case the
building must be abandoned temporarily.
Designates key personnel (not students) to re-enter the building, if
feasible, to do first aid fire gghting.
Provides instructions to students and teachers for crossing streets or
highways in case conditions become untenable on school grounds.

The alarmSounding of the fire alarm and the procedures which
take place after the alarm sounds are especially important if a safe
orderly evacuation is to be achieved.

The principal should make certain that all school personnel (teach-
ers, custodians, maids, lunchroom workers, and students) know exactly
where each alarm station is located in the building (or on the prem-
ises) and that they fully understand the steps to be taken to activate
the signal

In , . of fire, or any suspicion of fire, the alarm should be sounded
immediately from the nearest signal box by the individual who dis-
covers the fire or suspects there is one. When the fire alarm signal is
given, the building must be evacuated with no exceptions. The prin-
cipal should select teachers, on a rotating basis, to ring the alarm in
practice drills. This policy will cause them to become acquainted
with the idea and help them overcome any fears of breaking the fire
alarm glass."

a Radcliffe Morrill. op. oit.
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When the alarm sounds, or the fire gong rings, the following
procedures should be followed

Pupils stop work immediately ; turn off motors, torches, te., according toa prearranged plan ; pupils at blackboard return to ar stations.
Teacher takes charge, picks up class record, signals pup to rise, pro-to exit door of room, instructs students to leave books and notto seek wraps.
Teacher sthrts pupils moving according to the prearranged plan, form-ing lines in corridors If space permits.

Ikfr Teacher of one of the two rooms leads lines, directing change in routeif designated route is blocked ; directs monitors, if needed, to hold exitdoors open, or to assistith street crossing. Teacher of companionroom takes charge of other monitors, who assist in searching and ,clear-ing special areas, help the handicapped, then follow the Lines.
Pupils in toilets and other special areas join nearest lines in making exit,proceed to stopping place ; then with permission of those in charge atthe stopping place, rejoin their own groups, reporting to their own teacherand taking their places in line.
Custodians should shut off all electric motors, close valves of gas supplylines, stop all ventilating fang, start first aid fire fighting, and renderother assistance when and where needed.

04. Finally, the principal, assistants, and custodians make a final cheek toascertain that the building is clear of occupants.
When the drill is completed, the principal should discuss it withhis staff ; if necessary, he should conduct another drill within a fewdays for the purpose of correcting observed weaknesses. Custodiansshould report in writing on the operation of alarm equipment and ondefects, if any, of exit doors and anti-panic hardware.
Re-entry.Every precaution must be taken to prevent unauthorized

persons from returning to the building before an all-clear signal isgiven. This signal should be predetermined, understood, easily rec-ognized from other bell signals; otherwise pupils might re-enter aburning building.
Appendix B contains an Emergency Drill Check List prepared bythe National Safety, Council.

Fine Safety Education

The third area of responsibility for fire safety by the local schoolsystem is the area of fire safety education. The teaching of fire safetytwill be reflected, both in the school and in the community, by theactions and attitudes of the students. In North Carolina this conceptis emphasized by the State Department of Public Instruction in thefollowing statement:
Society is sure to reflect what is taught in the schools. Teach childrenabout are prevention and there will be fewer buildings burned and fewer tlives lost as a result of fire. The service which the school must render in
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this matter is very great. Teachers and pupils have obligations and re-sponsibilities in preventing fire."

Objective8.The report of a study conducted by the National
Safety Council reveals that local school systems most often men-
tioned the following objectives of fire safety education :

To create an awareness of fire hazards.
To educate pupils and teachers to evacuate a building, quickly and quietly.
To develop an awareness of the need for fire safety in every day living.
To eliminate many existing fire hazards.
To present a fire prevention program."

Approach.There must be a positive approach in teaching fire
safety education. The things that are to be done should be empha-
sized rather than those that are not to be done. Fire safety education
should be correlated with other subject areas in the school curriculum.
Choice of material, manner of presentation, and sequence of topics
should rest with school officials themselves, but it is important that
instruction in this area begin at the elementary level."

Load Codes

In school districts where local construction codes or other local
regulations concerning maintenance and occupancy of public buildingsare more stringent than State codes and regulations, there may be a
greater degree of safety from school fires than in districts dependingentirely on State regulations. Usually, cities and densely populatedsuburban communities adopt the more stringent codes because dangerto life and property from fire is greater in densely populated areas,
where buildings and houses are in close proximity, than in sparsely
populated sections. Where rigid local controls are adopted, however,there is a danger that they may be permitted to become obsolete,
thereby serving to block the use of new and better materials for con-
struction and hence contributing to unsafe fire conditions rather than
eliminating them. Local governing bodies can prevent this danger by
being alert to new developments and by amending their codes, as neces-
sary, to accommodate newer, safer standards.

North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction. Fire SafetyNorth CarolinaPublic School* (Publication No. 316). p. 11-15.
" "Your Fire Safety Education Program May Be Inadequate." Safety Education. Jan-

.uary 1967. p. 6-8
Ti New York State Education Department, Bureau of Elementary Curriculum Develop-ment, Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development. op. cit. p. 10=18.
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chapter III

Hazards
SCHOOL FIRE HAZARDS often exist, or may be permitted todevelop, both inside and outside school buildings. Persons respon-sible for planning and operating educational facilities must be awareof the nature of thesehazards and must eliminate those that exist andwork diligently to prevent others from developing, if our schools areto be reasonably safe from fire. This chapter is concerned with -anumber of factors which influence the fire hazards of sites and ofbuildings.

Sites

School sites, whether currently occupied by buildings or tendedfor future ones, may have inherent fire hazards, or may acquire themas a result of business and other activities conducted in the neighbor-hood. On the other hand, the sites may have certain characteristicsthat contribute to fire safety, or they may be located close to commu-nity fire safety facilities. It is ,important that school officials select.and acquire school sites well in advance of actual need: When consid-ering new educational centers, these officials can have some assurancethat new sites may not soon develop into fire hazards if they seekthe advice of, and work cooperatively with, State and local planningagencies. Three important factors determining the number and extentof fire hazards associated with school sites are site location, size, andphysical characteristics.

Location

Three major elements are important to school site location asregards fire safety : convenience, accessibility for the populationserved, and absence of undesirable exposure. From the standpointof school fire safety, the last tWo are immensely significant.

Community Services and Protective Facilities

Typical of many State regulations concerning location of schoolsites is one by the Georgia State Department of Education whichidentifies residential or rural areas as having the most desirable en-vironment for schools. However, in these areas consideration mustbe given to the availability of community utility services, particularly
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electricity, water, telephone, and gas. An adequate and continuous
supply of water for both sewage service and emergency fire fighting
is especially important. Telephone service is needed to summon help
in case of fire. Also, the availability of adequate community fire
service is of first importance. A school building should be so located
that movement of equipment from the fire department to the school
will not be impeded by poor streets or roads, that this equipment will
not have to be moved great distances, and that the activities of the
department in response to any alarm will not create safety problems
for the school.'

Exposure

The importance of locating a school so that the hazards of unde-
sirable exposure are minimized is often stressed. Connecticut' empha-
sizes that schools should not be located in congested industrial areas
or on heavily traveled highway; or near railroads, airfields, fire sta-
tions, stores, mills, or factoriesall of these usually objectionable be-
cause of noise, activities carried on in connection with them, or other
physical hazards. Another type of exposure is that created by the
Proximity of hazardous enterprises, such as the 'storage of gasoline,
butane or propane gas, and other flammables, and the presence of gas
and electrical transmission lines. Fire hazards for schools from these
sources increase in proportion to the number and extent of the instal-
lations in the school neighborhood.

Size

From the standpoint of fire safety, the size of a site should be such
that it does not of itself create dangers, but instead satisfies several
requirements including ample space for:

Students and school personnel to be evacuated
Eyacuated personnel to assemble at a safe distance from the building
Fire fighting equipment to maneuver without endangering lives'

Other desirable features of the school site are that an adequate
number of fire hydrants, with an ample and constant supply of water
under correct pressure, be strategically located on or near the prem-
ises; that entrances and driveways be designed to accomodate fire

I Georgia State Department of Education. A Guide for Selecting School Sites, At-lanta 3 : The Department. 1953. (Mimeograph)
Connecticut State Department of Education. School Sites, Selection and Acquisition(The School Building Economy Series No. 3). Hartford 15: The Department. 1960.- p. 8.3 Building Research Advisory Board. Committee on Fire Research. School Fires AnApproach to Life Safety. Washington : National Academy of ScienceteNational ResearchCouncil. 1960. p. 28.
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department equipment; that driveways be laid out so that childrenwill not be endangered by the arrival, maneuvering, or departure ofthis equipment; and that entrances and driveways be kept open atall times for quick admission of fire fighting equipment.

Physical Charaderistics

McLeary * suggests that a rectangular site whose length is not morethan four times its width is most desirable. The site's elevation shouldnot be lower than the immediate, surrounding area and the skylinefrom all sides of its building should not be more than 30 degrees.

Buildings

School buildings may be designed, equipped, maintained, andutilized so that their fire hazards are minimized, but some dangers arealways present. Persons responsible for school fire safety need to beaware of the nature of these dangers if proper precautions are to beobserved and if fire safety procedures are to be practiced in existingbuildings. Planning school buildings that are as fire safe as ingenuitycan make them requires that attention begiven to their design, height,exitways, area, corridors, stairways, basements, open courts, roof struc-ture, vertical openings, hidden spaces, and windows.

Design

Probably no one single form of building design is always best fromthe standpoint of fire safety. Each design offers its distinct evacua-tion opportunities as well as other fire-safety advantages and dis-advantages. If a given building design meets minimum standards (orbetter) for fire safety, it can be justified, then, from that standpoint.

Height

In the past it has been customary for some cities to construct schoolbuildings with more stories than present safety standards suggestas maximum. A building of two or more stories may create a poten-tially dangerous situation when pupil traffic becomes intensified dur-ing an emergency. In rural and suburban communities, where largesites usually are available, there is an advantage of direct egress andmaximum safety in constructing one-story buildings. The National
Ralph D. MeLeary. Guide for Evaluating School Buildings. Cambridge 38 : Mass :Spaulding House, 20 Oxford Street. 1952. p. 7-9.
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Board of Fire Underwriters 5 recommends that all buildings of more
than two stories in height be fire-resistive construction throughout;
but suggests that buildings of fewer stories may be of less-fire-resistive
construction, provided ample well-arranged exit facilities are avail-
able and hazards are well guarded.

a

Exits

Too feiv, too narrow, or improperly located exits constitute a dis-
tinct hazard to life safety. Every single or multi-story school build-
ing should have at least two means of egress remote from each other.
The actual number of required exists for each building should be
determined in accordance with standards described in the Building
Exits Code.

Herrick 6 suggests that for maximum safety of egress, every school
building should be of one-story design ; and each classroom in every
building should have two means of egress, at the opposite sides of the
room, one through the corridor, the other directly to the outside. Cor-
ridor doors of each room should not be directly across the corridor
from each other. Every occupant leaving any classroom through a
corridor should have two ways to turn. If one exit is blocked, another
exit route, independent and 'remote from the other one, should be
available?

Areas located on the second story or above of a school building may
be hazardous, since two adequate means of egress are more difficult
to provide for second-story than for ground-level floors. Windows at
this level may provide some measure of life safety protection in an
extreme emergency, but they do not constitute a satisfactory means of
egress. Provision of a second doorway from the area, either directly
to the corridor or to an adjoining area with adequate exits, may at
least reduce danger to life from fire.

State and local governing units that have adopted building codes
and exit standards fOr public buildings have relied heavily on those
developed over a period of about 50 years and published in the Build-
ing Exits Code by the National Fire Protection Association. Now in
its eighteenth edition, the Code deals with public safety from fire and
and like emergencies; specifies number, size, and arrangement of exit
facilities; discusses construction, protection, and occupancy features
of buildings that minimize danger to life from fire, smoke, fumes, or
panic before evacuation; describes procedures to be used in fire exit
drills; defines terms most often used in connection with buildings

I National Board of Fire Underwriters. Fire Safe Schools. New York 88 : The Under-writers, 85 John Street. 1959. p. 1.
John H. Herrick and others. Front School Program to School Plant. New York :Henry Holt and Company. 1958. p. 894.
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and fire safety ; identifies other fire protection standards; and sug-gests that conflicts and difficulties over construction details might beminimized if the standards of the Exits Code are used concurrentlywith those contained in municipal building codes.

Large Areas

In large, unrestricted areas of buildings where the essential elementsof combustion are present, fire, smoke, and heat can spread rapidly.Insurance underwriters try to encourage owners to eliminate hazardsattributed to large areas by offering cheaper fire insurance rates onnon-fire-resistive buildings that have no individual areas in excess of7,500 square feet, a space they also recognize as desirable maximum forfire-resistive buildings. Other special areas, often recognized as po-tential fire hazards, are shops, laboratories, kitchens, storage areas,boiler rooms, and incinerator rooms. Special consideration is givento owners by the underwriters if these rooms are segregated by fire-resisting walls from the remainder of the building and are providedwith fire doors at openings.'

Corridors and Passageways

Corridors and passageways, the arteries of horizontal traffic inbuildings, permit access to and egreth from all points on one level.Movement from one level to another, or vertical traffic, is accommo-dated by ramps, stairs, or elevators. (Probably few schools haveescalators.) Safe evacuation of building occupants in case of fireusually depends upon adequate, well-planned routes of egress fromall points within a building. Corridor adequacy is measured in termsof such factors as width; length; type of construction materials used;type of finish for floors, walls, and ceilings; and the presence or absenceof other means of egress.
Width and length are dimensional factors which must be equatedagainst corridor load (double or single), number of rooms and type cifoccupancy, and the number of people to be served. In general, how-ever, the width of an individual corridor should be constant, free ofprojections at any point, and completely unobstructed. A distance of150 feet from any room or point served by a corridor to an exit is con-sidered maximum for safety.
Some State and local building codes, under certain conditions, per-mit corridors with dead-end pockets, but such pockets are not lookedupon with favor by safety engineers. If these dead-end corridors areused to accommodate classrooms at levels above grade, exit doors from

7 National Board of Fire Underwriters. op. oht. p. 2.
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these rooms should be located not more than one and one-half times
the width of the corridor from a stairwell or other escape route.

Adequate lighting of all corridors is essential, but, contrary to prac-
tices ill some schools, lighting should not be key-controlled. Corri-
dors constructed of fire-resistive materials and/or decorated with
flame retardant paint also contribute to life safety from fire.

Stairways and Stairwells

Heat, flame, smoke, and toxic gases rise rapidly to the uppermost
portions of a building through open vertical passageways such as
stairwells, elevator shafts, and plenums. These vertical passageways
should be constructed of noncombustible materials, with openings to
them covered by approved fire doors. Viewing panels, if any, in these
doors, should be of wired glass. Doors which open into stairwells
should remain in a closed position except.when in use, and all stairs
should lead directly to the outside. Every building of more than
one story should have two or more stairways remote from each other.
The width and number of stairways needed are generally determined
by the area and capacity of the space to be served. Stairways be-
tween two stories should have at least two runs of risers, broken by 'a
landing, and these runs should not be in the same direction. Storage
closets should not. be permitted under landings or in the stairwells.

Basements

Basement areas often constitute special fire hazards. S e base-
ments open only into the first floor by way of a stairwell located in the
middle of the building. In case of fire, the only place for smoke to
escape is up and into the building. Also, tliere may be no way for
firemen to fight the fire except by using the smoke-filled stairway.
Furthermore, smoke and gases which build up in a basement usually
al'e highly explosive. Several openings to basement areas on opposite
sides of the building with light controls near each door are desirable.
Probably the best fire safety device Ad warning system for basement
areas is an approved wet sprinkler system.8

Op.n Courts

Enclosed courts as factors contributing to fire spread have received
little attention. Windows opening upon them have been known to
permit fire to jump from floor to floor and from wing to wing.

a "The Architect's Responsibility for Fire Safety." Bulletin of the American Instituteof Architects (ALA File No 29). MarchApril 1958. p. 58.
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Rescue efforts of 'fire departments are hindered where courts are en-
closed. If School buildings are designed with courts, one side ofeach
court should remain open to prevent entrapment of occupants and to
permitentrance by rescue teams.

Roofs and Roofing

Certain kinds of roofs and roofing materials increase the fire hazards
of buildings. Sparks from a smokestack or from an exposing fire
may ignite a combustible roof from the outside; interior fires may
cause heat and gas to collect under the roof deck and build up to the
point where dangerous explosions may occur causing combustible
roofing materials to burn. If appropriate roof vents are constructed,
they may discharge much heat and gas from a building, preventing
explosions and permitting firemen to enter and fight the fire. Some
modern buildings have concrete roof decks which increase the difficul-
ties for firemen when an interior fire has gained headway, thus cur-
tailing, their activities until gas and smoke can be discharged.

Openings

Many openings, whether vertical and extending from floor to floor,
or horizontal and extending from room to room, ire often responsible
for the rapid spread of fire. Some old school buildings have large
open ventilating wells, or waster-paper chutes extending through sev-
eral floors. These openings shotild be floored over alid the shaft en-

with fire-resistive casing. If chutes are necessary, they should
fire-resistive construction with self-closing doorsi WarTil air

heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning ducisl which miss through
the walls and extend from room to room are examples of holizontal
openings. These ducts should be constructed to 4c9nform to national
standards for air-conditioning and ventilating systeM., Some school
buildings have masonry ventilation shafts that encrir; open attics..These shafts should be torn out to prevent them from. Mating_ as fides,'..,
in case of fire.

,IStorag
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Storage of materials, whether for instructional purposes or for
operation and maintenance, often constitutes fire hazards. All storage
space should be ample for the needs of the school, and should be prop-
erly located, well-designed, effectively ventilated, and suitably pro-
tected. This space should be located away from the routes of egress,
isolated from the .main structure, and constructed of fire-reeestive
material, Metal containers and cabinets should be provided for fur-
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ther isolation of volatile and flamable substalices. In storage man-
.agement, neatness should be encouraged ; congestion avoided.

Unob
4

se rved Spaces

Concealed spaces do not usually. come under the daily observance of
those responsible for operating buildings. Such spaces can be ex-
tremely hazardous, since fires originating here may not be detected in
their incipient stages. Unless these spaces are protected by an ap-
proved sprinkler system, or unless fire stops are provided, they should
be avoided. Fire stops for concealed spaces should meet the follow-
ing requirements: 9

Exterior and interior wall and partitions shall be fire stopped at each
floor level, at the top story ceiling, and at the level of support for roofs.
Unoccupied attic spaces shall be subdivided by fire stops into areas not
to exeeed 8,000 square feet.
Concealed spaces between the ceiling and the floor or roof above shall
be firestopped for the full depth of space along the line of support

Unattended spaces such as vents, flues, plenums, false ceilings, attics,
areas between ceilings and flat roofs, crawl spaces, service areas, base-
ment areas, and unused classrooms are hazardous because a fire that
starts in one of these areas may reach substantial proportions before
it is discovered. Such a fire can be especially dangerous if the area
which it of egress. All unattended building

- areas should be studied to determine the need of fire breaks, automatic
fire detectors, sprinklers, or other types of control and protection ; and
if such areas exist under floors that are below grade,, they should be
well ventilated, and special attention should be given to the installa-
tion of protective equipment in them.

WindoWloss and Underground Construction

Windowless and underground buildings present special fire hazard
problems since egress through windows is eliminated. Smoke venting

from -such a building is difficult, thus increasing the task of moving
- and operating extinguishing equipment. Lack of windows may also
cause a delay in the discovery o re and may permit a more rapid
involvement of the entirestructu'

k
since the heaC cannot be dissipated.

fi

Windows, for example, permit the entrance of breathable air for oc-
vupants and allow heat and other toxic elements to escape. Since
windowless buildings must' have mechanical ventilation, the equip-
ment should be designed to detect and remove smoke automatically in

a National Fire Protection Association. Building Naito Code (NFPA No. 101-18th ed.).Boston 10 : The Association, 60 Batterymarch street. 1961. p. 26-28.



case of fire. It is especially important that the discharge aperturesbe arranged to keep exhaust smoke away from the exits. Also, anotherserious problem is that of panic from darkness in case of light failurein a windowless building.
Specific solutions to these and other fire safety problems peculiar

to windowless and underground structures require that considerationbe given to such factors as interior finish and condotuction, number ofoccupants, contents of the structure, means of egress for occupants,and access provisions for firemen. Some safety features considered asminimum in overcoming the dangers inherent in windowless and un-derground structures include emergency lighting; automatic smoke
detection and ventilation systems; automatic sprinkler protection;
provision that ascending stairs, ramps, or other upwards exits (from
underground) be cut off from main floor areas anal be designed to
prevent their becoming flues for smoke and fire; and ,in windowless
buildings, outside access panels on each floor level should be providedfor utilization by the fire department or for the rescue of trapped oc-cupants. The reader is referred to the Building Exit8 Code 10 for de-tails concerning other safety features for buildings of this type.

Construction

Construction features of school buildings affect their rating for firesafety. These features are usually subsumed, and are discussed here,under three headings: types of construction ; height .and area; and
interior finishes and materials.

Types

In a very broad sense, school buildings can be classified according
to one of three types of construction : fire-resistive, semifire-resis-
tive, or combustible. Since the last two differ only in degree or rate
of burnability, the classification might be reduced to fire-resistive and
nonfire-resistive. Various technical associations have developed more
specific categories for construction types. One association 11 lists eight
types of construction as follows :

Fire-resistive.Structural members Including walls, partitions, columns,
floors, and roofs are of flre-resistive materials with specified fire-resistive
ratings.
Heavy timber.--This is so-called mill or 'slow-burning construction with
masonry walls.

10 National FiFre Protection Association. op. cit. p. 214.
11 National Fire Protection Association. Standard Types of Building Construction(NFPA No. 220). 1961. p. 3-6.
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Noncombustible.This permits the use of unprotected steel.
Protected noncombustible.This must have one-hour structural fire-resis-
tance, but does not qualify for fire-resistive construction.
Ordinary construction.This has masonry walls, wood interior.
Protected ordinary.This has a one-hour structural fire resistance.
Wood frame.This is lighter construction than Heavy Timber.
Protected wood frameThis has a one-hour structural fire resistance.

This association, however, does not generally recognize the last
seven of these construction types as having much application to life
safety from fire. It is suggested that a building of wood interior
construction, with combustible contents, presents substantial fire haz-
ards to its occupants regardless of whether or not its combustible
interior is enclosed with exterior masonry walls.

Another organization,12 interested in buildings from the standpoint
of casualty insurance risks, recognizes seven types of construction as
follows:

Fire-resistive: Type A.All structural members including walls, columns,
piers, beams, girders, trusses, floors, and roofs are of approved noncom-
bustible materials, each with specified fire-resistance rating according to
detailed standards; also, other strict structural standards pertaining to
fire resistance are applied.

Fire-resistive: Type B.Standards are almost identical to those required
for type A, except that the fire-resistance rating for structural members is
somewhat less.
Protected Noncombustible.Encompasses buildings in which all structural
members are of non-combustible materials, with each member having a
fire-resistive rating of not less than one hour ; and in which other structural
standards, somewhat less restrictive than those4used in the first two
classifications, are applied.

Unprotected Noncombustible.Includes buildings having structural mem-bers of approved noncombustible material that has been rated for fire-
resistance under stipulated conditions, and having roof construction and
interior partitions that meet specific standards.
Heavy timber. Applies to buildings in which the bearing walls are of
approved noncombustible material ; in which the interior structural ele-
ments, including columns, floors, and roof construction, consist of heavy
timber, with smooth, flat surfaces, assembled to avoid thin sections, sharp
projections, and concealed or inaccessible spaces ; and in which the struc-
tural members that support masonry walls have a fire resistance rating of
not less than 3 hours. If structural members of steel or reinforced concrete
are used in lieu of timber construction, they must have a fire-resistance
rating of not less than 1 hour.

Ordinary.Applies to buildings having exterior walls of non-combustible
material, with a fire resistance rating of not less than 2 hours, and having
structural elements that are wholly or partly of wood of smaller dimensions
than are required for Heavy Timber construction.

13 National Board of Fire Underwriters. National Building Code (1955 ed. and 1957
amendments). p. 68-88.
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Wood frames.--Includes buildings having structural members wholly orpartly of wood, or other combustible material, that can not qualify forhead timber or ordinary construction.
Type of construction is an important factor in determining school

fire safety, but compliance with the specific standaids of a given typeis no guarantee against loss of life by fire. There are other factors
to be considered.

Height and Area Limitations

Although circumstances occasionally require that exceptions bemade as to recommended heights and areas of buildings, the National
Board of Fire Underwriters 13 suggests that buildings of various con-
struction types conform to the height limits shown in table 7 and thearea limits shown in table 8.

Table 7.---Building-Height Restrictions, by Type of Construction
Type of construction Height

(limit in feet)
Fire-resistive: Type A (No limit)Fire-resistive : Type B

*85Protected noncombustible 75Heavy timber
65Ordinary 45Unprotected noncombustible 35Wood frame
35

With some special considerations.

Table 8. Floor-Area Limits (Square Feet) Per Story of Building

Type of construction
Fire-resistive: Type A
Fire resistive : Type B
Protective noncombustible
Heavy timber
Ordinary
Unprotected noncombustible
Wood frame

Materials

Square feet

Over one
One Story story
No limit No limit
No limit No limit

18,000 12,000
12, 000 8, 000
9 000 6 000
9 000 6 000
6 000 4 000

An analysis of loss of life in buildings because of rapid fire spreadand accumulation of noxious gases indicates the importance of pru-dent selection of building materials. The rate that an accidental fire
13 I bid., p. 40-41.
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will develop into a full-fledged one involving a whole building depends
primarily on the following three features

The flame-spread properties of the interior finish
The extent of compartmentization and the degree of ventilation
The fuel contributed by, and the manner of distribution of, building
contents.14

Ceilings should have fire-resistive qualities since fire spreads quickly
in an upward manner. In multi-story buildings, if the ceiling fails,
there will soon be a floor failure." Many ceilings are covered with
acoustical materials, and in some cases fire spreads more rapidly across
lightly pressed acoustical material than across ordinary wood sheath-
ing. It is important, to know that wood ordinarily ignites at approxi-
mately 750° F, but that with long exposure to heat, a condition is pro-
duced whereby it may ignite at a temperature as low as 212° F. In
some instances, certain types of insulating boards have been known to
ignite at 170° F.16

Asbestos pipe, for example, has been known to crack when used for
flues, and in rapid heat it may even explode. Foam rubber is a readily
ignitable substance, will burn intensely, and will emit a smoke of dis-
agreeable odor."

The few specifics mentioned above indicate that much care should
be exercised in the selection and use of finishing materials.

Another aspect to be considered in the selection of building mate-
rials isithat the heat which may be released by theni in case of fire may
dictate whether the building will be saved or destroyed. Much study
is being done in this area to determine the potential heat and flame-
spread index ratings of a number of materials. (See appendix C.)

Knowledge of the performance of walls, columns, floors, and other
building members under fire exposure is important and this perform-
ance is now being reflected in many codes. It is important to achieve
balance in the various parts of a building. To do this the fire-resistive
properties need to be measured according to a common standard. This
standard is known as the "Standard Fire Test." 18

It is important to have, both an understanding of fire-resistiveness
of materials and a knowledge of how fast flames progress down the
surface of a given material, once they have started. The Under-
writers' Laboratories developed a numerical scale which rates mate- oti
rials in comparison to asbestos-cement board and red oak flooring, with

1 A. F. Robertson, D. Gross, and J. Loftus. A Method for Measuring Surface Flam-
nvtbility of Materials Using a Radiant Energy Source. Philadelphia 3 : American Society
for Testing Materials. 1956. p. 1437.

is "The Architectsand Fire Safety." Journal of the AIA. p. 41-42. May 1957.
" Theodore I. Coe. "FireFriend and Foe of Man." Bulletin of the American

Institute of Architects (AIA File No. R9). January-February 1954. p. 6.
17 The Architectand Fire Safety. op. cit.
1$ National Fire Protection Association. Building Construction and Materials (NFPA

No. 251). 1961. p. 2-3.
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respective ratings of zero and 100 on the scale. The Uniform BuildingCode of the Pacific Coast Building Officials Conference 19 assigns anabbreviated flame-spread rating as follows

Table 9.Classes of Flame-Spread Rating
Mae Tunnel teat Federal standard teatI 0-30 Fire-retardantII 31-75 Slow-burningIII

76-250 Combustible

The National Fire Protection Association's scale of flame-spreadratings for interior finish follows

Table N.Classification of Interior Finish, by Number of Feet of Flame Spread

Number of feet ofCktuilication
Flame spreadA

0-25B r 25-75C
75-200D

200-500
Over 500

In existing buildings where there may be doubt as to fire retardant
qualities of interior finishes, the required flame-spread rating may beimproved by applying flame-proofing paints or solutions. These appli-cations need to be renewed, however, at intervals sufficient to maintainthe required flame-proofing.2° If decorative finishes are required forwalls and ceilings, fire-retardant paints bearing UL approval and hav-ing a flame-spread rating of 15 or less, a fuel contribution factor of 15or less, and a smoke-development factor of 5 or less, should be used.Recent developments in the paint industry have led to the manufactureof finishes of high quality and aesthetic appeal that both retard firespread and limit their fuel contribution to fires.

Occupancy and Utilization

The National Fire Protection Association 21 indicates that ratingsof buildings should be done by those having authority, and that thedegree of hazards, based on occupancy, may be defined as follows
Ordinary-hazard occupancy buildings are those having contents whichare liable to burn with moderate rapidity and give off a considerablevolume of smoke, but from which neither poisonous fumes nor explo-. dons are to be feared in case of fire.

2. The Architect --and Fire Safety. op. oft. p. 42. 6National Fire Protection Association. Building Exits Code. p. 200-01./bid. p. 20-21.
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+ High-hazard occupancy buildings are those having contents which are
liable to burn with extreme rapidity or, from which poisonous fumes or
explosions are to be feared in the event of fire.

+ Low-hazard occupancy buildings are those having contents of such low
combustibility that no self-propagating fire therein can occur ; conse-
quently the only probable danger requiring the use of emergency exits
will be from. panics, fumes, or smoke of fire from some external source.

A school building would ordinarily be classified as a low-hazard
occupancy, but an entire building should be classified from the stand-
point of its most hazardous area, unless this area is segregated from
the rest of the building.

Administrators responsible for the way in which a building is
utilized should be cognizant of the hazards that occur because of use.
They should know not only the occupancy hazards of the building
but also its inherent fire hazards. If a building is an overall fire
hazard and is a menace to the lives of its occupants, immediate steps
should be taken to correct the situation. The National Board of Fire
Underwriters 22 emphasizes that unless corrected, conditions such as
the following'would warrant the abandonment of a school

Either walls or ceilings of exit corridors are surfaced with highly com-,
4 bustible finish, such as readily combustible wallboard.

Pupils on upper floors have no means of exit except down stairs which
are open to lower stories having combustible wall or ceiling or com-
bustible contents, such as storage of combustible material, wood-working
shops, etc.
There is ordinary construction (wood-floor construction with masonry
walls), in which pupils above the second story have no means of exit
except down stairs which are open to lower storiesunless the building
is completely protected with automatic sprinklers.
There is wood-frame construction in which pupils are housed above the
second storyunless the building is completely protected with auto-
matic sprinklers.
Faulty heating equipment is liable to cause fire or explosions or to dis-
charge combustion gases into the building.
There is unventilated space under the grade floor in which flammable
gas could by some possibility accumulate.
Exit doors to the outside cannot be readily opened from the inside.

Because of occupancy and utilization, some parts of a building may
be potential fire or life safety hazards. Classrooms and special- and
general-use areas may become dangerous because of design and use.

Regular Classrooms

Classrooms are used by many people for various reasons. The occu-
pants of any classroom or any place of assembly should not exceed

n National Board of Fire Underwriters. Fire Safe Schools. p. 5-6.
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the number that can be safely evacuated within a reasonable time.The speed of evacuation depends on room capacity, and the size, num-ber, condition, and location of exits and escape routes. The BuildingResearch Advisory Board 23 has reported that 20 square feet per per-son is frequently used as an arbitrary figure for computing capacity ofa room. Some States require a higher figure.In elementary schools, it is especially important that kindergartenand lower elementary classrooms be located on the floor nearest groundlevel and close to exitt, or have independent exits to the outside fromeach room. Classrooms for handicapped pupils, such as the blind,the physically handicapped, and the mentally retarded, should besimilarly located, and should be equipped with ramps, wide doors,handrails, and such other aids as are needed by the students for safeexit from the building.
Some activities performed in a classroom, such as those associatedwith Christmas festivities requiring a lighted tree, may create firehazards. These and similar activities which create fire hazards shouldbe recognized, and precautions should be taken to eliminate or mini-mize their danger.
Administrators should schedule classes and other school activitiesso that a balanced pattern of pupil traffic always exists. Should there'be an excessively heavy concentration of students in a given buildingarea at one time, this concentration may constitute a hazard to lifesafety.

Gnoral Use Arias

General use areas, such as auditoriums, cafeterias, gymnasiums,and multi-purpose rooms, constitute essentially the same problems inregard to quick and safe evacuations of large numbers of people. Ingymnasiums, both permanent and folding seats should be spacedto provide aisles. Loose seating should be arranged in definite blocks,and there should be wide front-to-back aisles as well as cross aisles.Safety codes generally require that the rows of seats in auditoriumsbe open at both ends, with each row between aisles limited to 14 seats;or, if a row opens into an aisle at only one end, it should be limitedto 7 seats. The minimum space between the back of one seat and thefront of the .seat immediately behind, it, as measured between plumb'lines, is 12 inches. The main floor aisles may slope, unless the gradientexceeds I foot rise in 10 feet. All main aisles should terminate atexits. The minimum aisle width is 30 inches where not more than60 seats are served by it. If more than 60 seats are served by an aisle,its minimum width is 3 feet. Wider aisles are required for larger
$ Building Research Advisory Board, Committee on Fire Research. op. on. p. 80.
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numbers. dross aisles should be provided at intervals of 20 traverse
rows, and unless railed away from seats fronting them, should be at
least 44 inches wide; if railed away, cross aisles may have a minimum
width of 36 inches. If steps are provided in main aisles to overcome
difference in level, cross aisles at intervals of 10 rows of seats, or at
intervals of not more than 12 feet in rise, are usually recommended.

Multiple exits from gymnasiums and auditoriums should be clearly
visible, identified by illuminated exit signs, and should lead directly
outdoors. In addition to the exits at the rear of these areas there
should be exits directly to the outside at the front, both left and right;
but they may open into a short hall that is protected from fire. In
large assembly areas, additional exits may be necessary in side walls;
if balconies are provided, they should have two separate means of
egress. The electric current for illuminated exit signs should be pro-
vided by separate circuits originating ahead of the main line switches.
Stand-by emergency lighting is often provided in places of assembly.

Special Areas

Shops, kitchens, science laboratories, and home economics rooms are
building areas which may have Altiple fire hazards because of the
type of equipment used and the kinds of activities which take place
in them.

Shop8.--Equipment sawing, forging, and
painting (some of it provided with electric motors) is a potential
point of origin for fires in school shops. Spray painting is espe-
cially hazardous; it shoula not be conducted in a school building
except in a room designed for that purpose, equipped with an ap-
proved system of automatic sprinklers, and separated from other areas
by construction having a fire-resistance rating of not less than 2

-hours.24
Kitchen8.The use of gas, electricity, coal, and other sources of heat

in kitchens, as well as the collection of grease on ventilation hoods and
in other inaccessible areas, creates fire hazards.

Science laboratorie8.Daily use of gas and electricity in any science
laboratories where chemicals are regularly stored, makes the laborator-
ies especially vulnerable to fire is they are not properly planned, well
maintained, and carefully operated.

Home economics 8uite8.The many electrical appliances (stoves,
refrigerators, sewing machines, washers, dryers, irons, mixers, and
other types of equipment) in home economics suites may cause multi-
ple fire hazards, both through use and through neglect after use.

Storage room. Adequate rooms are needed for storage of custodial

National Fire Protection Association. Spray Finishing (NFPA No. 38) . 1961. p. 7.
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and maintenance supplies, instructional materials and equipment,chemicals for science instruction, and school records. Lack of ample,well-planned storage space is generally a major problem for schools.If adequate storage rooms are provided, there will be less tendency tostore things in such areas as plenum chambers, fan rooms, attics, andunder-stairs spaces. Storerooms that are in disarray or containflammable materials in large quantities are always hazardous. Properstorage of flammable liquids in reasonable amounts can improve firesafety. Flammable liquids stored in schools should be limited to theamounts required for maintenance, demonstration, treatment, andlaboratory work, and should be placed in 171.4 or other approved con-tainers, preferably not larger than one quart, in size.25School records do not create particular fire hazards, but they are ofeconomic (and may be of historic) value. They should be protectedagainst fire in fireproof vaults.
Furnace and boiler room.The hazards of fire and explosion areever present in the furnace and boiler room. It should be of fire-resistive construction, and should be located apart from the building orbuildings it serves and maintained adequately. Its equipment shouldbe inspected regulaily and should be operated by competent personnel.Automatic safety controls that afford maximum protection againsthuman error or neglect should be ibstalled on all beating equipment,In addition, it, should have manually controlled shut-off valves on gasand oil supply lines for use in emergencies. Boiler rooms should not beused for the storage of volatile liquids or burnable supplies.Stage and 8tage wing8.If old scenery, paint, and other combusti-bles are storedindiscriminately on the stage and in the wings, dangerspots are created. The stage itself is potentially dangerous if scenery,curtains, and drapes are not of fire-resistive materials. Smoking onor back stage and temporary wiring for lights and stage equipmentmay be extremely dangerous and should usually he prohibited.Incinerator8.Since their chimney screens burn out, incineratorscause a number of fires, allowing the escape of large pieces of burningmaterial or sparks which start them. Housekeeping practices whichallow the collection of combustible materials near the incinerator oftencause fires. Commercial and industrial incinerators should havespark arrestors with openings no greater than 3/4 ", and preferably1/2 ". Clearances on the sides of incinerators should be allowed andno wall of an incinerator should serve as a structural wall of a build-ing.26 If an incinerator is located inside a building, provisions shouldbe made so that refuse does not go directly into it from waste chutes.

n National Fire Protection Association. Flammable Liquids Code ( NFPA No. 30).1961. p. 28.
le National Fire Protection Association. Incinerators, Rubbish Handling (NFPA No.82, 82A). 1960. p. 13-20.
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Community Use

Community use of school buildings often creates safety problems,
according to the Building Research Advisory Board." Adults meet-
ing in shops, or classrooms, for example, are not likely to be familiar
with the building and may not respond to regular fire drills. Hence;
these adults may require clearly marked, immediate, and convenient
exit routes, from any budding areas which they use, if these areas are
not on grade or if they present difficulties for escape.

When large community groups are congregated in a school building,
teachers might well be authorized to help direct any necessary emer-
gency evacuation. It is good practice to prohibit both standing and
seating in aisles or near exits at public assemblies. It is also desir-
able to obtain the cooperation of the fire department and other local
agencies to help enforce regulations during community events.

A school building designated as a community shelter in a Civil De-
fense pl will need to be designed to house large numbers of people
day an night, perhaps for 2 weeks or more. If a school building
serves his function, careful consideration should be given to fire
safety asures.28 This should be done in cooperation with Civil De-
fense aut iorities. Every area of the building will need to be ap-
praised critically in relation to capacity, the number and type of occu-
pants, their probable activities, and other special problems expected.

Mechanical and Electrical Systems

Mechanical and electrical systems by their operative natupe ate po-
tential sources of fire. For safe performance, they should be kept
under constant surveilance. Heating, vent ilat ing, and air-conditioning
systems can be particularly hazardous in that they circulate heat and
air, and may circulate smoke and toxic gases from one room to another
through intake and exhaust ducts. The central. air-supply. systems
should be installed with automatic heat- and smoke-detector control
units at both the intake and exhaust sides of each system. When these
units detect heat and smoke, they automatically stop all fans that bring
in, circulate, and exhaust air through the system's ducts.29

Heating

Heating equipment is known to cause many school fires. Every
reasonable precaution should be taken toAreduce the number of fires

17 Building Research Advisory Board, Committee on Fire Research. op. cit. p. 31.
39 Ibid.
a National Safety Council./ 'Findings of the Coroner'. Jury. Chicago 11 : The Council,

425 N. Michigan Avenue. 1959. p. 6. (Mimeograph):
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les
originating from this source, but each type of heating system mayrequire certain safeguards not pertinent to some other systems.Central heating of boiler systems.Steam and hot water system,are hazardous if the equipment is improperly installed. The NationalBoard of Fire Underwriters' Code for the In'donation of Heat Pro-ducing Appliance8, or the standards on installation developed by othernationally recognized organizations, should be followed when steamor hot water heating systems are installed. Some important standardsare that steam or hot water pipes should have a minimum of 1-inchclearance fro i all combustible materials, unless otherwise specified inthe Code. ti v- pipes pass through walls or stockrooms, theyshould be p operly insulated. Temperature-limit controls should beof an approved type, with temperature adjustments that cannot be sethigher than those specified for safpty. All central heating and auxil-iary equipment should be regularly inspected and maintained byqualified personnel.
Central warm air heating 8ystem.Ilazards may arise from centralwarm air heating systems under certain conditions: malfunctioning offire-stop dampers, lack of outothatic dampers, faulty motors, excessivedust accumulation inside duct work, and inadequate clearance betweenducts and building structure.
Individual room heater8.The three customary types of individualor unit heaters are electric, gas, or oil-burning. These heaters may beinstalled in a variety of ways; but-to minimize fire hazards, they shouldnot be installed within 18 inches of wood or other combustible mate-rial, nor attached to a wain' air duct unless specifically approved forsuch an installation. The combustion chamber of gas and oil-firedunits should bils enclosed; should have adequate intake ducts to pro-vide outside air for combustion; and should have approved vents todischarge smoke, gases, and unburned fuel to the outside. Individualroom heaters should be inspected by competent personnel for proper-shielding from combustibles; for adequate venting, fuel control, andmaintenance; and for safe fuel storage if bottled gas or oil is the fuelused. Stoves are a special hazard, and except in unusual cases, shouldbe eliminated as a means of heating school rooms.Heat pumps.When installed in accordance with recommendedstandards, heat pumps require the type of maintenance usually ac-corded electric motors, coils, fans, and compressors. From the stand-pbint of fire safety, it is always important to maintain all controls in asatisfactory condition, so that if trouble develops the unit will auto-matically stop its production of heat.



Air Cqnditioning and Ventilating Systems

Central ventilating and air-conditioning equipment can compoimd
fire safety problems in schools if it is not installed, maintained, and
operated in accordance with nationally recognized standards. These
systems circulate air throughaa a building, and in the process may
move fire, heat, smoke, and gases from one part of the building to
another.

Extinguishing fires in ducts is especially didicult. Ducts should
therefore be of noncombustible material, preferably with acoustical
control to reduce transmission of noise. Coils containing refrigerants
should not be placed in air ducts or passages.30 In old fiuildings, ducts
which circulate the air through combustible attics should be blocked
off or extended in a standard manner through the roof. The passage
of ducts through firewalls should be avoided, but where they must pass
through, approved automatic fire doors should be placed on each side.si
The air from any space which has questionable quantities of flam-
mable vapors should not be recirculated. Air filters should be of mate-
rial that will not burn freely or emit large quantities of smoke.
Operating equipment for both systems should be provided with
manual emergency stop controls located at accessible and convenient
points.

In some instances, stairwells of both new and existing buildings are
unfortunately used as plenums. This constitutes a hazard because
smoke and gases from fire may readily enter the stairwells, making
exits unusable."

Water cooling towers for air-conditioning systems are becoming
more common in school buildings. A significant number of fires occur
in towers constructed, of combustible materials and exposed to sparks
from incinerators, smokestacks, or other exposure fires. If cooling
towers are of combustible materials, they should' be located 100 feet
or more from such exposure hazards as chimneys and incinerators.7

Electrical Service

Of an estimated 890,200 fires in all classes of occupancies in the
United States during 1960, electricity caused an estimated 129,900,
or about 15 percents* Each electrical iDstallation or service by its
nature is a 'potential fire hazard. To insure maximum safety, all elec-

a ° The Architect's Responsibility l for Fire Safety. op. cit. p. 11-13.
=National Fire Protection Association. Air Conditioning and Ventilating Systems of

Other than Residence Type. (NFPA Not_90A) . 1961. p. 11-23.
National Board of Fire Underwriters, op. cit, p. 11-13.

a National Fire Protection Association. Water Cooling Towers (NFPA No. 214). 1961.
p. 2-8.

44 National Fire Protection Association. Fires and Fire Losses Classifted (NFPA Q
55-4). 1960. p. 7.
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tile wiring and installation should comply with standards of theNational Electrical Code, and all electrical equipments, appliances, andcords should be of the type approved by the Underwriters'Laboratot*.
Transformer8.Major transformers may be placed on utility poleslocated some distances from school buildings ;.if so located, they create.no serious fire problem for the building they serve. In some in-

., stances, h4ever, these transformers are placed inside buildings, andwhere this is 'true, they should be segregated in fire-resistive vaultshaving walls and doors thoroughly insulated to pre.vent damage byexplosion or by transmission of electric ctitrent to: ether. objects incase of transformer failure. V

Service entrance.The electric service entrance for, sdhbol buildingsmay be under or abOve. ground. If the seivpice enters a buildingtthrough.ground cables, these cables should be.' thoroughly nsulatedand .encased in waterproof conduits that resist deteitiotation fromchemical action when covered by;wsoil. If the entrance is through ovq-head cables, these cables gluallipter through an ()aside conduitproperly shielded by an approvedelkeatherhea,d to prevent .water fromentering the conduit, a danger which might short the circuit and DAthe insulation. The point at which this service entrance is attached foa building should be not less than 10 feet above ground, prefentblyat the rear of, a building. Unu al circumstances may require excep-tions, but generally only one ser hould be attached to a givenbuilding.
Wiring.Electrical wiring in school buildihgs should conform tostandards established by the National Electrical Code. Any attempt,to economize on costs-by suhstituting.lower standards can jeopardizelives and property. Much electrical wiring is hidden in concealedspaces where overheated wires may not be discoveied until too late,This makes it imperative that wire sizes and their ampere ratifigs beample to carry any anticipated load. Furthermore, every .buildingshould lave_ a sufficient number of circuits, each with Outlets -apvro-priate in number and location, to carry, without overloadin4g

cuit, all electrical equipment contained in. the buildnig. Kven thoughall precautions are taken Ito insure safe wiring, complete inspectionsof all electric istAllations in all' school buildings .should be madeperiodically by competent electricians. `No
. If an inspection reveals that the electrical wiring in any schoolbuilding, new or ol is substandard or hazardous, immediate s'teps,should be taken to cot atever deficiencies are found. This is nnessential "first aid" for sa ty from fires of electrical origin, articu-larly in old buildings where the wiring may be obsolete, thus causingoverloads when additional equipment is installed.

A
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Panels, circuits, fusing.Every electrical system needs to be ade-
quately grounded and properly controlled so that the danger of arcing
or shock is reduced. The panel which holds the circuit breakers or
fuses is a hazard unless it is the dead-front type, where there is little
possibility of shock. The panel or cut-out box is generally placed
'at ox near the point yhere electric power enters the building. Circuit-
breakers and fuses are designed to protect the /wiring from overloading
by allowirig only a predetermined amount of electrical current to pass
through the circuit The fuse contains a low melting point metal
called "the - This link is calibrated to carry a specific rated
current. Should 'a greater current occur, the link w,ill melt and the
electrical, circuit will be broken. Fuses with an amperage rating
greater than the amperage which the wire size can carry safely should
never be inserted for any circuit; nor should any fuse be by-passed by
any device whatsoever. The circuit-breaker functions as a fuse, oper-
ating as an electromagnet. When excessive current passes through,
the electromagnet opens, breaking the electrical circuit, just as the
metal link in a fuse breaks the circuit. The circuit-breaker may be
reset manually after the original trouble is corrected. In summary,
the fuses and the circuit-breakers act as safety valves, reducing the
possibilities of electrical overload, usually a dangerous conditions.

ASIwitche8.Faulty *itches are hazardous since they may cause
electricity to arc or jump. Three main types of switches are the snap
or toggle, the flush or push button, and the knife switch. Any type
may be dangerous if it is

heated from overload
pitted, burned, or has corroded contact points which cause arcing

+ faulty, defective, or unenclosed, and is located in areas where flammable
fumes are present.

Outlets, grounds, static electricity.Sufficient outlets should be in-
cluded in the original installation so that temporary extensions do
not become necessary. Additional outlets to circuits not wired for
them qause overloads. The current edition of the National Electrical
("ode should be followed in all electric Wiring jobs and in the installa-
tion of electrical outlets.

The specific requirements of the Code for grounding electrical cir-
cuits should be followed. However, a recent practice is to install
three-wire outlets, the third wire being used for a ground to carry
off excessive electrical currents.

Static electribittr is less serious in schools than in some other estab-
Irshments. However, such hazards do exist in schools, and grounds
shod be provided to help idrain off,excessive charges. Areas where
flammable liquids are agitated or stored become especially hazardous
and vulnerable since uncontrolled elitricity could ignite escapitig
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fumes. The development of the electrical charge itself is not danger-ous, but a sudden discharge may ignite some other substance.Extension cords.Since flexible extension cords are subject to acertain amount of normal wear they should be checked frequently.Defective ones should be repaired or replaced. The extension cord, ifneeded temporarily, should be kept, as short as possible to lessen damagefrom use, since it is subject to more injury from mechanical manipu-lation than are fixed wires. The outer covering may become wornand the copper strands my break. The useful life of the extensioncord may be lengthened by keeping it away from moisture, heat, andoil; and if its outer sheath is of rubber, by keeping it out of strongsun light. Also, these cords should not be placed under rugs, doorjambs, or radiators. When a plug is removed from an outlet, the.plug itself should be pullednot the extension cord.Controls and thermostats.Safet controls and thermostats notproperly installed or not regularly inspected and maintained may be
i,23dangerous. These devices should. of the type that discourages tam-pering or indiscriminate reset , preferably the locking type thatcannot be set beyond safe maximums. This type of device is especiallynecessary if the temperature or level of water, the steam pressure, orthe heater and boiler fuel supply is regulated by automatic controls.Fire detection and, alarm, system.Fire detection and alarm systemsmay themselves constitute fire hazards if they are installed in obscureplaces and are energized and controlled by regular electric current.These systems should be installed in accordance with the NationalFire Protection Association's Standard for Proprietary, ProtectiveSignaling Systems and the electrical wiring should comply with stand-ards of the most recent edition of the National Electrical Code. It isdesirable that these systems be so designed that tampering with themeither purposely or inadvertently, will cftuse a signal, for a systemthat is not known to be inoperative is a hazard.35

,Intercommunication systems.When planned and installed as apart of new construction; intercommunication systems usually presentno problem from the standpoint of fire safetyonly one of adequateand satisfactory maintenance. In new construction, conduits andraceway for the concealment of cables are built in. Telephone com-panies maintain a telephone planning service, with expert communica-tions engineers to assist in planning conduits and duct facilities fortelephones which will be expertly installed by company-trained tech-nicians in accordance with standards that meet, or exceed those of theNational Electrical Code. Also, in new construction, other types ofcommunications equipment are installed in accordance with the manu-
a5 National Fire Protection Association. Proprietary, Protectiv'e Signaling Systems(NFPA No. 72). 1961. p. 1-40.
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facturer's specificatons, often under the direct supervision of factory-
trained technicians.

It is in older buildings, constructed without regaid to needs for
internal communication, that serious installktion problems arise. -in
most of these installations it is not practical to try to conceal conduits
and raceways. Often local officials wish to install internal communi-
cation systems, such as telephones, not connected to a central station,
but using similar type of equipment; audible and visual signals; and
centralized public address or intercommunication systems. Most of
these systems require an array of connecting wires and cables.
Specific points to watch for when installing these wires and cables
are number of circuits, number of stations, size of cable, jlinctions and
connections, insulation, grounding, fusing, and lightning arrestors.
Standards of the mkt recent edition of the National Electrical Code
should be followed carefully when installations such as these are made
in existing school buildings.

Gas Services

When piped into a building gas should have a distinct odor so that
it may be easily detected if a leak occurs. Gas supply lines which
serve buildings should not run long distances under them, because gas
leaks under buildings may not be readily detected, thus creating an
explosion hazard.

Control8 and cutoffs.The main gas supply line into a building
should have an automatic shut-off valve that closes when the gas
pressure in the line falls below a point that would cause' pilot. lights
to go out. This v4tve should be designed so that it must be re-opened
manually in order to restore. gas service when pressure in the mains
is at a safe level.

Connections, tvnion, jet8.All gas installations should conform to
standards recommended by the National Fire Protection Association,36
and the entire system for a buildingshQuld he checked for leaks by the
use of inert gas before the system is used. Gas systems should be
inspected regularly, since jets, valves, unions, and connections are
especially susceptible to leakage. For gas appliances, it is important
that automatic ignition devices and pilot lights function properly.

Venting.Where gas heating devices are used, proper venting to,
and air intake from, the outside are important features for life safety.
Applicable standards of the National Fire Protection Association
should be met concerning these venting devices.

Bottled gab.If bottled gas is used for any purpose, containers for
its storage should Meet safety requirements of the industry and should

ss National Fire Protection Association. installation of Gas Appliances and Gas Piping
(NFPA No. 54). 1959. p. 21-27.
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be located in accordance with accepted safety standards. The usualsafety standards applicable to other gas installations should beobserved.

Equipment
A wide variety of equipment is needed to operate a modern oolplant. This equipment is made useful by energy derived from coal,oil, gasoline, gas, or electricity. All equipment energized by elec-tricity should be installed, and electrical service should be provided,in accordance with the standards of the current edition of the NationalElectrical Code. Where applicable, equipment should be of the typeapproved by the Underwriters' Laboratories (UL). Also, heatingequipment should meet standards listed in 'the current code for HeatProducing Appliances by the National Board of Fire Underwriters.

Refrigeration

Refrigerators or deep freeze units with electric motors should beinspected regularly to ascertain that lint or other combustible mate-rials have not collected in, on, or near-their motors; and to make surethat all bearings and moving parts requiring oil are properly lubri-cated. Other check points requiring an occasional inspection areplugs, terminals, and insulation.

Food Preparation Services
.11

Food preparation equipment in schools is usually of the restauranttype, such as ranges, ovens, broilers, steam- tables, deep-fat fryers, andmixers; it should be installed in compliance with the National Boardof Fire Underwriters' Standard8 for Heat Producing Appliance8.Floor-mounted equipment should be mounted on fire-resistive mate-rials, and should not be installed in alcoves. Space required aroundsuch equipment is dependent on its source ofenergy. Counter-typeappliances, which include such things as hot plates, griddles, and hotwater immersion sterilizers, should be set on noncombustible materialsand should have a specified amount of clean:ince."

Water Haters
1.

Water heaters generally produce a rather high water temperature.Some are heated by gas; others, by electricity. Coinbustible materialsshould sever be placed near the heating unit. All Fits units designedfor 'continuous or intermittant operation should be 'equipped with
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kpilot lights; those not designed for continuous operation should be
turned off at the end of the day. All units should be provided with
adequate pressure-relief valves and thermostatic controls.

Laundry And Drying Equipment

Many schools find it desirable to own and operate laundry and dry-
ing equipment. Drying equipment, because of the intense heat re-
quired, is especially dangerous. Both the laundry and the 'frying
units should be installed according to national standards, particular
attention being given to allowing ample space for air circulation,
inspection, maintenance, and removal of collected lint or pother
combustible materials.

Ceramic Ovens or Kilns

High temperature kilns for baking stoneware, earthenware, and
porcelain, produce oven temperatures up to'about 2500° F., require
wiring to carry 220-230 vqlts, and may be in continuous operation for
several hours. These units should be UL approved and equipped with
a pyrometer for reading firing chamber temperature at a glance.
They should have a pilot light to indicate when the kiln is operating,
should have safety switches and should be equipped with an automatic
cut-off.

-

Electric Power Tools

S

Electric motors and power tools should be of the type approveN by
the Underwriterg' Laboratories. This equipment should be used only
on circuits that are designed tAllearry the demanded load. The motors
and tools should be kept free of grease. and should have approved
senvice cords. Tools which create sparks or produce a waste of wood
shavings, dust, or bits of hot metal while operating should have ade-
quate waste-collection systems or should adequately shield the spark
and hot metals from combu4ible materials. Grounding fo ch
equipment is essential.

Portable Electric Appliances

In gefieral, only portable electric appliances that meet all safety
requiremek should be used in schools and these should be kept at a
minimum. Temporary wiring shouldgmever be used when fixed en-

, closed wiring for such, appliances is needed. Extfnsion fiords for
hand lamps, portable eledric tools, and other electric appliances should
be well insulated, and motor-driven appliances should be grounded.
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Radio and Television

Radio And especially television are recognized tools of the instruc-
tional program. Both are electrical and hence *lay constitute fire
hazards. The installation of antenna, cables, and outlets for television
receiving and telecasting and for radio receiving and transmitting

tvequipment Should be incompliance with the National lectrical Code.
Some important points to observe are the following (1) The mate-ials for outdoor antenna, counter-poise and lead-in conductors should, meet rigid specification. (2) Supports for these should be secure,but never attached to poles or structures carrying electric light power,or trolley wires; nor should they ever cross over or under electric light
or power circuits, but should be kept well away from such circuits inorder to avoid the possibility of accidental contact. (3) All mastsand metal structures supporting outside antennas 'should be perma-
nently and effectively grounded; and each lead-in cable from all out-
door antenna should be equipped with an effective lightning arrestor,or if this cable isfin ametal shield, the shield should be permanentlyaud effectively grounded. (4) Television sets should not be placd1
near combustible materials, nor should they be placed in damp areas.

Projection Equipment
Imo

Only cellulose acetate safety film' should be used in school motion
picture projectors, and the oldet hazardous cellulose nitrate film
should never be permitted in the building except when the projection
room conforms to the fire-proof and safety standards' for projection
rooms."

Projectors should always be iwed according,tp the manufacttair's
recommendations, and the circuits\hich supply electricity to them
should be adequate to meet their po/ker requirements without over-
loading. Projectors in operation should, never be left unattended.

Operation and Maintenance
I

Operation and maintenance 4of a school plant affects its safety and
freedom from fire hazards. Operation is concerned with day-to-day
services and activities that are necessary to keep the plant open, corn-

, fortable, usable, and safe ; maintenance is concerned with those serv-
icek activities, and procedures that tux required to preserve, protect,
and keep the building, grounds, and The equipment in a satisfactory
state of repair. To .some.extent, eachfunction overlaps the other, but

0 National Fire Protection Association. Storage and VIandlinu of Cellulose NitrateMotion Picture Flirn (NFPA No. 40). 19537 p. 4-7.
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in a broad sense they are complementary, mutually supplying each
other's lack. Of particular interest from the standpoint of the re-
lationship of operation and maintenance to fire' safety are heating
plants, electrical services, electrical motors and appliances, has and oil
lines, and building repairs.

t
Heating Plants

Most heating equipment requires close attention for satisfactory
and safe operation.' Persons responsible for it should be familiar with
the manufacturer's manuals and should follow the instructions on
operation and maintenance. The heating plant should be inspected
regularly by competent engineers. If defects or flaws are found, de-
fective parts should be replaced and the plant restored. to a safe
condition.

Efficient and safe operation of coal, gas, or oil-fired steam or hot
water heating systems can be expected and achieved only if flues and
chimneys are kept clean of soot, fly ash, and other deposits; and if all
motors, burners, valves, controls, gauges, and other components are
checked at frequent intervals and maintained in a satisfactory condi-
tion. Pressure-relief valves should be set at a safe level, tested fre-
quently, and tagged. Draft and other control devices should be kept
in first-class operating condition. When gas is the fuel, it should pass
through an approved pressure-regulating device, and the supply line
should have an automatic valve to shut off the gas if the pilot light
goes out; but this valve should require manual operation to reopen.
The air supply or draft control shohld be.interlocked ,/&ith a stalk
temperature measuring device to preclude overheating of furnace and
boilers. The water supply for automatic heatervitnd boilers should
be maintained at all times unless heat for th::w-lriits is disiontinued.

A quick daily inspection cf all heating equipment (including water-
heating devices, valves, inct tanks) by the building engineer or a re-
sponsible staff member at the close of each day is an added assurance
thateach item will be safe overnight.

I Electric Services

Electric wires, connections, switches, and junctions tend to cleterio-
ratsliwith age and may become potenti41.fireAtazards in old buildings.
These item should be replhced when inspections reveal indaequacies.
A qualified electrical inspector should check electrical systems for such
things as frayed or worn insulation on wires, untaped joints, plugged
or by-passed fuses, high lirriit fuses in low-amperage circuits, and size
of wiring in relation to voltage carried. Electrical switchboards, fuse

.

boxes containing high-voltage connections or bare or noninsulated con-
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nections, and electrical panels should be kept under lock and key by theprincipal and custodian. All electrical devices should be checked
periodically to ascertain whether or not they are in good order. Sinceelectrical fires are usually attributed to arcing and overheating, thecauses of arcing and overheating should be known, and if detected,
removed. Some of the'more common causes are

Dirty equipmentfixtures, appliances, motors
Deteriorated/insulation or bare wirest Missing covers for junction boxes, switches, cabinets, outlets
Deteriorated conduits 9r raceways. Poorly made or loose 4vire splices
Excessive beat too near the wiring
Poorly insulated splices
Moisture penetration of switch and panelboards
Excessive moisture around motors
Defective sockets
Loose connections
Loose conduits

r+. Overloaded circuits
Improper grounds
Loose terminals.

Electric Motors and Appliances

Electric motors and appliances need to be checked regularly bycompetent and qualified electricians. Grease or combustible materialsshould not be allowed to accumulate on or around the equipment, andfrayed or improperly fastened wires and cords should be replaced. Ifthe protective shell on an appliance or a motor is cracked or damaged,repairs should be made.-

Gas and Oil Lines

Escapingegas due to fault controls, valves, connections, or lines is
an immediate hazard and mu be corrected ups& discovery. If perk,
odic, intections are followed by good maintenance, this type of hazard
need not develop.

Gas installations must be readily acCessible for maintenance androutine daily checking by the custodian. The distributing system forgas is composed of piping, tubing, valves, and fittings. These shouldbe of suitable materials and properly supported to protect the systemfrom mechanical injury and physical damage due to settlement, vibra-tion, expansion, and contraction. All threaded joints and connections
should be made tight with suitable lubricants or piping compounds."All normal distribution pipes should be properly painted or markedto indicate that they contain gas, and if ,these pipes are subject toextreme corrosion, whether above or below ground, they should be
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protected by painting. When a new syste s installed, a common
practice is for the appropriate agency or official to issue a certificate
showing that the system has been inspected and that it does or does not
meet required tests. Thereafter, valves and cutoffs should be tested
at regular intervals to ascertain whether they are functioning
properly. If repairs or changes are required, they should conform

Ito applicable State or national standards,. such as those listed in the
following codes

Gas Appliances and Gas Piping (NFPA No. 54)
Gas Appliances and Gas Piping (NFPA __o. 54)

Building Repairs
ciato

A building properly maintained and safely operated will present
fewer fire hazards and contribute more to the life safety of its occu-
pants than one lacking maintenance and improperly operated. n
renovating or remodeling old school buildings it is good practi to
observe all applicable local laws and standards as wt, those o the
State. This is good practice also for minor repair

Broken plaster, walland ceilvng pane18.Broken p and broken
or cracked wall and ceiling panels may permit flame to enter hidden
and enclosed space, where fire is especially difficult to control. Then,
too, if fire gains access to wall or ceiling cavities, it will spread more
rap.idly into adjoining rooms, the attic, and other parts of the building.
In some circumstances, cracked or broken plaster may indicate that
foundations have settled; in others, that more serious structural
defects exist. In any case, if cracks appear in walls or ceilings, gas
and fuel lines should be checked for damage.

Floor and ceiling openings.Often concealed from view and extend-
ing from ground level to the attic, floor and ceiling openings are com-
mon in buildings more than 25 years olsi." These openings may have
been designed to serve as exhaust ductg, plenums, or dumb-waiter or
elevator shafts; or they may have been left after the removal of old
heating and ventilating 'systems. Any openings which extend verti-
cally between rooms or floors can conduct fire, smoke, and gases from
lower to upper levels and hence should be closed or blocked off.

Stairways and fire e8eape8.The importance to safety of fire-resis-
tive stairways, adequately maintained, cannot be overstressed. They
should have adequate width, be designed without winders, have treads
and landings with nonslip surfaces, have staadard width for treads
and height Mr risers, 13e provided with handrails securely fastened
at appropriate heights, he adequately lighted, be enclosed with fire-
resistive materials, and lead directly to the outside. If fire escapes

ID Building Research Advisory Board, Committee on Fire Research. op. cit. p. 83.
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are necessary for safety in older;buildings, they should be paintedbefore and after erection, inspected:at least annually, and kept clearof all encumbrances and obstructions. They should permit the rapidand safe transfer of people to the ground.
Exits, doors, and hardware.Proper functioning of exits, doors,and hardwire is essential to safety. Exit doors and all supportinghardware must be well maintained and kept operable at all times.Chaining of exterior doors for security, a poor practice at any time,should never .be permitted when the building is occupied. The cus-todian should check each day before children arrive to see that alldoors are unlocked and that the anti-panic hardware is operable.Door 10,,bes should release with a pressure not to exceed 15 pounds;anti-panic hardware should be made of bars or panels that extend notless than two-thirds the width of the door and should be mounted at aheight of not less than 30 nor more than 44 inches above the floor."
Generally, double doors which butt against each other are hard tomaintain and keep in alignment, and are easier to "jimmy" than sin-gle doors. Multiple dOprs with removable mullions between them areoften recomtflended; but some State Codes do not permit mullions,either movable or stationary, at main exits.

-e Locks on.doors that lead from classrooms (and other places of as-sembly) to corridors should be designed to open from the inside at alltimes without the use of a key. Daily checking and food maintenanceare as essential to these doors as to major -exit. doors.Fire doors.Fire doors must be kept free of any debris or otherobstacles which might interfere with their operation. Blocking orwedging fire doors in an open position should not be allowed. Hinges,catches', latches, and stay rolls on fire doors are especially subject towear. Guides and bearings should be well lubricat4. Fire doorsark subject to tears in the metal or to dry rot underitath. The fusiblelinks or heat-activated closing devices should not be painted. Firedoors that do not close quickly when activated are a waste of time andmoney and are dangerous because they give a false sense of security.If a fire door and its equipment, are improperly located so that smokeand gases are permitted to pass before heat activates, the door, harmfulresults may occur. A door which does not fit tightly will permit gasto pass under pressure and hence is a hazard." Fire doors should bechecked at f5equept, intervals to insure proper operation.
Lighting.Proper lighting of a buildingespecially the exitways--is important' to fire safety. Illuminated signs indicating exitwaysshould be on at all times. Combustible materials should be shieldedfrom all lights. Adequate corridor, exit, and landing lights are neces-sary, especially with evening use of school facilities. All lights and

66 National Fire Protection Association. Building Exits Code.ighe Architect's Responaibility for Fire Safety. op. cit. p. 59.
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power systems should have suitable controls and safety devices; and
in some cases, auxiliary power should be provided. The lighting sys-
tem should be designed so that it is expansible, safe, and easily
repaired. Dead light bulbs should be replaced immediately.
Switches, fuses, wires, and shields should be checked regularly, and
corrections should be made when and where needed.

o
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Chapter IV

Housekeeping
flOOD HOUSEKEEPING,, undoubtedly one of the most prudent
U precautions against school fires, is an activity or a series of activi-
ties usually performed by school plant operating personnel under the
direction of the building principal or other school officials. Those
responsible for supervising these activities should work cooperatively
with operating personnel to plan procedures, develop work schedules,
and follow practices that will insure maximum safety against fires.

Elements affecting the standards of school housekeeping in relation
to fire safety are (1) types of housekeeping duties, (2) community
use of school buildings, (3) inspections, (4) reporting and correcting
hazards, and (5) custodial utilizatioh of special information and
materials on fire safety.

Housekeeping Duties

The importance of good housekeeping in relation to fires is illus-
trated by the fact that of 100 fires in all occupancy classifications, 6
occur as a result, of poor housekeeping.' This figure, while not apply-
ing to schools alone, justifies the concern and interest that school
authorities usually show in regard to the capable performance of such
housekeeping duties as cleaning, waste and rubbish removal, incinera-
tion, storage, care of decorations, handling of' ashes and clinkers,
thawing of frozen pipes, and handling of flammable liquids.

Cleaning

Cleaning, an integral part of the housekeeping program, is the
process by which soil or dirt, grease, litter, and other types of obnox-
ious rubbish are removed from the school premises. Some cleaning
duties must be performed daily ; others, periodically, Some duties
affecting fire safety which must be performed daily are removal of
waste paper, sweepings, dirty rags, and other types of litter and rub-
bish; cleaning of shop areas and disposing Of wood shavings, sawdust,

e I1 Federation or Mutual Fire Insurance Corn I les. Is Your Student Housing Fire Safe?Ch icapa: The Federation, 20 North Wacker D ye. 1960. v. 17-18. (211d ed.) .
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and other wastes of a combustible nature; and, where coal-fired fur-
naces or boilers are used, removal du'ring the heating season of
clinkers and ashes from the firebox and ash pit and fly ash and soot
from flues and tubes. Cleaning activities which must be performed
periodically for safety include inspection and cleaning of heating
and ventilating systems, plenum chambers, alui exhaust, hoods.

The importance of keeping heating and ventilating ducts clean,
free of waste material, and operable at all times cannot be overem-
phasized. Where air filters are used, either in air-conditioning
equipment or in air-circulation ducts, they should be clothed or re-
placed when an accumulation of dirt, in them increases their resistance
to air flow to five. times their resistance to it when new.2 Automatic
dampers and other controls must be kept clean if they are to function
properly. Plenum chambers should be inspected monthly, cleaned
as inspection reveals need, and placed off bounds for storage of any
kind. Exhaust fans and hoods, usually located in science laboratories,"
home economics departments, and kitchens, collect, and hold dust, lint,
grease, and other types of air-borne particles that make them hazard-
ous if not thoroughly cleaned periodically. These hoods and the
ducts leading from them serve as natural flues for any fires that might
originate in them.

Waste and Rubbish Removal

Paper of various kinds is essential in the process of education, is
usually supplied in generous quantities, and is often discarded as
waste in unbelievable amounts. Not only paper, but also other types
of discarded materials such as broken pencils, crayons,' cardboard,
excelsior, and cuttings from pencil sharpeners, contribute to daily
accumulations in waste baskets and other containers for refuse. Since
the accumulation of such material can be, and often is, a contributing
factor to the origin and spread of fire, it should be removed daily
from all rooms of a school building, hopefully to be called away from
the premises. Where daily carting away is not possible, provision
should be made for temporary storage in covered metal drums (not
cardboard boxes), placed in a room of fire-resistive construction other
than the furnace room. If there are oil- or paint-soaked cloths, or
wax applicators no longer usable, these should be placed in covered
metal containers separate from those holding paper and other rubbish.

2 National Fire Protection Association. Air Conditioning and Ventilating Systemr of
Other than Residence Type (NFPA No. 90A). Boston : The Association, 60 Batterymsrch
Street. 1961. p. 18-20.
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Incineration

Open, frequently used incinerator pits on school premises are both
objectionable and hazardous: objectionable from the standpoint of
aesthetics and odor; hazardous, because they attract children and emit
fly ash and sparks, when in use. A community or municipal inciner-
ator is probably the best solution to the problem of dispoAing of burn-
able waste; but if there is no community incinerator for school use,
the next best solution is the installation in each school of incineration
equipment which meets NFPA standards.

Instead of burning waste paper, some schools prefer to bale and sell
it as salvage, thereby conserving resources and securing needed school
funds. If this is done, temporary accumulations (preferably not
more than one day's supply) may be permitted if the accumulation is
kept in covered metal drums stored in a fire resistive, segregated area
under custodial control. If, after baling, the paper must be kept onthe premises for sufficient time to permit an accumulation that can
be profitably hauled to salvage dealers, the baled paper should- be
stored in a fire-resistive room with sprinkler protection, segregated
from the rest of the building.

Storage

School buildings constructed within the past decade usually havea generous amount of space alloted for storage; many of those con-
structed earlier either are lacking in storage space or have undergone
remodeling changes which converted much of this space to other
purposes. In the absence of adequate storage facilities in a particular
school, or for the Afire school district, principals, teachers, and custo-
dians are placed in a dilemma reording the storage of furniture,
equipment., 'materials and supplies on hand but not in use. Regardless
of the amount of storage space available to them, they should never use
corridors, vestibules, halls or other passageways, or stairs (or the.space
under them) ft:gibeo rage purposes.

Some common practices that should be avo,d without hesitancy
include (1) the use of attics; basements, or other obscure places for
furniture pr equipment, that is used infrequently, is broken, and await- !tiing repairs, or is beyond salvage; (2) the storage of scenery and other
equipment in stage wings; and (3) the use of hooks* along corriffor
walls for hanging pupil's clothing in the open. Furniture and equip-
ment awaiting repairs should be carted to the maintenance shop; items
beyond salvage should be destroyed and stage scenery should be
stored in "prop" rooms designed for that purpose. Housekeeping in
prop"A-rooins is paritcularly important, and periodic cleanout of all

storage space is recomlnended. In elementary schools a desirable
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practice is to provide enclosed space, as a part of each classroom, for
pupil's wraps; in high schools, either cloakrooms or metal lockers with
doors should be provided. If these metal lockers are placed in cor-
ridors, corridor width must be sufficient to accommodate both pupil
traffic and the lockers.

Decorations

Decorations for schools should be chosen, used, maintained, and
stored with care. Among the types of decorations having partiallar
significance for fire safety are drapes, curtains, valances, rugs, framed
works of art, .lamp sha es, lanterns, objects made of papier-miche-,
and special types of decorative materials used for various holidays
and seasons of the year. Most of these decorations are available in
flame-resistive materials. Any objects that are not of this quality,
whether purchased or produced in the arts and crafts departments of
schools, should be given appropriate flame-proofing treatment before
they are installed, used, or stored.

Paper decorations, such as jack-o-lanterns and shades illuminated
by open-flame has jets, candles, or incandescent lamps, should be pro-
hibited unless they are fire-proof. Trees and other types of plant life
used for Christmas and other festive occasions probably should be
prohibited also. If they are permitted, they should be thoroughly
flame-proofed, located away from any type heating unit (fireplace,
radiator, space or ,unit heater, electric heater, or stove), decorated
without using flammable materials, electric lights, or candles. Cos-
tumes for plays, operettas, and other performances should be of the
type that will not readily ignite when exposed to flame.

Even though decorative materials used by schools may be of the
flame-proof variety, they will burn if exposed to intense. heat, thus
contributing fuel to any fire that. reaches them. For this reason, they
should be stored with utmost care when not in use.

Ashes and Clinkers

The handling of ashes and clinker from power and heating plants
is a housekeeping problem recognized as a serious one by safety
engineers, insurance officials, fire marshals, school authorities, and
others interested in fire prevention and safety.- The number of school
'fires caused by hot ashes and clinkers is not a matter of record, but
the National Fire Protection Association's study of 300 school fires
revealed that 25 (more than 8 percent) originated in furnace rooms

cSee table 1, p. 7). A safe assumption is that a high percentage
of school fires can be attributed to exposed ashes and clinkers.

When live ashes, coals, or clinkers are removed from boilers, fur-
!laces, stoves, or other types of coal-burning equipment, they should
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be placed in metal containers. These containers should never be
deposited on, under, or near wood platforms, floors, or other com-bustible materials; nor shoul4 they ever be left in coal bins, whetherthe bins contain coal or not. Maximum safety can be assured only ifthese containers are removed from the building immediately after thedeposit of refuse in them.

Thawing Frozen Pipes

Mechanical ,blow torches or devices heated by electricity are fre-
quently used to thaw frozen water pipes and mains. If these tools
are used for this purpose, workmen handling them must exercise ex-
treme caution. Water pipes are not usually insulated, are often in
contact with wood joists or other combustible material, and may be-
come overheated if flame from blow torches or heat generated by elec-
tricity is applied to them. These heated pipes can ignite the
combustible materials with which they are in contact. Furthermore,if open-flame blow torches are used in close places, there is always
a danger that any combustible materials present may be ignited by the
flame. For this reason, it is advisable to keep a fire extinguisher. of
appropriate type near the scene of operations for use in case of an
emergency.

Flammable Liquids

The National Fire Protection Association recommends that in edu-
cational institutions the storage of flammable liquids and gases belimited to minimum requirements for maintenance, demonstration,
treatment, and laboratory work ; that safety cans holding no morethan one quart each be used; and that these cans be stored in metal
cabinets.3

Metal cans are, considered better than either glass'or plastic bottlesfor storing and dispensing most liquids, for glass is easily broken andplastic will burn when exposed to heat. Fire safety cans bearing the
Underwriter's' Laboratories approval have self-closing covers, which
minimize evaporation and the likelihood of spillage. These spring-
controlled covers also serve as relief valves to prevent explosions if the
cans are exposed to intense heat or fire.

If large quantities of flammable liquids must be stored in school
buildings, they should be kept in well-ventilated, fire-resistive rooms

11 National Fire Protection AsRociktion. Flammable Liquids Code (NFPA No. 30). 1981.p. 38.
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with self-closing fire doors that are kept locked when not in use. "NO
SMOKING" signs should be post,c1 both on the outside facing of the
door and in a conspicious place inside the room.

Pumps are the best means of removing flammable liquids from
tanks and drums, but gravity-flow faucets are often used. If the
latter is used, it should be of the spring-closing type, which will permit
the flow of liquid only when manually held in an open position.

Community Use of School Buildings

School buildings used for community purposes other than school
are exposed to prolonged fire hazards more often than those utilized
strictly for day-school purposes. This extra utilization, desirable as
it may be, creates additional housekeeping problems, necessitates
greater storage facilities, often prompts the installation of more elec-
trical equipment, requires prolonged use of the heating plant (or the
air-conditioning system) in season, and places a heavy load on plant
operating personnel. If multiple areas of the school plant are used
simultaneously by 'various community groups, additiorial custodial
help may be required to hit,ndle the increased work load. This extra
work load would consist of the usual cleaning duties, performed after
the adults vacate the premises, prolonged daily operation of the heat-
ing plant during the heating season, addition41 services required by
the continued operittion of electrical systems, checking the switches of
electrical appliances and motors to see that they have been left in an
"OFF" position, inspecting portions of the building used by com-
munity groups to see that nothing has been done there to interfere with
school activities on the following day, and performing other routine
duties as they arise.

Duties other than those pertaining to building care may; on oc-
casion, fall to custodians as a result of.community use of school facili-
ties. Some community activities undertaken in schools by adult
groups may not require the attendance of professional personnel
normally assigned to those schools. Responsible people in these groups
need to-kno regultir and alternate exit routes from all arms of build-
ing's occupied by them ; they need to know where telephones are
located, where alarm stations are located and how to operate the sys-
tem, andtwhere fire extinguishers of various types are mpunted. 'Pro-
vIiding information on these points and giving instructions in fire drill
procedures to, grodps not familiar with the 'premises may consume
custodial work time not provided for in the regular schedule.

lnspedions*

1 The daily inspection of a school building for safety is a responsi-
bility primarily assigned to the building principal and his ,custodial
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force, but teachers and other school employees, as well as the pupils
themselves, should be observant of conditions in areas of the building
occupied by them and should report any condition that appears dan-
gerous. For example, a teacher might discover a short in a light
switch or in an electrical outlet or fixture; the home economics teacher
might discover that fuses are blown when sheatries to operate an elec-
trical appliance; a cafeteria employee might get an electrical shock
when she starts to use the mixer; the science teacher might discover
a leak in the gas line located in the science laboratory; the art teacher
might find that tiie upper-limit controls on the ceramic oven have
suddenly gone tad; the industrial arts teacher might find that an
electric motor smoked when he turns the switch to start it; and the
pupils might discover defective etectrieal switches in toilet rooms,
dressing rooms, or other areas not constantly supervised by teachers.
Any or all of these observations and discoveries should be reported
to the principal or through him to the head custodian.

Many specific housekeeping responsibilities of custodians have been
mentioned earlier. They need not be repeated here, but in his daily
inspection of the building, the principal (or an assistant designated by
him) should accompany the head custodian to ascertain that all cus-
todial duties relating to fire safety have been discharged. They
should check to see that all exit doors are operable; that all corridors
and stairs are free of obstructions; that there is no accumulation of
waste and rubbish in, the furnace room, in basement areas, or under
stair landings; that conditions in furnace rooms and other danger
spots appear to be normal ; that fire detection and protection devices
have not been tampered. with since the previous inspection; and that
no unusual conditions 411)pear to have developed since the previous
inspection. All custodians should be alert to potential fire hazards
as they make the rounds throughout, the building during their work
periods.

I Reporting and Correcting Hazards

School officials should use every reasonable resource available
them for detecting school fire hazards. The day-to-day efforts of
principals, teachers, other school employees, and students were -men-
tioned earlier. In addition to these bfforts, outside assistance can be
and often is secured, usually without cost, from such organizations as
the State Insurance Inspection Bureau, the Parent Teacher's Associ-
ation (among whose members there often are safety tnOneers orothers
with special training in safety and fire prevention), the local fire de-
partment, the State Fire Marshal, and in some cases local insurfuice
agencies. The services of these organizations should be sought period-.
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ically for two purposes : to inspect school properties for the purpose
of detecting and reporting fire hazards, if any are .prksent; and to
assist in training school personnel in procedures and methods they can
use to detect hazardous conditions. A Coroner's Jury, reporting on a
particularly disastrous school fire, expressed a strong conviction that
school personnel at times may not know that certain conditions are
fire hazards and that they need assistance in being informed regard-
ing these hazards.' This is a regrettable situation, if true, and should
be corrected by training at the earliest possible moment.

Whenever hazardous conditions are found, whether or not.' they
'violate any code, they should be reported to appropriate local officials
who should proceed to make corrections without delay. If there is no
State or local code to cover the particular situation, persons having
authority to revise or amend the appropriate codes should be informed.

Special Materials for Custodial Use

The school custodian has an immense responsibility for school fire
safety. In order for him to discharge this responsibility effectively,
he should have an understa ing of the operational functions of the
various mechanical systems of his building; should know how and
where to store all supplies, materials,, furniture, and equipment as-
signed to his building; should be able to test periodicallyand use if
necessaryall of the portable fire extinguishers and other fire-protec-
tive equipment provided ; should know the location of every fire alarm
station inside or outside his building; and should have a thorough
knowledge of evacuation plans or alternates covering all exit routes
from the building. Booklets/containing instructions on the opera-
t ional functions and maintenance of mechanical systems can be secured
from the manufacturers of the various components of those systems.
Literature on storage safety can be made available through the prin-
cipal's office. The local fire department or fire marshal will instruct
custodians as to testing, using, and maintaining all types of fire-
protective, alarm, and detective equipment. Custodians should have
had A part in the cooperative development of evacuation plans; but in
cases where plans were developed before their employment, the prin-
cipal should assume responsibility for placing copies of these plans in.
them hands and instructing them as to their application.

4 National Safety Council. Findings of the Coroner's Jury. Chicago 11 : The Council,
425 North Michigan Avenue. 1959. p. 7. (Mimeograph)
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In addition to these types of information, custodians should have
available for immediate use (preferably posted on their bulletin
boards) the following:

Telephone number of
Fire and police departments
Gas company
Electric company
Local ambulance services
Water company
Local doctors
The Principal's residence
Public Health Office.

A chart Mowing
Location of street cut-off for gas
Location of street cut-off for water
Location of nearby hydrants
Location of driveway entrances to building.

A floor plan ShowingLocation

of sprinkler shut-off valves
Location of main electric switches
Shafts or other vertical openings
Main exits
Secondary exits
Fire escapes (if any)
Storage areas for combustibles.

Special equipment that should be available to custodians for use
case of fire should include:

50 or more feet of rope ( for roping off dangerous areas)
Flashlight with batteries
First-aid kit
Wrench for gas cut-off valve
Gas mask
Asbestos coat and helmet
Fireman's ax.
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Chapter

Safety Devices

THE
BEST PROTECTION against loss of life and property frog)

School fires is to prevent them, but despite our knowledge of pre-
ventive techniques and of the basic requirements for safety, they do
occur.cur. Some fires originate because of negligence and carelessness, a
failure to observe principles of fire prevention and safety; others,
because of fortuitous circumstances. In- either event, once a school
fire starts, life safety and property preservation depend upon four
things: early detection, an effective alarm system (preferably inte-
grated with detection), rapid evacuation without panic, and the
availability of appropriate equipment to extinguish the fire or to
keep it under control until local fire department equipment, reaches
the scene.

lbDetection Equipment

With tip exception of conflagrations originating at, near, or in
highly flammable materials and fed by them, most fires pass through
four discernible stages : incipient, smoldering, flame, and heat. In the
incipient stage, invisible combustion gases, without smoke or flame,
,are released, but no appreciable heat is present. During the smolder-
ing stage, appreciable heat is still absent, but combustion gases be-

me visible as smoke. The flame stage produces actual fire, with
seat following instantaneously. The heat stage produces uncontrolledheat and rapidly expanding air, completing a very dangerous

combination..
4

The foregoing discussion implies that nearly all big fires start as
small ones. Much more time is usually required for them to pass
through the first two stages than the last two, but once flame and heat
are combinedas they are in the last two stagesfire develops at a
fantastic speed, creating extremely dangerous conditions. Successful
evacuations usually must precede the final stage, should preferably
precede the third stage. Many fire detection devices on the market
today are activated only by smoke, heat\cor flame, conditions prevalent
in the final stages of a fire, and hence have questionable value from the
standpoint of. early evacuation. A fire detection system that is acti-
vated by invisible combustion gases, as well as by smoke, lva, or
flame, usually allows a few extra minutes for evacuation and affords
an opportunity for building personnel to bring the fire under control
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1before it reaches the destructive stage. When this system is inte-
grated with a building alarm system which is also connected with the k
local fire department, it is to be preferred aer other systems that
depend on flame, heat rise, or heat-rate-of-rise methods of detection.

Purpose

The purpose of an automatic detection system is to detect fires. It
may be extensive enough to provide tire surveillance throughout a
building, day and night and year around, or its operation may be
limited to high-hazard areas of the building, or simply to,tito activa-
tion of a switch that will stop an overheated motor. 'In order to be
most effective a detection system should be integrated with an alarm
system that can be heard over the entire building and with a control,
system 'die is activated at the point of detection. The value of an'
detection system depends upon its reliability, and since most, things
mechanical fail occasionally, a supervisory system that will reveal a
detector failure is desirable.

Types

A properly installed, functioning fire detection and alarm system
requires careful consideration of the types of fire hazards, the con-
struction and layout of the building, and the spaces to be protected.
Four types of automatic detector or annunciating devices are on the
market. They are classified according to the particular product (or
products) of combustion to which their detector heads are sensitive,
namely : gaA, smoke, flame, heat.

Gas.Microscopic, often invisible, air-borne products of combus-
tion, such as gases and smoke, activate the gas-sensitive device or
system. Its detector head hasta sensing element that utilizes alpha
particles emitted from a minute source of radium to ionize air mole-
cules into positive ions and negative electrons. When a voltage is
applied across its ionization chamber, a minute electric ctirrent is
caused to flow. Any products of combustion entering the chamber
become ionized but, because of their relatively large size, they more
more slowly than air molecules, thereby reducing current. flow. The
mechanism is so designed tket this reduction in current increases the
voltage at the trigger electrode, activating relays for signals and
alarms.

The system uses a standard 2-wire circuit enclosed in a thin-wall
conduit and is supervised by a 2-microampere closed circuit which
activates a trouble alarm in case there; is failure in the system. It
has no moving parts, and an installation in a large building consumes
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nno mare power than a 25-watt electric bulb. The system can be
adapted to a wide range of response sensitivity, and can be utilized to
close doors, stop motors, and actuate alarms. One dectector head
can protect up to 3,600 square feet; and where multiple spaces are
protected by more than one head, the system indicates the exact loca-
tion of any fire originating in a protected area.

Smoke.The principle of control by a photoconductive celloperatei
the smoke-sensitive detector. A beam of light is directed on the cell,
and any smoke interfering with the beam reduces its intensity on the
coil. This reduction in light. eneru causes the tell to activate the
signal. Any other interference with the light source, such as excessive
(hist or moisture in the air, a film deposit, on the electric eye itself, or
any accidental interruption of the light beam, can also actuate the
system, causing a false response. The sensitivity of the system can be
adjusted to compensate for any of these stimuli, but if they then dis-
appear or become less intense, it will produce a delayed response.
loth the false and the delayed response can create undesirable circum-
stancesthejormer, inconvenience; the latter, disaster.

The smoke-sensitive detection system is usually installed for special
purposes such as clo4ing dampers and stopping fans in ventilating
ducts, and closing fire doors to high-hazard areas when smoke is present
t these point&
Flaw.Radiation causes an element, in flame-sensitive detection

devices to react. The effectiveness of the device depends upon the
total building area that can be "seen" by it.. Since radiation travels in
straight. lines, instrumentation must be such that the entire area need-
ing protection must" be "visible." This type of detection system is
Probably used more extensively in manufacturing concerns, particu-
larly those having high-hazard areas, than in school buildings.

Heat.There are perhaps five types of heat-sensitive detectors. (1)
The first type functions when heat causes unequal expansion of lami-
nated parts of a bimetal disc whose operating temperature is fixed
(usually at. 135° Fahrenheit). Mei, the teibperature at the point of
the detector reaches this level, the disc changes shape, making a con-
tact, that closes an electric circuit to actuate the signal. (2) Another
type depends upon a fixed temperature setting of its thermostat
(usually at 135° to 140° Fahrenheit) with a mechanism that is sensi-
tive to a limited rate-of-rise, or rate anticipation, in temperature. A
special switch enclosed within an anodized-aluminum tube closes the
circuit to actuate the signal. (3) A third type combines the pneu-
matic and rate-of-rise in temperature principles by the use of a dia-
phragm unit connected to tubing designed with vents to dissipate
normal rise in temperature. Continued abnormal rate-of-rise in tem-
perature cannot be dissipated by these vents, resulting in a pressure
increase on the diaphragm causing it to make electrical contacts that

to
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activate the signal. (4) The fourth type operates on a thermoelectric
principle. The detecting elements respond to both radiant and con-
vected heat. Each detector has two sets of thermocouples, one directly
exposed to radiant and convected heat ; the other, insulated from
them. Any rapid increase in temperature results in a current increase
that starts the alarm. (5) The fifth type combines both rate-of-rise
and fixed-temperature principles. The rate-of-rise sensitivity is ac-

complished by air pressure within a hemispherical chamber that has
vents to dissipate pressure changes due to normal rates of temperature
rise. Abnormal rate-of-rise in temperature increases pressure on a
diaphragm, resulting in diaphragm changes that cause electrical con-
tacts which produce the signal. The fixed-temperature feature is
based on a thermostat with a fusible element having a rating of 136°
Fahrenheit. When heat in the area protected by this device reaches
136°, the element is broken, thereby releasing the thermostat to make
an electrical contact to produce the signal.

Operation

In 1959, the Los Angeles Fire Depqrtment, using an abandoned
school building with an open stairway, conducted a series of,fire
tests, one of which was to determine the effectiveness of automatic
fire detection equipment under special test conditions. Among other
things, these tests revealed that : I

Automatic heat detection devices detected the presence of fire at about
the same time that untenable smoke conditions were reached within
the building.
Automatic smoke detection devices detected the presence of fire before
untenable smoke conditions were reached, but not in sufficient time to
allow complete evacuation of the test building.

The report covering the series of tests explains, however, that if
detection equipment (both heat and smoke) is located directly over
the test fire, prompt notification of fire is experienced. Fire detec-
tion devices spaced at maximum recommended distances will operate
in 2 minutes or less when subjected to standard fire test conditions
used by testing laboratories; but under test conditions used by the
Los Angeles Fire Department, a fire signal in 2 minutes would not
allow enough time for the safe evacuation of the test building. The
report also points out the need for a better means of classifying the
sensitivity of fire and of classifying smoke-detection equipment in
relation to response time for the protected area. Finally, the report
suggests that further research is needed on automatic detection
equipment actuated by smoke.

1 Los Angeles Fire Department. Operation School Burning. Boston 10 : National
Fire Protection Association, 60 Batterymarch Street. 1959. p.



In an effort to find answers to these and other problems on fire
safety, the Los Angeles Fire Department in 1960 and 1961 conducted
a second series of tests in the same school building. In order to
determine whether the automatic detection devices tested would re-
spond early enough to permit safe evacuation, 14 test fires (typical of
many types that could occur in school occupancy) were set in different
locations th.ioughout the building under various conditions. They
were permitted to burn until untenable conditions were reached or
until the fire had subsided. Among other things, these tests revealed : 2

In four fires, automatic smoke and beat detection devices did not provide
an alarm In sufficient time to evacuate the building 'safely, but untenable
conditions developed so rapidly that instantaneous detection would have
been inadequate. (Flammable liquids, although used in relatively small
amounts, were involved in three of the four fires.)
In 10 fires, the automatic smoke and heat detection devices responded in
sufficient time for safe evacuation. (In 5 of these 10 fires, untenable
smoke conditions were developed in corridors and stairways, but the
detection devices operated with a sufficient margin of time to evacuate
the building safely.)

The Los Angeles Fire Department also set a series of 33 fires in
order to determine response time as affected by location, spacing, and
other physical factors for automatic detection devices tested. From
these tests, the following observations were made: 3

Smoke detectors respond faster than heat detectors when both types are
-located within a room or area of fire origin, but not significantly faster
when both types are located outside the room or area of fire origin.
Rate-of-rise and rate-anticipation type detectors respond faster than the
fixed-temperature type.

Line-type (pneumatic tubing) rate-of-rise detectors installed with if "U"
loop within each room respond considerably faster than a single straight
line of tubing passing through each room. (Adding from 50 to 100 per-
cent more tubing to the single "U" loop does not appreciably speed up
the response time.) g%

Both the fixed-temperature and the rate-of-rise type heat detectors re-
spond as fast when mounted on side walls 4 inches and 12 inches below
the ceiling as they do when mounted on the ceiling 6 inches from the
Bide wall.

Neither the fixed-temperature nor the rate-ot-rise type detector is of any
value in detecting fire when mounted on side walls 5 feet above the floor.
All types of detectors tested show considerably slower response time
when ceiling heights are increased from 11.5 feet to 19 feet or to 26.5 feet.
Heat detectors respond as rapidly under draft conditions as in closed
rooms. Smoke detectors respond slower under draft conditions than in
closed rooms, though still faster than heat detectors.

Los Angeles Fire Department. Operation School Burning (No. 2). 1961. p. 26.3 Ibid.
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Reducing the spacing of any given detector below the maximum recom-
mended by Underwriter's Laboratories results in a faster response time,
but the improvement is not significant from the standpoint of life safety.

Installation, Location, Spacing

When used in schools, fire detector systems should be installed in
accordance with standards prescribed by State and local codes, or in
the absence of these codes, with those recommended by the National
Fire Protection Association. Individual detector heads installed
in high temperature areas, such as boiler rooms and poorly ventilated
attics; should be designed or adjusted so that the high temperatures
usually present there will not "trigger" them. Manufacturers whose
equipment is being installed can furnish special engineering services
to cover this and similar situations.

It may not be desirable or practical to install detector heads at every
conceivable location in a building, and if not, those areas of a building
considered high-hazard, "hot-spot", obscure, and perhaps rooms that
are infrequently used should be given first priority. Among these,
any independent or segregated area of 16 or more square feet should
be considered as a separate subdivision for purposes of detector in-
stallation. Attics, lofts, furnace rooms, basement space, storage
rooms, shops, and rooms where spray painting is done are samples of
first-priority building areas for detector 'heads. Whether located in
these areas alone, or in these and other sections of a building, heat
detecting devices should be placed on ceilings or on side walls near
the ceiling.* An engineering survey -which will analyze the special
features of the area under consideration will be required to determine
the location of smoke detector heads. Ate velocity, location of air
intake and exhaust vents, presence or absence of air-conditioning
equipment, and ceiling height are some of the special features which
must be analyzed in order to determine the number of detectors re-
quired, as well as where to locate them to prevent false signals from
normal air movement or other activity in the given area.

Heat detecting devices should not be*spaced at distances exceeding
linear maximums recommended by the Underwriters' Laboratories,
Incorporated, or by Factory Mutual Laboratories, based on tests of
these devices conducted by these concerns. For details concerning
spacing of various types of detection equipment, the reader is referred
to Fire Protection E quipment LiAt.5 The series of fire tests, conducted
by the. Los Angeles Fire Department and referred to previously,

a National Fire Protection Association. Proprietary,
(NFPA No.. 72) . 1961. p. 22.

I Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., Chicago 11 : The
Street. 1961.
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revealed that if the space between detectors is reduced below the
maximum recommended by the Underwriters' Laboratories, Incor-
porated, detection' response is faster, but not significant as to life
safety..

Maintenance and Testing

Money spent on installing detectiofi equipment without providing
for its maintenance is a foolhardy expenditure. To be of value, it
must be operable at all times. Dependability can be assured by ade-
quate maintenance and by means of an electronically controlled super-
visory system which gives a warning if anything goes wrong or if
any component fails. Adequate maintenance requires periodic inspec-
tions, followed by testing, under the supervision of authorized person-
nel, with tests conducted in accordance with standards recommended
by the National Fire Protection Association.,

Alarm Equipment

The main purpose of an alarm system is to warn of an existing
emergency by means of a distinctive sound. A fire alarm system
should be used for no other purpose than to alert building occupants
to evacuate the building and to summon professional fire fighters to
the scene. Properly planned, adequately designed, suitably placed
fire alarm equipment must provide one or more approved audible
signaling devices on each floor of a building, located so that their
distinctive sound can be heard clearly, regardless of the maximum
noise level produced by any machinery or other equipment under
normal conditions of occupancy. Each section of a floor enclosed by
fire walls should be considered as a separate floor for the purpose of
this protection.

Types

There are two main types of fire alarm equipment in relation to
method of activation : manual and automatic. The Findings of the
Coroner's Jury,' mentioned in chapter IV, led to a recommendation
that school buildings should be equipped with a system that is both
manual and automatic. It is further suggested that a system which
warns building occupants and the fire station simultaneously is de-
sirable. If a, building is protected by sprinklers, an automatic alarm
system that activates the sprinkler system at the same time that it

Los Angeles Fire Department. op. cit. p. 27.
7 National Safety Council. 1950. p. 8. (Mimeograph.)
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warns occupants and alerts the local fire department has certain
advantages.

Some types of automatic alarm systems also provide supervision
over sprinkler and other extinguishing equipment, where this function
is not performed by fire detector devices. This type of supervisory
control gives a signal if there is some reason, such as an electrical short
or the collection of water in an air valve, that might cause the sprinkler
to function improperly.

Fire alarm systems activated by manually pulling a lever or throw-
ing a switch are more common in schools than are automatic systems.
Boxes housing activating leversor switches should be of an approved
type, clearly marked, and strategically located. As in the case with
automatic alarm systems, it is desirable that manual systems be wired
directly to the local fire dppartment in order to initiate an alarm there.
However, it is practical to install a cut-off so that, the 'omit fire depart-
ment will not f:Pe alerted and need not respond when fire tests or evacua-
tion drills are under way.

Some authorities suggest that, in addition to an electrically acti-
vated alarm system, schools should have a complete mechanical
standby system for use in case of electric failure (either AC or DC).

Installation

All fire alarm equipment, whether manual, automatic, or a combi-
nation of the two, should be of an approved type.8 All wiring, loca-
tion of activation boxes, regular and standby electrical requirements,
and other phases of instrumentation should conform to State or local
codes or to applicable national standards.

Testing and Maintenance

Immediately after an alarm system is installed, it should be given
a thorough and complete test in accordance with recognized national
standards for such tests under the authority and supervission of the
local fire marshal, the fire chief, or other responsible officials having
jurisdiction. This initial test. should be followed by others at. regular
intervals, probably not less often that monthly. -Maintenance require-
ments of fire alarm systems should always be determined by competent.
personnel who follow manufacturers' instructions and specifications
when making repairs.

° Further information on fire alarm equipment may 'be obtained from Fire Protection
Equipment List, identified on p. 92.
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Distribution and Location

Fire alarm boxes should be readily accessible, easily identified, stra-
tegically distributed throughout the protected area, and located along
the normal path of exit, as follows : 9

One box should be provided on the first floor and on each succeeding alter-
nate floor, except that One box should be provided for each, floor where the
maximum fire area is 10,000 square feet or more.
Additional boxes should be provided on each floor wherever necessary to
make the maximum horizontal travel distance from any point on the floor
to the nearest box not more than 200 feet.

It is considered good practice to provide an alarm box near any
point of hazard. Both an alarm box and a sounding station should
be provided in custodial quarters and in the furnace room."

Authorities differ as to. the wall height at which fire alarm boxes
should be mounted, but a minimum of It and a maximum of 6 feet from
the floor, depending on age and size of occupants, seems to be a safe
range.

Use and Sound

The fire alarm system should never be used for any other purpose
than to sound an alarm, either for a drill and test or because of an
actual fire. Regardless of the purpose for which useddrill, test, or
firealarm equipment should be restored to service immediately fol-
lowing each use.

The-audible signal produced by an alarm system should be consistent
throughout a building, should be distinctive from signals used for
other purposes, and should be emitted from instruments so located

- that the signal can be heard throughout the building. Some experts
on school fire safety have suggested that there should be a uniform
warning signal (sound) for fires throughout the country. The sug-
gestion has merit, and like some other regulations concerning safety,
may some day have universal approval.

Extinguishing Equipment

Fire extinguishing equipment for schools that is properly in-stalled,
strategically located, well maintained, periodically tested, and skill-
fully handled when needed can be of inestimable value in the control
of fires. There are many types of fire extinguishing equipment, but
all fit into one or another of three major classifications: portable,
standpipe and hose, and sprinkler.

National Fire Protection Association. op. cit. p. 20'.
10 John if; Herrick and others. From School Program to School Plant. New York ;

Henry Holt and Company. 1956. p, 409.
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Portable Extinguishers

Portable extinguishers are those devices which can be hand-carried
from their places of storage to the point. of an incipient fire for the
purpose of putting out the fire, or at least keeping it under control
until professional fire fighters arrive.

Clas8ification.There are numerous types of portable fire extin-
guishers, but in general they are classified according to the class of
fire they are designed to extinguish. Class "A" fires are those fed
by paper, wood, excelsior, rubber, and trash, and require cooling and
quenching for extinguishment.. Class "B" fires are those fed by liquids
(gasoline, paint, oil, grease, etc.), and demand a smothering action
for quick extinguishment. Class "C" fires are live electrical fires
(motors, switches, appliances, etc.), and require a nonconducting
extinguishing agent.

Extinguishing agents most frequently employed by portable extin-
guishers are water (as stored pressure, as cartridge-operated, as water
pump tank, or as soda acid) foam, carbon dioxide (CO :), and dry
chemical.

Only extinguishers bearing the approval of the Underwriters' Lab-
oratories or the Faciory Mutual Laboratories should be selected and
purchased. These will have a plate on which is indicated the class
and the size of fire which the equipment is designed to handle. This
is accomplished by the use of a numeral and a letter. The numeral
indicates the approximate relative fire-extinguishing potential; the
letter indicates the class of fire on which tftextinguisher is to be
used. For 'example, "4-A" indicates that tire extinguisher is to be
used on a class "A" fire, and can be expected to extinguish twice as
much fire as a "2-A" extinguisher. Likewise, extinguishers for "B"
and "C" class fires are labeled with appropriate letter classification,
but the "C" label does not have a numerical designition for the reason
that class "C" fires are essentially either "A" or "B" involving ener-
gized electrical wiring and equipment. The numerical designation
used with "B" extinguishers refers to the approximate square-foot
area of deep-layer flammable liquid fire which an average operator
can be expected to extinguish. For example, "10-B" means that an
average .operator can be expected to extinguish approkimately 10
square feet of deep-layer flammable liquid fire with the particular
extinguisher.

Extinguishers that can be used effectively against more than one
class fire have appropriate numerical and letter designations. For
example, a foam extinguisher rated "2-A, 4-B" is rated to extinguish
twice as much class "A" fire as a "1-A", and four times as much class
"B" 'fire as a "1-B" extinguisher. Also, the "2-A, 4-B" extinguisher
should handle 4 square feet of fire in a deep-layer flammable liquid.



A dry chbmical extinguisher rated "6-B, C" should extinguish ap-
proximately. iirtimes as much class "B" fire as a "1-B" extinguisher,
and should successfully extinguish a deep-layer flammable liquid
fire of 6 square feet. This designation also means that it 4s safe to
use this extinguisher on electrical fires."

The importance of understanding the type of extinguisher that can
be utilized most effectively against a specific class of fire cannot be
over-emphasized. It is alsp important to place extinguishers designed
to fight specific class fires in building areas where fires of that class
are most likely to originate. The significance of this is that if the
wrong extinguisher is used, the fire may not be brought under control;
or if the wrong extinguisher is employed against an electrical fire, the
operator may suffer ,erious physical damake or death from electrocu-
tion. Chart 1, (p. 98) "How to Select a Fire Extinguisher"" and
chart 2 (p. 100), "Know Your Fire Extinguisher" "present valuable
concise information for purchasing, servicing, and using school fire
extinguishers. Also, "The A B C's of Fire Extinguishers," " given
in appendix D, presents an 'exceptionally good summary of facts
which should be understood about fire extinguishers.

Location.Extinguishers. should be placed at all hazardous loca-
tions and at various convenient places throughout a building. Porta-
ble units may be mounted on walls, but.usual prefernce is for them
to be placed in cabinets recessed far enough 8o that the front of the
cabinet, or its door, is flush with the face of the wall, with no project-
ing parts. Findings of the Coroner's elury.'5 previously mentioned in
this and the preceding chapter, recommended that portable extinguish-
ers should be conspicuously marked, mounted at waist height, and so
located that they will not be bumped by anyone passing along. Most
authorities suggest that an extinguisher of appropriate type be located
near each fire alarm station.

Distribution.The number of portable fire extinguisher units and
best places to install them should always be determined by the au-
thority having jurisdiction; usually the local or State fire marshal.
This determination is often made on the basis of the occupancy
classification of a building. With the exception of those offering
trade courses and utilizing shops, sethools are usually classified as
"light hazard occupancies." According to the National Board of Fire
underwriters, buildings with this classification require fire extin-
guishers for Class A fires, with one unit for every 2,500 square feet of
floor space and the units so spaced that it would not be necessary to

It National Fire Protection Assotiation. Portable Are Matinguishers (MITA No. 10).
1959. p. 4-5.

Used by permission of Fire Equipment Manufacturers' Association, Inc. Suite 759,
Ono Gateway Center, Pittsburgh V, Pa.

is Used by permisgton of the Fedefal Fire Council, Washington 25, D.C.
14 Used by permission of the National Fire Protection Association, Boston, Mau.
°National Safety Council. op. cit. p. 4-5. (Mimeograph.)
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Chart 1.How to Select a Fir* Extinguisher (continued)
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Chart 2.Know Your Fire Extinguisher
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Chart 2.---Know Your Firs Extinguisher (continued)
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travel more than 100 feet from the point of any incipient fire to reach
an extinguisher. Where there are special hazards in addition to the
ordinary hazards of occupancy, additional and/or substitute units.of
suitable type should be installed. Specific requirements for building
with other .than light hazard occupancies play be obtained from
standards prescribed in Portable Fire Extingvixher8."

Inspection, testing, maintenance, recharging.The prbper func-
tioning of portable fire extinguishers depends upon their being in-
spected and tested periodically, maintained as needed, and techarged
at regular intervals, these intervals 'sing determined by the fre:
quency of use for testing or for other pwrix)ses and by the extin-
guishing element employed by the unit. Manufacturers' directions"
regarding maintenance and inspection of the various types of portable
units should be followed assiduously. It is not unreasonable to ask the
custodian, while making his daily rounds, to inspect each quit to see
whether there is visible evidence of tampering, removal from regular
storage places, or accidental discharge. Soda-acid extinguishers must
he protected from freezing, must be recharged once annually (if not
tested or used more often), and should be subjected to a hydrostatic
pressure test once every 5 years.

Standpipe and Hose System

The National Fire Protection Association 1s indicates, that, next
to automatic sprinkler equipment, a ell-maintained, properly de-
signed standpipe system constitutes the best means of extinguishing
fires in buildings and furnishes the only reliable method of directing
effective fire streams to the upper stories of high buildings in the
shortest, space of time.. Also, standpipe systems are designed for use
by both occupants of the building and by firemen.

It is sometimes felt that standpipe systems are not completely satis-
factory for school use since these systems are subject to tampering,
and may cause water damage in case of vandalism. In some instances,
to prevent vandalism, school authorities remove the valve handles,
thus making the equipment virtually useless.
Types.Standpipe and hose systems may be divided into the follow-

ing classes:
The wet standpipe system which has water pressure maintained at all
times.
The system is so arranged that it admits water to the system automati-
cally by opening a hose valve.

" National Fire Protection Aapociation. op. eft. p. 6-11.
it Fire Equipment Manufacturers' Ansociatioa, FE MA Handbook of Safety Codes.

1959.
a Standpipe and Hose Systeme (NFPA No. 14). 1952. p. 3.
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The system which admits water through the manual operation of a
remote valve.
The dry standpipe system which haF no permanent water supply.

lnstallationand location.School officials need to study many points
Nvhen they are considering the installation of a standpipe system. Of
particular importance are such factors as water supply (source, pres-
sure, supply) ; size of pipes, hose, tind nozzles ; type of construction;
height of building, nature of occupancy; and accessil)ility of other
types of fire control -equipment. The authority having jurisdiction
should be consulted on theseand other pertinent factors relating to the
feasibility of a standpipe system for a particular building. If there is
a decision to install the system, standards recommended by the National
Fire ProtectsOn Association in Standpipe and lion; Sy8tems will be
found useful.

In general, standpipe systems should be cost red only of approved
components (pipes, connections, valves, hose, nozzles), and when in-
stalled, should be hydrostatically tested before being accepted. Stand-
pipes should he located in building areas that afford them some
protection against mechanical and fire damage. Hose stations should
be located in readily accessible, conspicuous places that are not likely
to be obstnicted, and the cabinets housing the hose should be within
easy reach of adults standipg on the floor. Periodic inspection and
regular maintenance of valves, hose, nozzles, and other parts are
essent ial to sat isfactory performance.

Sprinkler System

A sprinkler system may be described as a network of pipes, with
sprinkler heads systematically spaced on them, usually installed on
the ceiling throughout a building (or in cep :ain portions of it), and
connected to a water supply which is controlled by a series of valves.
Sprinkler heads may be activated by fire or heat-detecting devices or
by heat from fire.

The value of an adequate sprinkler system with an ample water
supply as an effective tool for life safety and property protection from
fire is seldom questioned. This is verified by the fact that there has
been no loss of life in thousands of fires in fully sprinklered buildings.

savingt in insurance costs will appeal to some, the saving of
lives should take priority when considering a system that offers a way
by which a fire may be discovered in its early stage, and provides the
means by which it can be extinguished, or at least controlled until
firemen arrive."

" "The Architectend Fire Safety". Journal of the American Institute of Architects,
28 : 40-41, May 1957.
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In 26 of 30 tests conducted by the Los Angeles Fire Department,20automatic sprinklers, extinguished the test fires before untenable con-ditions developed. in four cases the fires were not of sufficient sizeto activate the sprinklers and therefpre were not dangerous from thestandpoint of life safety. Further tests in which the building wasonly partially sprinklered revealed that automatic sprinklers installedin corridors, stairways, and in some rooms, but not throughout thebuilding, did not prevent untenable smoke conditions when the fireoriginated outside the sprinklered area, but did prevent untenable.temperature conditions within the protected area. The installationof an automatic sprinkler in high hazard areas afforded additional pro-tection when integrated with the school alarm system. However, suchan installation should be done only on the recommendations of a fireprotection engineer.21
Type8.On the, basis of building areas protected, there are twomajor types of sprinkler installations: partial and complete. As thewords imply, "partial" means a limited installation, while "complete"means one that is installed throughout the premises. More Specifically,either(fif these installations may be one of several types of systemswet-pi'pe, dry -pipe, pre-action, deluge, and limited water-supply.In the wet-pipe system the pipes are filled with water, which isdischarged immediately from the sprinkler heads upon being activatedby fire. The dry-pipe system, does not have water in the pipes, whichcontain air under prQ&c.ure to low water from entering them untilneeded. Generally, the dry-pipe system is installed where the wet-pipe system is impractical because of freezing temperatures, making itunnecessary to cut off the system because of coil weather. In small,unheated spaces where it is not practical to insfall a dry system, awet system may be used, with anti-freeze solution in the pipes. Thepre-action and deluge systems may be either the wet or the dry type;but the former is designed to sprinkle only a specific area where valveshave become activated, while the latter sprinkles an , entire area uponactivation. Limited water-supply systems employ automatic sprink-lers as do other systems, but these sprinklers are supplied with waterfrom a pressure tank of limited capacity.

Design and installation.The authority having jurisdiction shouldbe consulted for advice in regard to the installation of a sprinklersystem. The equipment should have the approval of the Under-writers' Laboratories. and should be installed in accordance withstandards of the National Fire ProteCtion Association." The hazardclassification of the occupancy should, to a great extent, determine
IS Los Angeles Fire Department. Op. cit. p. 27-28.n /bid. p. 36-31.
a Standards for the installation of Sprinkler Systems (NFPA No. 13). 1981.
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the design of the sprinkler system, but spe.cial consideration should
given to its design if there is a doubt as to water supply. For

example, if the system is designed to accommodate the simultaneous
opening of 20 sprinkler heads and if 40 heads open at one time,
the usefulness of the system may be nullified. Architects and en-
aineers should see that sprinkler valves are properly placed and are
plainly marked with warning, or are equipped with )supervisory
alarm to insure that the system has noeheen shut off and is in an
operable condition at all times."

Mahiterialwe and iimpection.--To be effective a sprinkler system
properly maintained. The installing contractor should pro-

1ide instruction charts, along with standards developed by the Na-
tional Fire Protection Association, on the care and maintenance of
the sprinkler system. The instructions should be assiduously followed.

Water Strp ly

Whatever the source of water supply for school fire -extiriguishing
equipment, it must be adequate in volume and have satisfactory pres-
sure if the equipm.ent is to operate effectively. The amount of water
needed will vary according to the hazard of the occupancy and the
particular sprinkler or standpipe and hose system in use. The water
supply should be tested according to accepted standards to determine
its adequacy, both as to volume available per minute and as to con-
stant pressure. Water supply for operating fire-extinguishing equip-
ment fair schools may be from the public water system, where pres-
sure usually is adequate; or from a private system, owned by either
the school or private individuals in the community. In some in-
stances, booster pumps of various kinds are required to maintain a
constant supply of water under correct pressure for fire-fighting
equipment.

0

Community Facilities

The National Board of Fire Underwriters has developed a rating
system for cities,lowns, villages, and other districts as to their ability
to protect against fire. Three of the major elements of this rating
system are concerned with an adequate water supply, an efficient fire
department, and a fire alarm system. These elements, plus others, are
essential in communities that wish to provide maximum fire protection
for their schools.

a The Architectland Fire Safety. op. cit. p. 40-41.
.4 For further information concerning water supply see Matador& for the Installation of

Sprinkler Sytems, op. cit.
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Water Supply

Adequacy of the public water supply at a given school building canbe determined by flow tests or other reliable means. These tests
should show the flow in gallons per minute, together with the static
and residual pressure, in the water main. Street mains should, be
ample in size, in no case less than 6 inches, and should not terminate as
dead ends near school buildings (or anywhere else). Connections topublic water mains should be controlled by indicator post valves of a
standard type located not less than 40 feet from the building protected.Fire hydrants should have not less than 6-inch connections with
water mains, and should be located so that no fire department hoseline from any hydrant serving the'school exceeds 500 feet in length.Two or more hydrants placed so that two or more streams can beplayed on a fire simultaneously provide added protection.

Water mains and hydrants should be tested periodically for water
flow and pressure. Special hydrants designed to prevent freezing ofwater in them should be installed in sections of the country where
temperatures fall below freezing for several hours.

Extinguishing Equipment

Adequacy of the community fire department's equipment is ofspecial importance to school fire safety. Fire engines, trucks, andother equipment capable of handling the most serious fire in the dis-trict may mean the difference between loss of life and safety for schoolpupils. For example, ladders, nets, and clther means of escape fortrapped children can save lives. Equipment alone, however, is notthe full answer. The equipment, no matter how adequate, must bemanned by capable, professional firemen. These types of equipment,with trained personnel to operate them, become increasingly impor-tant in communities having multi-storied buildings.

Alarm Equipment

The importance of integrating a school's detector or sprinkler sys-tem with its alarm system is usually recognized; less frequentlyrecognized is the fact that it is of utmost importance that these systemsbe wired to the public fire deparment. When a direct wire connectsthe school's alitrm system with the fire department, there is a muchgreater possibility that a fire will be brought under control soonerthan would be the case without such a system. All circuits and allequipment used in alerting the public fire department should be testedperiodically for proper functioning.
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Appendix B

Fire Safety Checklists for School Buildings

I. Can Your School Answer These Questions Affirmatively?
Inspection and Reports
I. Are annual technical inspections conducted?
2. Are occupants at sometime included in the inspection procedure?3. Is a system which encourages all occupants of the building to report dangerousconditions provided?
Site and Exterior Structure
4. Are all gas storage tanks at a safe distance from the school buildings, and arethey properly installed and protected against physical damage and tampering?5. Are school grounds44and parking arranged so as to permit ready access byfire fighting equipment?
6. Are all exterior fire escapes secure, well maintained and checked regularly?7. Are all windows immediately adjacent to outside fire escapee provided withfire-resistive sash and wired glass panes?
8. Are all cornices, windows, ledges, chimneys, belfries, and similar futuresplumb and solidly in place?
9. Are exterior walls of the building free from extensive cracks ?
Corridors
10. Does the main corridor lead to at least two widely separatgd exits?11. Are corridors free from obstructions which may impede the flow of traffic?12. Are corridors constructed of fire-resistive materials?
13. Is there a fire-resistive stairwell or exit within 70 feet of all points in thecorridor?
14. Are fire extinguishers, drinkingrfountains, radiators, and other materials inthe corridors properly recessed?
15. Are stairways provided near the ends of each corridor?16. If the building is not fire resistant, are smoke barriers provided so that smokeand gases cannot penetrate main corridors?
17. Is any point in the main corridor more than 100 feet from an exterior door?.(In an unsprinklered building)
Stairways and Stairwells
18. Are the stairwells enclosed to prevent upward spread of fire and smoke?19. Are doors to stairwells kept open with automatic releasing devices and notwedges?
20. Are any stairway doors missing?
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21. Are stairways and stairwells constructed of fire-resistive materials?

22. Are stairways so located that they do not reduce the corridor width on the
lower levels to less than 8% feet?

23. If the building is not completely fire resistant ( wood floors, trim, etc.) , are
stairwells completely enclosed and provided with self-closing fire doors?

24. Do stairways have well-maintained and secure handrails?

25. Do handrails pdroject no more than 3% inches?

26. Are handrails provided on both sides of stairways that are more than 42
inches wide? Is a center handrail provided in stairways of 88 or more inches
in widtli?

27. Are handrails between 30 and 84 inches from the stair treads?
28. Are stair treads nonskid and free of excessive wear? Is there no more

than %6 of an inch variation in stair risers in any one stairwell ?
29. Are stair risers less than 7% inches in height?

30. Are stair treads at least 10 inches wide?
31. Do stairways have more than two but less than 16 steps between landings?

Exits
32. Do all doors open outward with path of eiress?
33. Are there at least two safe routes of escape from each floor?
34. Are doors to the exterior marked with exit lights?
35. Are outside doors equipped with emergency or anti-panic hardware?
36. Are exit openings sufficient to accommodate the dumber of occupants?
37. Are exits to the exterior provided with emergency lighting?
38. Are all main exits at least 36 inches in witith?
39. Do occupants of each classroom have at least two widely separated means

of exiting from the building?
40. Are all window as well as door screens easily opened from the inside?
41. Is each classroom door operable from the inside without the use of a key?
42. Do plate glass doors have centrally located bars, or a sufficiently decorated

surface to be plainly visible?
43. Are all doors and closers in proper repair and operable?
44. Are vision strips provided in doors leading from classrooms to corridors?

Fire Alarm and Extinguishing Equipment
45. Is there an operable fire alarm system in the school?
46. Can the fire alarm be operated manually as well as electrically?
47. Are positions or stations for activating the fire alarm adequate?
48. Can the alarm be heard in all parts of the school?
49. Is the fire alarm system operable when the main electric panel is off?

50. Is the fire alarm system connected to the fire department alert panel?
51. If a telephone alarm is used, is the telephone number of the fire department

posted by all telephones?
52. Are fire extinguishers of appropriate types strategically located in the boiler

room?
53. Does the building have a fire protective system that is adequate for the degree

of fire-resistiveness incorporated into the structure ?
54. Are fire extinguishers of proper types SO located that one is available within

100 feet of any point in the corridor?
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55. Have all fire extinguishers been inspected, maintained, and recharged asrequired?
56. Have all fire protective devices such as sprinkler systems, fire hydrants andhose, and automatic fire alarms been inspected and tested within the past sixmonths?
57. Are there fire hydrants on or just outside the school premises?
58. Are sprinkler systems provided for all basement areas?
59. If there is a sprinkler system, are all valves sealed in an "Open" position?60. Are all sprinkler beads unpainted, unobstructed, and free to operate?61. Are all valves and gauges in sprinkler systems checked weekly?62. If there is a standpipe and hose system, are all hoses properly connected tooperable water outlets, with workable nozzles?
63. Are extinguishers in the vicinity of electrical devices of the approved typefor electrical fires?

Electrical and Gas Equipment
64. Have all electrical circuits and outlets been checked for defects within thepast six months?
65. Are only approved electrical extension cords used?
66. Do all electrical appliances, fixtures, and cords have the Underwriters' Lab-oratories or Factory Mutual acceptance label?
67. Do all electrical installations comply with existing or recommended electricalcodes?
68. Is temporary wiring done by a competent electrician in strict accordancewith codes?
69. Are all electrical appliances and motors equipped with circuit breakers orcut-out switches?
70. Are all electrical appliances inspected regularly?

.71. Would the main electrical power cut-off for the entire plant be accessibleduring a fire?
72. Are electrical power cutoffs provided for special areas?
73. Are electric circuits overloaded or over-fused?
74. Are extension cords hung over nails or metal projections?
75. Have all gas tubing and outlets been checked for defects in the last sixmonths?

ti76. Is there a master shut-off valve in every room in which gas is used ?77. Are kerosene, gasoline, and other flammable liquids stored in approved con-tainers in a fire resistive room or in a detached shed?
78. If gas is turned off in a building, are pilot lights and valves set before themain valve is opened?
79. Are all gas-fired appliances vented to the outside?
80. Are blueprints of gas and electrical lines kept up to date?
Boiler Room
81. Is the boiler room located so that it is not directly below spaces occupied bypupils and teachers ?
82. Is the boiler room constructed of non-combustible materials?
83. Does the boiler room have at least two independent exits, one of which leadsdirectly to the outside?
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84. Is a self-closing, fire-resistive door located between the boiler room and the
remainder of the school?

85. Is the furnace room provided with a fixed louver or other permanent opening
to the outside to supply air for combustion?

Heating and Ventilating
86. Is the heating plant of sufficient capacity to heat the building comfortably

without overloading in the coldest weather?
87. Are all heating. or ventilating ducts equipped with automatic dampers?
88. Has the heating equipment been inspected and approved by a qualified person

within the past 12 months? And is it well maintained?
89. It used, are portable heaters well protected, controlled by a thermostat and

equipped with safety switches in ease they are upset?
90. Are recommended steam pressure requirements complied with?
91. Are all exposed steam and hot water pipes properly insulated with heat and

fire resistive materials?

Housekeeping, Storage, and Waste Disposal
92. Are such areas as the attic, basement, furnace-boiler rooms and fan-blower

rooms, stage, upper-stage, underthe-stage, stairs, plenums, pipe alleys, and
storage rooms free from waste paper, rubbish, old furniture, stage scenery,
and other combustible materials?

93. Are accumulations of grease removed regularly from kitchen exhaust ducts,
fans, and filters?

94. Are ashes placed in metal conta used for that purpose only?
95. Are combustibles such as lint, dust, sh. ngs, or combustible fibers allowed

to accumulate on machinery, shelves, :11s, beams, or other surfaces?
Are students required to clean their loci rs frequently?

97. Are cleaning agents noncombustible?
98. If the floors are of wood and cleaning compounds are used, do they contain

oil or naptha?
'99. If liquid floor sealer is used, is it approved with respect to flash point by

the Fire Underwriters' Laboratories or a similar agency?
100. Is there a rubbish room with self-closing doors and automatic sprinklers?
101. Are old records and papers stored in steel cabinets?
102. Are oily rags kept in approved containers?
103. Are spaces used for storing combustible materials, such as cleanin : gents,

paints, thinners, and gasoline, enclosed by fire-resistive construction?
104. Are supplies stacked orderly and not closer than 2 feet to the ceiling?
105. Are adequate fireproof storage facilities provided flOcostumes, props, etc.?

4 u106. Are areas under and in stairways free of stored materials?
107. Are flammable materials of any type stored near water heaters, boilers, or

other heat producing units?
108. Are there automatic sprinkler heads in the custodial locker and store room?
109. Is waste collected daily and disposed of each night?
110. Are shavings and sawdust from shop rooms removed daily?
111. Are waste paper chutes constructed of fire-resistive materials and equipped

with self-closing doors?
112. Is the incineiktor in good repair? Does it have a By-ash screen?
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113. Are combustibles allowed to pile up around the incinerator?
Classroorits and Special Areas
114. Are classrooms located on only the first and second floors, if the building isnot completely fire-resistive?
116. Is the auditorium stage equipped with fire curtains and fiametwoofeCidrapery?
116. Does the auditorium, gymnasium, and cafeteria have two or more widely. separated exits of adequate width?
117. If the building is not fire-resistive, is it free from false ceilings which en-closes space where fire may originate or _travel?
118. Does each seating level in the auditorium have its own exist way whichmeet all standards? '4

119. Are aisles at least..3 feet, t) inches in width?
120. if basement areas are used for a cafeteria, playroom, or for other pupilactivity, are they provided with at least two adequate separate means ofegress?
121. Are fire safety procedures followed during public assemblage?
Interior Finish
122. Does the building interigr have any loose plasterplaster?
123. Is wood trim pUinted with flame-retardant paint?
124. Are lockers of steel construction?
NOTE : Thv following inspection checklists arc
Inspection Blank for Schools'

National Board of Fire Underwriters
85 John Street
New York 38, N.Y.

Monthly Report of Inspection of Schools
North Carolina State Department of Public InstructionRaleigh, N.C.

School Inspection Short Check List
National Safety Council
425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 11, Ill.

Self-Inspection Blank ( P.1. Form No. 7)
g This form is available from most casualty insurance companies

a

or large cracks in

available wpots request.
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II. Short Checklist for School Inspection.

(if you can check all these items "yes", your school is reasonably safe.)
1. Stairways enclosed? Yes No

Stairways must be enclosed in partitions to prevent up-
ward spread of fire and smoke. Metal lath and
plaster or wired glass in metal frames will suffice in
existing buildings. All exit doors must swing with
exit travel. Stair doors must be self-closing and should
be kept closed. Mark "No" if doors are missing or if
you find any stair door held open with a wedge.

2. Enough properly arranged exits? Yes 0 No 0

e

3. Interioi finish safe?

1. Are combustible.

Are there two ways of escape from every room ? A
single room door entering a common corridor with an
enclosed stairway at each end may be counted as two
ways of escape. Direct passage outdoors Is best. Is
the capacity of exits adequate? A unit of exit width
is 22 inches wide. To determine exit adequacy, figure
one unit per 100 persons on level, one unit per 60 per-
sons on stairs. Several floors may use same stair
exits. Exit should be within 100 feet of any room door
or within 150 feet in a sprinklered building., Mark
"No" if uncertain as to adequacy or capacity of exits.
Yes No

Much highly combustible interior finish has been used
in schools, particularly schools of a temporary charac-
ter. Any acoustical tile or fibreboard more combus-
tible than wood is dangerous. Plaster is safe in cor-
ridors. Check the Underwriters' Laboratories Tunnel
Test rating. Don't be misled by small-scale tests.
Any normal interior finish is reasonably safe In a
sprinklered building. In case of doubt, coat with
flame-retardant paint. If uncertain as to combusti-
bility, mark "No".

waste materials safeguarded? Yes No
It to not *lough merely to collect wastepaper and rub-
bish daily. Where are these waste materials put?
In a fire-resistive rubbish room with fire doors, or in
burlap sacks at the bottom of the stairs? How are old
papers of various kinds stored ? How about manual
training rooms and similar occupancies? Remember
that any loose combustible material is subject to igni-
tion by a chance spark.

*By the National Fire Protection Association (with slight adaptations to conform with
requirements of the present bulletin) .
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5. Proper fire-exit drills held? Yes No
To be of value, fire exit drills muse
come without warning. Advance none(
that a drill will be held at a specified
time, so that students can get their

, coats on and be prepared for the out-
door cold, nullifies the value of the
drill. Everyone must participate.
Drills must be varied to use different
exits, on the assumption that any single
exit may be blocked by smoke.

fire department? Yes D No 0
Having the fire department there promptly may meanthe difference between life and death. The situationvaries in different localities. Thus, no universal plancan be specified. The recommended arrangement isa connection to the fire department attached to theschool fire alarm system, so that if the alarm issounded for fire, the firemen. come (may be waived fordrills) . Don't hesitate to call the fire department incase of doubtthey would rather respond needlesslya hundred times than to lose one life because they havenot been called in time.

6. Effective plan to call

groossoo"'""Iumliminsc=.16

t. dh' rvainAi)t

Automatic sprinkler protection is often the one best safeguard for existing schoolbuildings of ordinary construction.
In any complete inspection, many other featfires of school fire safety shouldbe covered : construction, protection of heater rooms and shops, extinguishingequipment, safeguarding of hazards, automatic sprinklers, automatic and manualalarm equipment, etc. For details, see the Building Exits Code (NFPA No. 101).
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Appendix C

Emergency Drill Checklist*
rr.

(Check the proper space to indicate how you evaluate the emergency evacuation prepa-
ration of.your school system.)

QUESTIONS

1. Grass Roots
Are student observations used to perfect
drill efficiency?

2. Individual and Group Cooperation
Do the attitude and general response of
pupils indicate that they understawl the
significance of well-ordered exit drills?_ _

3. Basic Understanding
Is the primary objective of each drill to
train children for a complete understand-
ing of the purposes behind each
regulation?

4. Responsibility Development
Does the attitude of each child indicate
readiness to act independently of close
adult supervision, yet efficiently toward
appropriate safety goals?

5. Leadership in Depth
Are all appropriate personnel (teachers,
custodians, designated pupils, etc.),
briefed to carry out drill responsibilities
in the absence of the usually responsible
administrative officer?

6. Scour Out
Is inspection planned to ascertain that
every conceivable room in the building
is evacuated?

7. Perfect Accounting
Do teachers carry classbooks to permit
immediate location of all students before
recall is sounded?__:o. _ _ _ _ ,

ANSWERS

Satis-
factory

Accept-
able

Unsatis-
factory

By the (National Safety Council (with slight adaptations to conform with requirements of the presentulletin).
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(Check the proper space to indicate how you evaluate Oe emergency evacuation prepa-
ration of your school system)

QUESTIONS

8. Help for Handicapped
Have special provisions been made to
assist disabled or handicapped persons
during exit drills?

9. Changing Conditions
Have "blocked exit" drills been used to
give training in emergency use of exits
and stairways other than the usual ones
designated?

10. Surprise Alert
Would the building be vacated in prompt
and orderly fashion if drills were held:
a. on the first day of school?
b. when pupils are in the auditorium?.
C. when pupils are in the cafeteria?
d. when pupils are in the halls and stair-

ways during intermission?

11. Equipment Readiness
Are fire escapes and exit facilities
checkd for safety frequently and
regularly?

12. Progress Record
Are accurate records kept of the essential
elements of each drillspeed, order,
special emergencies, guidance given to
particular groups of individuals?

-13. Perfect Signal Spitem
Is the drill signal unmistakable, heard
everywhere, known to everyone, and
free from mechanical imperfections which
might render it inoperative?

14. Quickest Warning
Is there a bell switch at several con-
venient locations, and is it conspicu-
ously labeled?

I 15. Substitute Signalp
In the event that the electric fire alarm
system were inoperative, have pupils
been trained to respond to an em nay
hand bell signal?
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(Check the prorer space to indicate how you evaluate the emergency evacuation prepa-
ration of your school system.)

QUESTIONS

ANSWERS

Satis-
factory

Accept-
able

Unsatis-
factory

16. AN Hands at Stations
Are custodians trained to turn off venti-
lating fans and other drafts, to begin
fire-extinguishing action (or see that it
is in progress), and to direct fire-depart-
ment personnel to the location of the
fire? ............. ME MEI 11. ....... 4M Ala I

17. No One Is Indispensable
Do engineers and custodians keep equip-
ment (gas-main wrenches, etc.), charts
(location of sprinklers, etc.), key tele-
phone number (fire department, civil
defense authorities, etc.), and all other
appropriate information and equipment
in readiness for their immediate use? _ _

18. No Recall Mistakes
Is the recall signal one that could not
possibly Ire mistaken for some other
signal?

19. Control Outdoors
Are monitors, faculty members, or others
assigned stations and duties to insure
safety from traffic or other hazards out-
doors?

20. Battle Is the Payoff
Could it be predicted that students
would react in essentially the same
manner as they do for practice drills in
conditions of actual emergency, such as
smoke, blocked exits, natural disasters,
and some degree of student panic?__ mow IP
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Appendix D

ABC's of Fire Extinguisher Use*

THE NATIONAL Fire Protection Association has given advice on
safe methods of fighting small fires with portable fire extinguishers.

Of great significance is advice about safety precautions : whey and
how to use various types of extinguishers, and how to select, main-
tain, and mount portable extinguishers.

,.
t

(

Aw
- parbieD

How to Fight a Small Fire Safely

Take time to think, quickly use utsituation.
4. Get everyone out, call Fire Department at once.
+ Keep near doorso you can have an escape.
+ Stay lowout of beat and smoke.

Aim extinguisher' at bate of ft re.
+ Stay outside small rooms-shoot stream in.
+ Ventilate only after fire it out. But if fire gets

largeget out, close doors!

For ordinary oonsbuttiblet, 1186:

Pressurized wateroperates usually by squeezing
handle or trigger. Read instruction label. (Con-
tains WATER or water with anti-freeze chemical.)
Pump tankoperates by one hand pumping handle,
while other holds nozzle. (Contains' WATER or
water with anti-freeze chemical. )
Soda-acidoperates by turning extinguisher upside-
down. Has handle on bottom for inverting. (Con-
tains WATER, soda mixture, acidno anti-freeze.)

+ Dry chemicalmulti-purposeoperates by squeez-
ing handle or trigger. Read label. (Contains a
POWDER commonly designated "A,B,C".)

By the National Fire Protection Association (with slight adaptations to conform with
requirements of the present bulletin).
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ItFor flammable milk, we

Carbon dioxide (COOoperates usually by squeez-
ing handle or trigger. .See instruction label. (Die-,
charges as a HEAVY GAS that smothers fire.)

4- Dry chemicaloperates usually by squeezing han-
dle or trigger. See instruction label. (Contains
one of two general types of POWDERnot to be
mixed. One is for Class B, C fires ; one for Class
A, B, C fires.)
Foamoperates by turning extinguisher upside
down. (Contains WATER and ingredient to make
a heavy foam that smothers fire.),

For electrical equipment, use:

Nonconducting' extinguishing agent, such air---

+ Carbon dioxide (CO,)
Dry chemical (B-C type)
I$ry chemical (multipurpose)

4- Vaporizing liquid
DO NOT USE SODA-ACID, FOAM or other water-
type extinguishers until electric power has been shut
off.

Be Sure Your Fire Extinguishers Are Reliable
Look for the Underwriters' Laboratories label or
the Factory Mutual Approval Seal:

UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES FACTORY MUTUAL

(These labels mean that each extinguisher has met
exacting requirements of construction and perform-
ance.)
+ Inspect extinguishers periodically, (Being mechan-

ical devices, they should be serviced from time
to time.) Refill immediately after any use.

+ Seep extinguishers within reach for anyone to
useand practice how to use them before a fire
starts.

+ Have the right type of extinguisher handy at the
right place.

+ BEWARE ! Don't risk your life on "beer can" size
extinguishers ( tin cans, "bombs," aerosol contain-
ers, plastic bottles) usually holding less' than a
pint of liquid or 12 to 16 ounces of dry powder. To
depend on such gadgets of such small capacity,
limited range, and unknown reliability is dangerous.
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Appendix E

Potential Heat of Selected Building Materials,

Together With Flame-Spread Index'

Material

Woods

Douglas fir, untreated_ _ _
Douglas fir (retardant

treatment "A")
Douglas fir (retardant

treatment "B")
Douglas fir (retardant

treatment "C")____ _ _ _
Maple, soft, untreated
Hardboard, untreated_ _ _

Plaids*

Polystyrene, wall tile__ _ _
Rigid, polyvinyl chlo-

ride, retardant treated_
Phenolic laminate
Polycarbonate resin

Insolation

Glass fiber, semirigid, no
vapor barrier

Rock wool batting,
paper enclosure

Roof insulation board_ _ _
Cork (reconstituted cork

sheet)
Cellulose mineral board_

Concrete

Cinder aggregate
Slag aggregate
Shale aggregate
Calcareous gravel

aggregate_.
Siliceous gravel

aggregate

Thick-
ness

(inches)

Density
(lb /ft)

Potential heat

Weight
basis

(Btu/lb)

38.0 8, 400

V4 37.2 8, 290

Y4 47.2 7 860

Y4 38.8 7 050
1 39.5 7 940

59.8 8 530

O. 075

. 147
063

1

3
1

2

See footnotes at end of table.
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65. 4 17 420

86. 0 9, 290
76.4 7 740
78. 7 13 330

3 0

2 4
10. 4

14.8
47. 8

93 0
110. 1
80 5

133. 1

166 8

3 040

1 050
3 380

11, 110
2. 250

3 080
80
10

250
40

Volume
basis

(Btu/ft)

319X 10

308

371

274
314
510

1, 140

799
592

1, 050

9 1

2.5
35. 1

164
108

286
8.9
0 5

33. 1
6 7

Unit-
area

basis 2
(Btu/ft)

=1. IND MD. Mw

INE, .1 4110 OM Alb MD

4=0 .....

MO am 11. air IM

Flame-
spread
index

69

5

3

1

82
150

335

10
107
56

Mo ma& am.

61

174
1. 3

0.0



Material

Cement

Asbestos cement
Asbestos cement

+20 mil paint
Gypswit

CaSO4.21120, hydrated
neat gypsum

Per lite aggregate plaster,
21- percent aggregate...

Sand aggregate plaster,
68-percent aggregate

Vermiculite aggregate
plaster, 15-percent
aggregate

Gypsum board "A"
Gypsum board "A" with

paper removed
Gypsum board "A" +

alkyd gloss paint
Gypsum board "B"

Lath

Gypsum A__ _ _ ____ _ _ _
Metal diamond mesh__ _ _
Metal diamond mesh,

paint removed
Metals

Structural steel-
unpainted

Magnesium
Aluminum
Brass
Copper
Lead
Zinc

Mime Dammam

Paint "E" (dried paint
film)

Asphalt shingles (fire-
retardant)

Building paper (asphalt-
impregnated)

Building paper (rosin-
sized)

Linoleum tile
Brick, red-face
Charcoal, coconut

Thick-
ness

(inches)

Density
(lb /ft)

0 41

1

1

117. 0

159. 2

137. 9

53. 2

101. 8

1 51 2
% 50 5

% 46 6

% 46. 7
51 2

% 55. 3
. 02b 405

019 401

060 489
128 122
004 165
004 534
024 556
036 710

415

Potential heat

Weight Volume
baths basis

(Btu/lb) (Btu/ft)

80 9. 2

390 62. 4

- 290 -.31 3

70 4.0

-50 -5.4

-90 -4.6
760 38. 4

- 270 1 -12. 5

880 41 2
650 33 0

310 17. 0
1, 230

660

230
10, 800

30
100
60

280
760

.05, 3,640

Y4 70.7 8, 320 188,

042 42. 8 13, 620 583

. 018 23.6 7, 650 181
!yi 86.0 7, 760 667

2Y4 139.1 20 2. 2
13, 870

Unit-
area

basis 2
(Btu/ft)

1, 370

420

190
5, 400

O. 8
89

32
278

2, 390

...... MN. MEP

Im

Flame
spread
index

. 0

. 7

. 0

. 0

. 0

. 0
14. 3

.0

8.0
7. 9

0.0

. 0

1

.11=0 4111. 0111. MIP miD

F.

4=1 Om .111.

30

123

385

192
106

O. 0

U.S. Department of Commerce, National B Standards. Technical Nets Bulletin, 44:191)
November 1900.

I Based upon total exposed surface &ea.
Nolo: All weights and percentages refer to original air-dry weight.
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Appendix F

Chronology of a School Fire

AFEW YEARS AGO a devastating winter-time fire (occurring in
a school building constructed of ordinary combustible masonry

materials) burned to death on the premises 3 teachers and 87 pupils.
At the time of the fire many other pupils were seriously injured,
and later in a hospital five more died as a result of burns and injuries.

The following chronology of the fire demonstrates that when a
building' constructed of ordinary combustible masonry materials
catches fire, precious little time is available for escape.

Time
(P.M.) Incident

2 :25 Student leaves second floor classroom to carry waste paper to base-
ment.

2 :28 ESTIMATED START OF FIRE (not visible to student)
2 :30 Student returns to second floor, thinks be smells smoke, tells teacher.
2 :31 Rm. #206 teacher confers with Rm. #207 teacher in hallway.
2 :32 Rm. #207 teacher runs to school officeno one there.
2 :33 Rm #207 teacher returns, smoke is now definite.

( Janitor outside has seen smoke, tells someone in adjacent build-
ing to call fire department.)

2 :34 Rms. #206-07 pupils get ready to 'exit.
2 :35 Rm. #207 pupils go down rear fire escape, quite smoky.
2:36 Rm. #206 pupils go down interior stairway, heavy smoke at head

height.
2 :37 Rms. #206-07 pupils marched to building next door.
2 :38 Teacher returns from building where she left children, pulls the

school building fire alarm. Rm. #210 teacher notes heat, opens door,
heavy smoke rolls in.

2 :39 Twso janitors erect private ladders to second-floor windows.
2 :40 Pupils march out of south wing of building OK.
2 :41 FIRST ALARM TO FIRE DEPARTMENT via phone.
2 :42 Engine, truck, squad en route on streets.
2 :43 Pupils start to jump from second-floor windoics.
2 :44 Engine arrives, lays hose lines, erects two ladders, radios 2-11.
2 :45 Police squad sees smoke, radios for help.
2 :46 Truck ladders building, uses life nets. Battalion Chief arrives.
2 :47 Clock in Rm. #212 stopped on account of the heavy fire.

.2 From a publication (with slight adaptations to conform with requirements of the
present bulletin) by the Federation of Mutual Fire Insurance Companiesife Tow Student
Housing Fire-Bafel 1960, 2d ed., p. 48).

a
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I

'2 :48-2 :56 Rescue and firefighting.
2 :57 Roof collapses, radio 5-11 alarm (maximum response for the city

fire department) .,
4 :17 Box 5182 struck out.

At 2 :25 P.M. no smoke was evident in the second-floor corridorat
:36 P.M. (11 minutes later) pupils encountered heavy smoke as

they exited. There was an 8-minute delay in sounding the building
fire alarm. There was an unexplained 8-minute relay in calling the
fire department The fire department took only 2 minutes to get
there and go to workwhen they arrived the second-floor corridor was
100-percent unusable, and pupils were already jumping from win-
dows. This was the third worst school disaster in the history of the
United States. THIS COULD BE REPEATED ANYWHERE !

ft
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Appendix G

Needed Research

ALTHOALTHOUGH

much research has been done concerning the natureUGH
growth of fire, fire-detective and fire-protective equipment,

and the way in which materials are affected by fire, it still appears
that much more research needs to be conducted in these and in other
areas. More specifically, additional research is recommended in the
following areas:

The way in which an incipient fire starts and grows.
The way in which building design, mass, construction, and even stairways
affect fire growth.
The use, effectiveness, and methods of opening large-size vents.
Methods for opening and closing fire doors effectively, especially in terms
of saving lives.
Automatic fire-detection equipment, especially for smoke detection.
Effective methods of classifying fire- and smoke-sensitive equipment.
Sprinkler systems that will provide greater life-safety protection than
the protection currently available.
Smoke and heat conditions that affect the safety of lives.
Building materials as they inhibit or contribute to fire spread.
The smoke toxicity of various building materials.
The Subsequent effect of one building material upon another building
material during the course of an uncontrolled fire.

+ The cost of complete detection and protection equipment in light of re-
duced insurance rates and added life protection.
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Appendix H

Materials for Further Study

L Curriculum

1. National Commission on Safety Education, 1101 Sixteenth Street NW, Wash-
ington 6, D.C.

PUBLICATIONS
General

Checklist of Safety and Safety Education in Yourselves. 1953.
Guide to Selected &day Education Films. 1961.
The Expanding Role of School Patrols. 1953.
The Teacher-Fireman Teams 1953.

Biementary
Fire Safety : For 'leachers of Intermediate Grades. 1950.
Fire Safety : For Teachers of Primary Grades. 1950.
Other Schools Plan Safe Living. 1956.
Unit Guides for You : Safety in Intermediate Grades. 1960.
Unit Guides for You : Safety in the Primary Grades. 1960.

Secondary
rire Safety : For Junior High School& 1950.
Fire. Safety : For Senior High Schools. 1951.
Safe Use of Electrical Equipment 1951.

College and University
Safety Education for Teachers. ( Part I, 1946 ; part II, 1947.)
Fire Safety for College Residence Buildings. 1952.

CLASSROOM POSTERS

Keeping Your Home Free From Fire (a series) . 1957.

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

Fire in Their Learning. 1954. 16 mm. sound. 19 min.
Preventing Fires in Your Home. n.d., 50 frames.
Preventing Fires in Your School and Other Public Buildings. n.d., 40

frames.
2. Other Sources

PUBLICATIONS

The International Association of Fire Chiefs, 232 Madison Avenue, New York
16, N.Y.

Fire Prevention for Secondary Schools, by the University of Southern Cali-
fornia Laboratories. 1952.

National Board of Fire Underwriters, 85 John Street, New York 88, N.Y.
80 Selected Movies. n.d.
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IL Equipment
The following is a list of publications available from the three

sources indicated.

1. National Board of Fire Underwriters, 85 John Street, New York 38, N.Y.Dry-Pipe Valves ( NBFU No. 13B). 1952.
2. National Fire Protection Association, 60 Batteryaarch Street, Boston 10,

t, Mass.
'Building Construction and Materials (NFPA No. 251). 1961.
Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing Systems (NFPA No. 12) . 1961.
Code for Protection Against Lightning (NFPA No. 78) . 1959.Foam Extinguishing Systems (NFPA No. 26). 1960.
Method of Test of Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials(NFPA No. 255) . 1961.
Recommended Systems for the Identification of the Fire Hazards of Mate-rials (NFPA No. 704) . 1961.
Standard for the Installation of Fire Doors and Windows (NFPA No. 80).

1961. ,

Supervision and Control of Valves ( NFPA No. 26) . 1958.
Materials (NFPA No. 255). 1961.

3. Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. 207 East Ohio Street, Chicago 4,
Air-Conditioners, Central Cooling (UL 465). 1957.
Branch-Circuit and Service Circuit-Breakers (UL 588) . 1961.
Christmas-Tree and Decorative-Lighting Outfits (UL 588). 1961.
Control Units for Fire-Protective Signaling Systems (UL 864). 1950.
Dry-Chemical Hand Fire Extinguisher ( UL 299). 1959.
Electric Lighting Fixtures for Use in Hazardous Locations (UL 844).

1950.
Electric Oil Burner (UL 574) . 1959.
Fire Door Frames ( UL 63) . 1961.
Fire Test of Door Assemblies ( UL 10 1957.
Flame Tests of Flame-Resistant Fabri ( UL 214) . 1955.
Fuses (UL 198) . 195.
Heat Pumps ( UL 559). 1959.
Hose Valves-Fire (UL 688). 1958.
Hydrants, Private and Municipal Fire 6partment Services (UL 246).

1958.
Oft Burners (UL 296) . 1959.
Outlet Boxes and Fittings (UL 514). 1951.
Panic Hardware ( UL 305). 1955.
Radio and Television Receiving Appliances (UL 492) . 1958.
Snap Switches for Use in Hazardous Locations ( UL 844) . 1954.
Standard for Alarm Valves (Subject 193). 1952.
Standard for Waste Cans ( Subject 32) . 1954.
Tin-Clad Fire Doors (UL 10a) . 1956.
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